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Developsents in science and technology, particularly 

since the l~:ter :}alf of the bilentieth century, have 

undoubtedly brou:·;ht great benefits to marikind, both 

in tero;c; of liberation oi' the mind and in enhancing 

m:::1t1 1 s underst;:mding of the universe surrounding him. 

Nob.Jithst:::mding these benefits, reckless applico.tion of 

scientific \<:. nov~leclc;e throur:h technology in day to day 

life, hos adversely affected the ecological balance 

between the normal functioninp of bio-sphere and the 

htlln<:Hl environment. The side effect of some indu:::;trial 

technolo::il:O>.s on gehr?r:::l human environment have proved 

d iE;as tr·ous in sev~r al Viays, such as thre .!'lt to life 

eue.,natinc; :!.'rom nu.cle2r fall out, marine pollution, 

acid-re::,ins, drc-~u~;:ts nnci famine. Besides, some 

technolocies have introduced into modern life unprece

dented d;:,n.:;ers to humnn species. These problems have 

renc/lt:~cl such 0 J:!C<~ni tude ClS to posit a direct threat 

to the very exis te nee u f civilized life on this planet. 

':Cl·ie)' o.re ,,Jell evident in our progressive life by 

multitudes of pollutions, extinqtion of wild-life, 

deforestation, soil-erosion, uncontrolled industrial 

;:~nd dome:::: tic Vl<).stes, po llu.tion by automobile exhausts 

and oth-:r element:::; ce~uE~inc ranicl deterioration of the 

envircnm -nt. 
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For quite some time, the implic2tions of these 

developm,::nts vJere lar~ely ignored. However, in the 

decade of sixties the problem of nuclear emission, 
' 

pollution of air and ·vJater has become acute eno~gh to 

mva\<:.Gn the conciousness of governments and peoples, 

especially those amongst the industrialized developed 

countries. 

It was made clear by the scientific researches 

and experiments that the problems \vere of such magni-

tude as could be tackled only on international levels. 

This erowing concern led to the initiative of Sweden 

in the United l'Iations, in I11arch 1968, for a concerted 

action by the: international community. Expert reports 

and di.:-,cus.sion that follovJed resulted in the convening 

of tl:re United Ilations Conference on Htunan Environment 

(UNCI-IE) in Stodcholm (Sweden) in June (1968). 

At this conference the representatives of 113 

ne.tions vJere 2erced on: (i) A Decl(l.re.tion on the Human 

EnVironment constituting new principles of behaviour 

and responsibility, as first ad~nowledgement of environ-

mentc.l ethics on international level to govern the 

relr::ttionship of man \·Ji th his environment; (ii) An Action 

Plan constituting recommendations calling on governments, 

UN agencies and other international organizations to 

co-operate in t8King specific measures to deal with the 

wide-variety of international problems; and (iii) Insti-
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tutional a.nd financial arrangements for carrying out 

the Act ion P L3n. 

~Chese recommend~tions resulted in the establishment 

by the General Assembly in December 1972 of Upi ted 

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to facilitate 

the institutiondl co-operation in the environmental 

field within t.te UN system. 

uuestions that need to be examined which this 

study attempts to do ore ~,-!hat v-1ere the major issues 

discussed <Jt the .Stockholm Conference 1.vhich led to the 

inception of tile programme? \·!ere the~e any differences 

of approach among the industrially advanced countries 

on the one hand and develoaing countries on the other 

hand? ';/hat has been the basic thrust of UNEP. To 

what extent it has proved to be a viable one, has it 

been successful in protecting the environment and 

preventine its further deterioration? To what extent 

it has met the needs of the developing countries, 

1 il< e I tid i :1? 

These und related questions are the subject of 

this study. This .study is divided into· seven chapters. 

Chapter 1 attempts a survey of the activities which 

preceded the Stockholm Conference. The second chapter 
' 

contains an analysis of preparatory work underta<en at 

the United }\lations between 1970-72 for the formulation 
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of is sues deemed importc:::.nt for the d1s cus sio n by the 

Conference'. The next chapter deals vvi th the bBsic 

is~ues raised and discussed by the delegates at 

Confere nco. Chepter four undert gt~ es a dis cuss ion of 

the Action Plans as desi8ned by the cor.Jmulative efforts 

of ex~1erts in th;.; Conference to rni tig;,te, eradicate and 

solve t;12 ixJEJic pro blcms related to human environment. 

It Qlso discussed the Declaration on Human Environment 

passed by th:: Conference. l:.Oifth chapter deals with the 

priority arecl.S for the implementations of this Action 

Plan encl its ~,rogress ':Jithin one decade. Chapter six 

exc:.i.ffiines the institutional structure and process of 

United llations 8nviron1:1ent Programme (UNEP). It also 

carrie~-, a functional 'analysis of this institution. 

The concluding chapter embodies an overall assesment of the 

UN activities in the field of human environment ••••• 



ClL'Y.TER - I 

B.\G~ GiWUlllJ J:O T::L P:WBUc:l·:j OF HUf•IAU ENVIRONTIIENT 

Hu:n.:·n history is a record of sequences of socL'.l 

c:nd technolo,: ical developments and adoption of ne\-J 

mechanisms that have enabled mart<. ind to use environ-

ment vJi th ef1:'ecti ve ness, v1hile minimizing the limi ta-

t ions imposed by it. This s truggl.e for supermacy over 

nuture is not new, and has been with us since the dawn 

of civilization; but bc:c;;.me sharp only aftr:>r the 

industri<-'-1 revolution. The developments t'r1at followed 

hnve crP~1ted a c~ :nplex of environmental hszards of 

entir<::'ly nc:•.-1 nature by unprecedented techniques of vJar 

c:.nd pro,1uctiuns, in the rnidst of startling paradoxes of 

increasing popuL-1tion and urbaniz.3tion. J'vioreover, 

1 the spec-::d and scope of current techno lo ,Q;ioal 

develonr:1entE3 set the: p:cesent age apart from all earlier 
1 

eras o.f scientific pror;ress 1 
• 

Concern for the protection of human environment 

is as old as the vedic and e~ic age in India and age of 

1The Global 2000 report to the President of the United 
States, entering the: 21st century, A report prepared by 
the Councii on Environmental ~uali ty and the Departr::1ent 

of St8tes, 3 vols, (Elmsford, NY, 1980) 
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'Horner' anci 'Plato' in Gree\<. literature. In early 

pPriods of hum~n history there was no pressing need 

for the protection of ecological balance, as it vJas 

self-em" rcecl by the r:ature itself, mostly reflected 

in tft,:: :·n..lLLXJ behaviour to respect and accept it. But 

in the 19th c>-,ntury, 1·;hen inventions v1ere devised to 

domin<:>te nat\..:.re ~:-or hume.n use, a comprehensive approo.ch 

for cot'lservntion \vas CE1lled for by geographers li'~e 

Patric-s3edcle.s. In 1C375, the funeric8n geographer 

Edward Sucess introduced the concent of biosphere, 

vJllich 1·.Jrt.S lc:tter systematicAlly developed by soviet 
2 

bio-d:emi st V.I. Vernaclsk y. But due to industrial 

ndvr•tJCOs in tile nineteP.nth and t1t1entieth centuries 

e nviront:tt' nt :~l c-o,nc.l ecolo ·.ical p:c~o blem tended to grow 
3 

r.:1piclly. ThE:: need :for <1l1 integrated approach to the 

p:t,obl•~m of ;-JU!:1dr1 environment has become apparent and 
4 

v:;:1s em;)J::.asized in the develo~')ed v1orld. It is being felt 

that tile. Garth i3 liKe r-1 little spacesh,ip on v1hich human 

bein,:; <:·.ire tr -vellin::; together, dependent on the vul-

nerablE; suprlie~:; of air c:md soil. Hence life can only 

2Robert .3~ Ildlamara, One hundred countries, 1\JO billion 
IJPOpl0}_: The Dt._mensions of Development (NevJ York, 1973.) p.3 

3John i'-ic1h8le, The 0colo '7ic::.il Context..t. (London), 1970, p. 7 

4Rammond F. DDsi:!Rnn, Environmental Conserv~Jtio n, (New Yort() 
1968' p .11 
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be sustained t·hrough a delicate equilibrium between 

L:an and nature. 

·It i'Je..s a.lso realised that the principal cause of 

environm~nt2l pollution is industrializntion and 

indiscriminate applic~tion of science & technology 

to economic development, and each major form of power 

generoticn doos its own kind of harm to the environment, 

ec. Fo~::~oil conl and oil produce smoke and suopherdioxide 

at v1or.s t nnd convert oxygen to the carbondioxide. Like 

wise, nuclear power plBnts ~roiuce radio-Rctive pollution 
5 

and involve the danger to hurnnn life. Lilzewise, hydro-

electric JIO'der requires dams that cover up land, spoLl· 

\'J ild-r i ver~;, increase v1ater loss by evaporation and 

produce valley full of silt • 

. 'l'hc'! experts reported that the vast use of energy 

and new materials effluents, urbanization & consumptions 

of pollutHnt elements are leading men on a course which 

can alter danGerously the natural system of our plan~t 

upon 1·1hi ell the human race depends. I~1orecver, the 
6 

m.:1rine life l~-o not aloof from the hum8n crush. Thus the 

vast oct:·<O.t1.s are becoming far more vulnerable to man's 

activities, than had been ever ~·resumed. 1tlith too many 

poisons, insecticides and fertilisers running into the 

oceans, vast oil splits n.nd chemic2l-c;lumping in tl:.e 

sea made it rerpetual source of waste. 

r-
:JG t d P ll ed m1'ne Envl·ronment?l Handbod<. are e .oe , • , '·~ 

Yorl\. , 1 970) , p • 1 07. 
?- R.P. Anand, ;rDevelopment and Environment: problems 
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1'hus, the biosphere of mnn' s inheritance and 

techrwspllere or his creature are out a! balance and, 

indeed into a deep conflict. This ,-,as forced Paul 

Ehrlich to v.1ar n 

11 \Ie must realise that unless 'de are 

extremely lucky, everybody vJill dis-

appear in a cloud of srricke in tvJenty years." 

The key to the middle ,,Jay lies mainly in the wise deve-

lopment and applicotion of science and technology. Hence 

attempts were m8de in the industrialized countries to 

prevent .such dete rior .::__~ tio n ;J.s might be an verse to the 
8 

ecolo;··tc:-1 b:~L:nce of bio-sphere. 

I~ l~ to be noted that the general principles and 

prescri6tion of internc:1tional l2:VJ are not vJithout 

applic.:bili ty to t!-1:_, problems or transnational environ-

mentetl deernc1:-ttion. The: h•;:;nl responsibility of state 

I 

7 

(Foot note 6 continued) ••• Law (Ne1,v Delhi) vol.20, 1980 p.15 

7 
\,il..wted in rtichard .A. Foll<-, The E.ndangered 

Plnnet (NevJ Yor1<-, 1971). 

8 
I~. Se abord. 11 Ecogro\vth : some safety device 

tov18rd 0/F - doomsd<.W", Fortun~ ( New Yorlz ) Oct., 
1 972 p. 11 5 
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to protect its o•;~n enviromnent is much old and 

existed prior to the existence of United Nations. 

Therf.:- ... ,.ere <-'lt least one hundred of such conventions, 

·vJhich prohibits acts contrary to the order of nature. 

Besides, a fundamental principle of international 
r 

law limits actions by one .state which \vOuld cause injury 
10 

on the ter"·itory of another state. It seems that there 

is a general recocnition of the rule that, state must not 

permit the use of its territory for purposes injurious 
11 

to the' interest of other states. The principle is in 

turn a reflection of the fundamental doctrin, "Sic Utera tuo 

Ut olienum non leadc:ls" -i.e. one must use one's mm right 

so as not do injury to 2.nother. This eoncept underlines 

the ranu:: oC state-to-state relations just as it does in 

personal relations. 

It seems apparent from the facts olil the state of 

e nvironlilent amo ne clif r'er::- nt countries and from the complex 

and sensitive Economic and political considerations 

9Indisn constitution provides directives for the 
pr.otection and imnrow~rnent of environment and safeguarding 
of forest and VJild li'-e. see: Article:, 48-A of the IAdian 
Constitution. 

10corfu channel C<Jse, (1949) International court of 
justjce Report 4; see statement at page 22 to the effect 
that every state is obliged 11 not to allow f<:.rwwingly its 
territory td be used for 2cts contrary to the right ~f 
other states 11 • 

11 survey of International Law (34) : UN n:ec A/CN .4/ 
1 Rev. 1 ( 1 94 9) 
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involved thet international co...,operation and agreements 

'rJill 1)e noce.';;s;:,ry to initiate prompt measures to improve 
12 

our glob;::>.l environment. In this context it ""ould be 

interestin~ to ~riof some import2nt bilater~l-inter-

national attem:)ts to pr·otect and improve the condition 
1 3 

of environment. 

Thr: first ·,~oovm a-cter::pt of international concern 

for C•.c nro tl": c tio n of hu.m:::n-e nvironme nt began \r.Ji th the 

nu·cleus i'on,K:c.l by the Hf!lerican l''isheries Society in 1870 

\·Jhich e xtc nded in 1902 into the I Qterna tio nal Ass ocL. tio n 

of Gauc, /L:h and Conservcttion Commi.ssio n. 

It \h1cs, a US Canada joint venture a::1d did not have 

any ef _'t::::ct out~jide a.f there tvw. 
. 

'i'he U0 rth-"illlericen migratory Birds Treaty of 1916 

cc.lled for lc[!;isl<:ltion in botl; these countries and in 

COl.Lc''"St=: of time led to an in.sti tutional structure. 

In 1933, tllte' need for t11e international co-operation 

over standard~:; ancl le[3islations brought into force the 

ccnvention_relatinG to the preserv3tion of fauna and 

.'): -;: 

!_)j_~\)l"' ~li~~to:ctc:.::l 
... l · ! ... (" ,., ( \T"\r7 -!-I \ 
: (t::: ~.iC-'.Ltrr~ Lon .;:·. ~)). __ ) \..tl .. l\ .. ..1 •. -.1. 1 , 

stste of Int·:::rn2.tional 

dr:::v,:::lo:--)rr,c;nts in tl1e 
) ;..J·:·c·~~[.iiK'Y', 1 968. 
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!lora in their Natural state. It was signed by more 

than sixty states in London under the auspices of 

League of Nations.14 

Following this precedent, the convention on 

nature protection and wild life preservation on the 

Western-Hemisphere was signed in Washington. It was 

another multilateral venture. 15 

In 1962, a conference to preserve wild-life of 

the endangered species ot the world was held at Gland? 

in Switzerland, which established world "Wild lite 

Fund (WwF) to care tor nature. The conference ~as 

followed by first world conferences on natural park 

at seattle (Switzerland) in the same year. 

In 1963, the inter-governmental co-ordination 

wa~ initiated within the European community, when 

Council of Europe by the decision o! council of 

ministers decided to get up a European Committee for 

the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources(CCNNR) 

as an specialized body of Experts to assist the aember 

states in their environmental problems. 16 

14Ib1d. 
1 5Garet de Bell, n.5,P.14. 
16Ian Brownlie1 A survey of Iaternation~ rules o! 

environmental protection. (New Delhi, 1973), ~67-6~ .. 
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The success of these attempts lies in the 

fact that they have provided inputs for more global and 

regional conferences. e.g. Biosphere Conference of 

UNESCO (1968) in Paris. It is to be noted, however, 

that the subject of environmental protectioas and 

conservations had been dealt with by these convention 

in only a fragmentary manner. For example, Article I 

of the convention on the prevention of marine pollution 

by dumping of wastes and other matters, 1972 obliged the 

contracting parties individually to promote the effective 

control of all sources of pollution of the maria.e 

environment and to take all practicable steps to prevent 

the pollution of the sea by waste dumping and other mate

rials that is liable to creat@ hazards to the human 

health and to harm living resources and marine li!'e 

and damage amenities or to inaerfere with the other 

legitimate uses of sea.17 

Other treaties and conventions which deserve 

mention, in this connection are: The Nuclear Weapons 

Test Ban Treaty of 1963; Treaty of the Principles 

Governing the Activities of States on the Exploration 

17International conventions and protocol in the 
field of the environment. UN Doc. UNEP/G.C. 12/18, 
1 December, 1983. 
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and use of outerspace, 1967, Treaty for the·Prohibition 

of Nuclear Weapons in Latin J1111erica, 1968 Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 1968, the two 

Brussels conventions relating to intervention on the 

high seas in case of oil pollution damage, 1969, the 

convention on wetlands of International importance and 

the convention concerning the protection of the world 

cultural and natural heritage, 1972 etc. 18 (which is 

concerned with the protection and conservation of the 

naturalresources of the areas and prevention of danger 

to the flora and fauna of the marine environment. It 

was one of the significant developments before the 

environmental conference in 8tockholm19. 

Let us cover some specific measures adopted by 

the United Nations, besides these conventions, before 

StoCkholm conference to solve the global problem of 

conservation and regulation of human environment by 

international consensus on a universal level. 

18Ibid. Reference may.also be made to the General 
Assembly Declaration of Dec. 17, 1970 of Principles 
governing the sea-bed and the ocean floor and the sub
soils there ~ beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

19uN Month§v Chr2flcle, (New York), Vol.S, no.3 
(March 1971), p.2 • 
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UN Concern to the problems of Human Environmept 

First indication of UN concern was manifested in 

the object! ves of Baruch plan in 1946 for the re gulatiom 

and control of atomic energy, which in course of tice 

led to the establishment of an International Atomic 

Energy Agency(IAEA) in Vienna in 1957. 

In 1949, the UN organized a scientific conference 

on conservation and. utilization of natural resources, 

wherein it was declared. 

"The Nature's plentifulness is a heritage not 

to be squandered with impurity, it must be 

conserved for the future generations or its 

barkruptcy will extinguish us all n20 

It is to be noted that under Article 22 of the UN 

Charter the Gene~al Assembly has established a number 

of specialized Agencies and launched many programmes, 

conferences and projects to fulfill the mandate of 

Article 55 for a higher standard .of living and social 

progress and for the solution of health and related 

---:....---

2°see: Year bookoo! the United Nations. 1949. 
P .• 329. 
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problems. 1l'hese have produced several reports 

on prevention of natural and man-made hazards, 

of atomic radiation to marine pollutionr outer space 

to underground explosion of Nuclear-Tests. 21 Similar-

ly, the environmental awareness of the developing 

countries wQs brought by tbe UN region Economic 

commissions and helped in formulating; co-ordinating 

and establishing organizations and institutions to 

curb their specific environmental problems.22 

Nevertheless, it is an established fact, as pointed 

out by Bishop and Munro.23 

"That mearly all the Economic Commissions 
are, in one way or other, engaged in major 
studies or co-operative programmesoon the 
environmental-problem resul.ting from the 
industrial and other activities in their 
respective field." 

- 21 See.~ Report of. _the UN scientific committee on the 
Effects of Atomic radiation, (New Yortt, 1955). 

'22Robert E. Stein, "The potential of Regional 
Organizations on managing man's environment' 1ft John 
Lawrence Hardgrove (ed.) 'Law-Institutions and Globle , 
Environment' {New Yo.rl{, 19'?2) pp.253=2~3. 

23A.mala A. Bishop and Robert D. Munro: "The UN 
Regional economic Commissions and Environmental problems", 
International Organization, (Boston) Vol. 26,· no. 2, 1972, 
PP• 345-71. 
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Obviously, the question then arises as to 

what was the need for establishing an independent 

programme for environmental regulations? The answer 

is clear when we examine the nature and functioning ot 

these commissions. They were not effective to control 

the sovereign member states in their technological 

advancements to the impairment of their own environ-

ment, in the waKe of economic and industrial compe-

titions prevailing in the contemporary world. They 

never wish to stop their developmental activities, at 

the cast of economic and technical adventures. These 

has paralised the long debate over environment and 

development. It is sufrice here to remark that merger 

of all this scattered activities of the UN agencies and 

commissions into one august body was the call of time, 

as it is evident by the Swedish resolution of 1968 in 

Economic and Social Council and later by the Report 

of the Secretary-General as E/4667. 

that: 

However, it has been felt by a number of scholars 

"The world organization will able to move 
towards the management of global environment 
only at the pace which reflects the lowest 
common denominator of the will of the member 
governments, and that is a political, not a 
technical question."24 

24Thr 'S W .Wilso Jr,. "Internatic 1 Environmental 
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Hence something more positive and dynamic is 

needed to curb this problems on the part of United 

Nations. The role of UN Secretariat is very impor

tant in this aspect, as it involves the following 

units for the environmental protect1on.25 

(1) The Office of Science and Technology :, as 

an advisory body, considers the subjects such as 

Development and rational utilization of Natural 

Resources, The identification and control of pollutants 

etc. 

{2) fhe Socill Development Devision: The relevant 

areas of concern for this devision incl~des studies 

of the social aspects of industrialization and urbani

zation, Research and Training Programme for Regional 

Planning and development and utilization of humam 

resources • 

• ~n Actions: A Global Surve;x:. (Cambridge, Mass., 1971 ), 
p.49. 

25noc E/4667-May 26, 1969, "Report of the 
Secretary General on the Problems of Human Environment". 
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(3) Th~Centre for Housing, Building & Planntng: 

The mai~ area of responsibility eovers the 

development of measures designed to prevent deterioration 

of the human-environment due to urban-Spra~l, over

crowiing, noise, air and water pollutions, trafic 

congest, congestion etc. 

(4) The Resource §Od Transport Division : 

Within its pureview it covers the planning of 

integrated development of whole river basins involving 

the need for difficult trade-offs, and the pollution 

free transportation in the internal water-basin. 

(5) The Public-Administratiop Divisiop : 

It deals with the environmental questions through 

such activities as a comparative study of administrative 

aspects of urbanization, study of genetic code and 

territorial Eco-system etc. 

The studies and findings of these divisions 

of secretariat have been utilized in different progra

mmes of UN, and sometimes special programmes have been 

launched to solve the specific problems. But these 

divisions deal with the environment on fragmented 
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basis. 

Specialized Agencies : A special place shall be 

assigned to UNESCO, UNDP, FAO, \'IHO, IMCO, IAEA, ICAO 

and World Bark, which not only deals with the environ-

mental problems but also collaborate in finding out 

the true solution of a world-problem concerping to 

Environment. We shall now cover some very important 

activities taKen by these organizations. 

UNDP (UN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME) : It helps to 

finance a large number of resources, Survey and 

Projects related to conservation such as affores-

tation and Land-Rec1amation, study of ecological 

changes and training programmes, e.g. Forestry and 

watershed Management Training Institute (Argentica), 

Forestry Training Institute (Philippines) and several 

other training institutes has in operation in Turkey, 

Chile, Lebanon and Jordan, which gives training 

for the rigorous application of an environmental 

approach to the decision-ackers in the Economic 

Development. 26 

26A comprehensive Study of UNDP and other specia
lized Agencies in the field of environment have been 
prepared by a A-Le Roy Bennet, "Internatioo~ Orsanizt
tions: Principles & Is_,?~", \New Jersey, 1 7). 
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Inter National Labour Organization : (ILO) is concerned 

with occupational health and hazards since 1919. It 

has specific concern over the problem of labour e.g. 

prevention ot dust in mining and Air pollution control 

in the industrial developments. Besides, it has an 

International Occupational Safety and HejJth Information 

Centre in Geneva which distributes obstract materials 

dealing with air pollution. It has more than 30 national 

centres for such informations. 

r<:ood and Agriculture Organization: (FAO) is deeply 

involved in conservat1n1st aspects of soil, forests 

and territorial water. It has laid down certain norms 

to be followed by member states and organizations such 

as Water-Quality criteria for Fish, Integrated Pest 

control techniques, Pulp and Paper Mills effcuents aod 

the use of Sewage effluents for agriculture, forest and 

fishries. It has organized several conferences on 

'Technical Aspects of Marine Pollutions (1970) in Rome, 

e.g. The effect of Marine pollution on living resources 

and fishing etc. It has established various commissions, 

conducted conventions and launched associations for the 
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protection of living resources of earth. 27 

The UNESCO has been defply involved with Research 

on natural resources and programmes of such problems 
~;;·-~. 

~.>.;~;.,';..,~s ·Arid-Zones Research and Humid Tropics Research. It 
~~ i . ' ' 
o/ 4 ' ·~ 

~:!{ ~ h~s also launched an International Hydrological Decade 

~i 58 under the. banner of Inte rgovernmeotal Oceonogra;phic 

commission. For monitoring the ocean environment, it 

has launched an integrated glob§J ocean statiog system 

with World meteriological organization (WMO). In 

1968, it has launched a long term programme on 1Man & 

Biosphere (MAB) to supplement a social - science programme 

and 'Environment Design for living' which began in 1966. 

The report of scretary-General has highly appreciated 

the works done by UNESCO. To quote 

"UNB:sco has particular obligations in 
these fields because it is becoming 
increasingly clean that development 
programmes must be structured on the 
basis of the sound ecological principles 
and that there is no rational use 
without conservation." 

27The International plant protection Association 
(IPA), Commission for control of food & Mouth diseases 
etc. are some examples in this direction. 

,-----
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The traditional concerns of WHO have been focussed 

on following three aspects: (a) The definitions of 

the Environmental Standard for the human adaptability 

to various stress-factors (b) The identification of 

environmental hazards, air, water, soil and food 

pollutions, the effect gf pesticides, the Ecology of 

disease vectors, the abuse of drugs etc. In 1969, this 

had led to the establishment of an International 

Reference Centre for Air Pollution and a year later 

an International Reference Centre on Waste-disposals 

and community water supply. (c) The study of the 

effect of induced changes with Environment, such as 

rapid population changes, massive migration, urbaniza

tion, rapid industrialization and the construction of 

irrigation dams and man-made lakes. 

Besides these three specified areas, it has 

launches several projects in the developing countries 

for the related areas of its interest. It had made 

pioneering endeavours before the advent of UNEP. 

World Meteorological OrganizatioB:(WMO) The WHO 

has been well known for 1 ts programme of world weather 
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-watch (~#) 9 based as an International Monitoring system 

with world data processing centres in the United States 
' 

the Soviet Union and in New Zealand. The advent of 

satellite techniques have facilitated it to keep watch 

an atmospheric and maritime pollution in the four major 

oceans of the world. Moreover• in co-operation with 

International Biological Programmes of USA with 

International Council of Scientific Union (ICSU), it had 

launched a global Atmospheric Research Programme for 

monitoring and survilance of atmospheric changes of 

world. 

Besides, it has wotKed in standerization of 

instruments and techniques for data collection and the 

analysis and studies of relationship between Air 

pollutants, meterology and Plant Damages, It ha.s also 

developed a Liaison with IAEA on the measurement of 

isotopes in precipitations. 

• 
The International Maritime consultative 

organization (IMCO) was the repository of 1954 Inter

national Convention for the prevention of Pollution of 

the Sea by oil. In the control of Marine-environment, 

1 t has developed new methods for the removal of oil 
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from the sea, technique for protecting coastal areas 

from pollution and the detection and penalization of 

deliberate marine-pollution. ,... 

The World Bark (IBRD) has been m8King efforts to 

apply environmental criteria on major economj.c develop

ments, industrial projects and to the evolution of 

development goals and strategies, tci<.ing proper consi

deration of the Ecological factors. 

It is to be noted with intere-st that dUPing 

1970, the then president of world Bar.K, Robert Me 

Namara had taken the general policy position that no 

loans be made in future without careful screening for 

the possible environmental side effects. In November 

1970, he made it clear in his Report to the ECOSOC 

that the Bark had established a unit to foresee the 

environmental consequences o.f proposed development 

projects. The Unit consists of outstanding eminent 

Ecologists, Biologists and system-Analysts of the World. 

Besides these organizations, some other specia

lised agencies have their concern with environmental 

factors. The ·Inte~national Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO) is concerned mainly with two aspects only 
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(1) as to aircraft noises and (ii) the problems or 

sonic boom. It has held several symposiums and 

seminars on the danger of Ozone Layers by Jet Crafting 

and disturbance to ultrasonic rays, supersonic air-

crafts etc. The Regional Economic Commissions of 

ECOSOC have also been.involved in the environment 

problems. They have fully utilized the regional and 

local resources through steps for protection and the 

improvement of environment. They have been entrusted 

in their respective regions with the taslc of formulation, 

co-ord-ination and the implementation of the programmes 

for the promotion of inter-regional·co-operation. The 

most successful amongst them was the Economic commission 

of Europe (ECE), which had established separate committees 

to deal specific problems.28 But the role of all these 

five commissions, that of Europe, was to create an 

environmental awareness only and not to regulate the 

activities of member states. These fragmented tasks of 

environmental considerations were dealt with in Sectoral 

28For detail see. Enyironment. policy and Law, 
Vols. 4 p.18; vol. 5 p.79 and US Dept. of Environment 
National Environmental Policy Board, Washington Depart
ment of State publication. (1977). 
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fashion, sometimes by the Economic commissions and 

sometimes by the specialized agencies. There was no 

integration and co-operation between various programmes 

and sometimes they undertake quite controversial projects 

already abondoned by other Hody. There was an urgent 

need to harmonise these various functioRs in one body 

and thereby to prevent the impairment of human-environment. 

This call was echoed by Swedish Resolution of 1968 in 

Economic and Social Council, which laid emphasis on the 

examination of problems in different aspects and on an 

appropriate solution to be sought by all nations, both 

at the national and international level. 

Swedish Initiative and Discussion 

We have noted that the General Assembly has 

considered the Resolution 1346 (XLV) of 30th July 1968 

of Economic and Social Council initiated by the Swedish 

29 Representative and reviewed the work already undertaKen 

by various IGO/NGOs, e.g. International Union for 

29see: Res. E/1346(XLV) as proposed by Seven 
powers (DOC. E/2-1226/Rev. I) orally amended by Turkey, 
adopted unanimously by council on 30 July 1968 at 
its 1555th meeting. 
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conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), 

Studies for Critical Environmental Problems (SCEP), 

scientific committee on the problems of Environment ete., 

works undertaKen by speciclized Agencies of UN and Economic 

Commissions of ECOSOC as well as by national governments 

to tlus respect, as well as the forthcoming meetings of 

the governmental experts. 

Looking in this perspective the Assembly desires 

to encourage work in this field and to give it a 

common outlook .and direction. for a comprehensive 

consideration in the UN frameworK. It identified those 

aspects of problems that could only or best be solved 

through international co-operation and agreements. 

Therefore, it requested the Secretary-General Thant to 

prepare a Report outlining the work and programmes of 

the various organizations of the UN family relevant to 

the problem of human environment (PHE). The Report was 

to be submitted in twenty-third session of the General 

Assembly for approval on convening an International 

conference of Human Environment.3° 

3°uNDOC, A/7279. Agenda item 91 of 23rd Session. 
It is to be noted that the ECOSOC in its 44th session 
decided to place the question of convening an Interna
tional Conference on the PHE by a Letter of 20th May 
1968 by Swedish Govt. (See: DOC/E/4464/Add. I Plenary 
1528). 

... ..,· 
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The General background of Swedish initiative 

provided for an increasing sign all over the 

world, of series negative side effects on Environ-

ment through rapid development of science and 

Technology. It was pointed out that they have 

trans national effects and crossed the traditional 

administrative boundaries of states, thereby rapidly 

rendering obsolete the existing national and inter

national mechanism in the environmental field.31 

The typical phenomena of developing countries, 

the la.ck of technical know-how and the economic 

factors behind this problem were stressed by several 

spe~ers; which clearly described the difference 

and the magnitude of problems between developed and 

developing countries. Indian speaKer made it more 

clear during debate in the second committee as : 

" •••• There is a difference in degree 
and the development between the two. 
For example, the problem of the indus
trially developed countries, is how to 
prevent the deterioration of (their) 
human environment, resulting from the 

31Lars Earen Engbel t, n'I'he UN and the Human 
Environment: Some Experiences" Ifternational Organ!
zation, Vol 27(1 ), 1973, pp.393- 12. 
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technological advancement and how to 
curb the unfavourable consequences of 
what has already happeoed •••••. the same 
problem which now concerns the developed 
world are emerging as in the developing 
coun' .. ries, and this is in addition to 
the ones already existing."32 

The delegate emphasized on preventive measures 

and requested that the main taSK of international 

co-operation in this field should be directed to 

enable the developing countries to have access to 

the type of advance technology, which would not only 

facilitate rapid industrialization, but also take care 

of the· broad environmental problems. 

The basic aim however, can be summarized 

which leads to the Swedish Resolution. 

(i) To put the problem of human environment in the 

Agenda of General Assembly. 

(ii) To determine the issues for public attention 

and inviting public opinion on this issues; 

(iii) To bring a dialogue between Governments offi

cials, leaders and scientific community about 

32statement of Shri K .P. Sa.<.sena, Member of 
the Indian Delegation ot the UN in the IInd Committee 
on November 10, 1969. Forei!n Affairs Record. (New 
Delhi), November, 1969, P.2 S:46. 
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the nature and significance of the environmental 

problems for society at large ,hopefully resul

ting in better measures to deal with them. 

(i v) To identify those environmental problems 

which could only or best be solved through 

internationel1 co-operation. 

(v) To demonstrate the ability of UN system to 

respond effectively to changing new problems 

of extra-ordinary importance, as a consideration 

of practical significance for small or medium 

sized countries with a strong national interest 

in maintaining a viable world organization. 

Thus, considering these factors in its totality, 

and the condition of man in the technological era, his 

physical and mental well-being, his dignity and 

enjoyment of basic human rights and the urgent 

attention for sound economic and social development, 

the council debated the matter in detail and further 

recommended to the General Assembly to consider ways 

and means for convening a UN Conference on this subject 

and other preparatory work for such a meetings. 33 

33yearbook of UN 1968, p .473. 



Decis1pn of the Assembly 

During 23rd session of UNGA, the matter was 

first referred to Fifth Committee (Administrative and 

Budgetary questions) in its 1273th meeting, which 

was later transferred to plenarry for detailed 
. 34 

consideration. 

On 3rd December 1968 by Resolution 2398(XXIII) 

the plenary, convined of the need tor intensified 

actions at the national, regional and international 

level in order to limit and ~hereas possible, to 

eliminate the impairment of the human environment, 

in order to protect and improve the natural surroundings 

of man. 

The Assembly, thus decided to convene a con-

ference of human environment StoCkholm, as requested 

by the Swedish Government, from 5-16 June 1972.35 

The Secretary-C~neral was requested to go into 

details about the arrangement of such conference 

in consultation with the Advisory committee on the 

Application of Science and Technology to Development. 

34General Assembly Official Records (GAOR), 23rd 
Session, Plenary, 1732 and 1733 meetings.' 

35noc, A/7514. 
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Further, the Assembly expressed its hope that the 

developing countries would, through appropriate 

international co-operation, derived particular 

benifits from mobilization of knowledge, resorces, 

and experiences as to enable them to overcome many 

36 
of such problems. 

Report of the Secretary GeneraJ; 

In fulfilling the mandate of Resolution 2398, 

the UN Secretary-General submitted a report with 

several recommendations about the scope and arrangements 

of Stockholm Conference.37 The Report determined the 

three basic.causes for the deterioration of human 

environment. They were 

(a) Accelerated population growth; 

(b) Increased Urbanization; 

(c) The Extended horizen of New technologies 

with their associated increase in demand for 

space, food and natural resources. 

36The Assembly tocktthis step with the adoption, 
without objection of Resolution 239B(XXIII) as proposed 
by 55 nations. 

37The Report was the response of the operative 
para(2) and (3) of above Resolution See; UN Doc.E/4667 
of 26 May 1969. 1'his Heport is a comprehensive document 
devided into 129 paras. and a big annexure containing the 
relevant environment activities of UN system. 



The Report pointed out that there are so 

many complex choices amongest the problems that 

priorities must be determined to achieve success 

in any programme of regulating and inq\roving the 

human environment. 

The Report also contains both the procedural 

and substantive aspects ·for the arrangement of con

ference. The Report classified the problems in 

several ways for instance, wheather;they are predomi

nantly of a physical, biological social or cultural 

nature, or what are their geographical implications in 

patterns of settlement. The Report finally asserted 

that the diversity, the magnitude and the universality 

of the present problems calla for the: 

environmental scieqce research, technological research 

and development, monitoring standards environmental 

education, public information, economic planning and 

analysis, preventive·action in the environmental 

deterioration, creative actions on environmental 

deterioration, prospective and creative action on 

environmental management, admi.nistrative stPucture, 

financial/fiscal and trade arrangements, legislation, 

and international action and assistance. 



All these elements ha.ve been examined at 

other places of this study. 

Purpose and Objectives of the Conference: 

The basic terms for the conference as set-out 

under Res. 2398 were as follows: 

"It is desirable to provide a frameworkfor 
the comprehensive consideration •••• in 
order to focus the attention of UN of the 
Governments and public opinion on the 8 importance and urgency of this quest1on •• ~3 

Therefore, the raison d'etre of the Conference 

was its concentration on the need to deal with the 

specific problems of management and control of human 

environment for economic and social development. 

Thus, amongst the other things, the objectives 

of conference can bd discribed briefly as under: 

(i) To provide a forum for exchange of views 

among governments on the ways and means of 

handling environmental problems including 

machineries required for administrative and 

legislative actions; 

38see: Para 7 of the above Resolution, 
Yearbodk of the United Nations, 1969. 
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(ii) To focus the attention of governments and 

public opinion on the importance and urgency 

of environmental problems. 

(iii) ·ro consider methods to meet the need for 

intensified actions at all levels, especially 

in favour of developing countries; and 

(iv) To focus attention on and encourage wider 

participation and support for present and future 

activities of UN and other NGO/IGOs related to 

environment and give them a common outlock and 

objectives with concrete direction. 

These were the main objectives, The Report, 

however, included three more subsidiary ones: 

(v) The development of procedures to identify 

criteria and standards of environmental quality. 

(V1) To improve systems of measurement for assessing 

changes in environmental quality and also their 

impact on human welfare and 

(vii) To achieve subsequent international or regional 

arrangements on specific environmental problems. 
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Thus the primary emphasis of the Stockholm 

Conference was on action, and as report pointed out, 

equal importance was given to ghe provisions of 

information and education of markind, on the nature 

and importance of their common environment, to have 

a clear public-support needed for effective action. 

Reponse for Conference in 24th Session of UN General
Assembly 

After considering its earlier resolutions, 

and the Report of Secretary-General, the Assembly 

adopted Resolution 2581 39 on this subject: The 

session established a preparatory committee of 

twenty seven consisting of highly qualified governmental 

representatives.40 

The Secretary-General was again entrusted 

the overall responsibility for the organisation and 

preparation for the conference. The pr~paratory 

committee of twenty-seven was to advise the Secretary-

General on subjects set forth during the debate of 

40Resolution 2581/(XXIV), ORGA/Suppl. No.30, 
A/7630, pp.24-64. 

41They were: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, 
Cyprus, CzechoslovaKia, France, Ghana, Guinea, India, Iran, 
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Mauritius, Mexico, the Netherlands, 
Nigeria, Singapore, Sweden, Togo, the USSR, UAR, ~ , USA, 
Yugoslavia & Zambia. 
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the ECOSOC at its 47th session. It further endorsed 

the Report of the Secretary General in toto. 

The Secretary-General, then, appointed a small 

conference Secretarial headed by Mauria F. Strong: to 

invite the specialized Agencies and other Non-Govern-· 

mental organisations (NGO/IGOs) and to bring the 

public-attention about the nature and importance of 

the PHE.42 

It was now ruled out that the progress Report 

of the Preparatory Committee was to be considered through 

ECOSOC and all the necessary acti-on be taKen only in 

25th and 26th sessions of General Assembly. 

SUf\1MARY OBSEHVATIONS 

The initiative by Sweden on this issue was . 
timely. The possitive re~onse from ECOSOC and the 

General Assembly have added one more dimension in it 

for elaborate discussion. The report of Secretary-

General not only covered the traditional functions 

42GAOR (XXIV) Annexes, Agenda item 21, Dec. 
A/7707• p • 5-8 • 
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. 
undertaKen by the organs of UN systems, and other 

Inter-Governmental Organisations (IGOs/NGOs) in the 

field of environment but also laid down certain 

normative and descriptive approach for further consi-

derations by the World organisation. The seeds of 

a giant programme to cw·b the environmental problems 

had been down by these initiat~ves, which developed 

into a big tree of actions and recommendations through 

the Stockholm conference, which begin with the optimistic 

call of Secretary-General U. Thant: 

"Like it or not, we all are travelling 
together on a common planet and we have 
no national alternative but to work 
together, to make an environment in which 
we and our children can live full and peace
ful life. "4 3 

43see: UNEP/Information-07, 1W3 (Nairobi). 



CHAPTER - II 

PREPARATORY WOfK (1968-72) OF UNCHE: AN ANALYSIS 

•. 

By Resolutions 2394 and Resolution 2581 the 

Secretary-General of UN was requested by the General 

Assembly to appoint a preparatory committee (PC) "to 

discuss and formulate vital issues to be pleced in 

the Agenda of Conference-72". In this respect the 

co-operation of interested member states, specialized 

agencies and the non-governmental organizations were 

called for, to support the cause of protecting human 

environment. 

The P .C. of Twenty Seven w.as an inter govern-

mental advisory body to go into details of the issues 

supposed to be raised for action in the Stod<holm 

Conference o 
1 

The general feature of debate during this 

period was that the national interest o.f some states 

were at stake, especially the attitudes of UnitedKingdom 

1rt may be noted that the PC ~as a subsidiary 
organ of G.A. Established by Res. 2581 (XXIV) and is 
governed·by the rule 162 of the Rules of Procedure of 
G.A., which reads as under:"The General-Assembly may 
establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary 
for the performance of its functions." A/Conf. 48/PC/1.1. 
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and France. They were rather sceptical about the 

idea of UN Conference.. They favoured the continuation 

of sectoral activities within the specialized Agencies 

of UN without costly manifestations at the central level. 

Besides this, they felt that the UN concern in this 

field would have involved the developing countries in 

a large number, whose problems were not particularly 

accure, but which could be exp·:>cted to use 11Environmental 

band-wagon" as the VE~hicle for financial assistance from 

the industrialized countries. 

The second feature of deba:te was the .. !mixed reaction 

of hope and despair. While some predict doomsday, then 

others were optimistic, revealing great faith in human

ability to solve these problems and to build a better 

human environment. However, the shift in existing 

pendulam was stressed throughout .. 

Amongst the developing coun ries, the viewed 

expressed by Ghana and Brazil were note->worthy. On 

the o·ne hand they forsaw, behind the Conference, a 

conspiracy on the part of developed countries to reduce 

their industrial. developments by the fear of pollution 

and hazards to human-health, and on the other hand 
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the capability of the United Nations itself to 

regulate the activities of states which are exclu-

sively in their domestic jurisdiction, for the cause 

of national development. They even preferred pollution, 

rather than to check it, as it is a stigma of develop

ment. This was aCknowledged as potentially more serious 

problem for the success of UNCHE. 

Thanks to the Swedish representative who not 

only intervened to moderate such controversial views 

but also conciliated the diversified approaches of 

these countries by his marathan speeches in the 

multitudes of the problems of human environment and his 

emphasis on the institutional solution of these problems. 

His approach was further carried out by Maurice F. 

Strong2 who stress this seriousness of PHE in the 

very beginning of preparatory process: 

"The question of managing the global environment 
is the most intrisinkly instrument of all the 

2Mr. Maurie F. Strong (Canada) was appointed as 
Secretary General of Conference by the UN Secretary 
General. One of his main responsibility was to pursue 
the preparatory work. in effective way. This overall 
mandate enabled him to play a major role_ in consultation 
with the Governments and other International organiza
tions. 
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great issues which are confronted or are 
likely to confront, the human race. "3 

The behaviour of Soviet delegation in the early 

stage of proceeding calls for our at tent ion. They ma.de 

it clear that the Ecological issues, though basically 

national in character, required international co-

operation for a successful and permanent solution, as 

it accompanied healthy development process. The 

participation of socialist countries, in this way, 

was very important as they have some special exper1-

ences to solve the environmental issues threatening 

their national development. But the Soviet Union could 

not maintain its promise of healthy co-operation and 

walked out from the- Conference on the question of 

4 German representation. 

3see Address of Secretary General of UNCHE, 
UNDOC. A/Conf. 48/PC.SR1, 10March 1970. 

4rt is evident from the early history of UN that 
the German question stumped many initiatives of UN. The 
Preparatory Process was also not aloof from it. Here 
also, the Soviets pressed for the participation of GDR 
in the Conference and in the preparatory process. The 
determined opposition of USA, ~ and France resulted the 
walk out of Soviet Union and nine other countries of 
Soviet bloc and they organised a separate conference 
on the same subject, as parallel to UNCHE Stockholm-72, 

Known as Conference on the .problems of IIIrd World and 
Human-Environment. See: William H.Mathew(ed.) 
'outerlimits & Human Needs! The Dag Hammerksjold 
Foundation,tUppsala, 197b), pp.41-43. 
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Nevertheless, a via-Media was emerged by the 

successful participation of specialized Agencies of 

UN e.g. UW8SCO, WHO, IAEA, FAO, World Bad< etc, and 

the regional Econom~c Commissions of ECOSOC. It 

secured the way for on going and planned activities of 

UN in the environmental sphere. Their role was appre-

ciated throughout by the Secretary General, not only 

for mobilizing support activities from other IGO/NGOs 

and co-operations, but also to channelized the 

knowledge in various other fields. This had paved a way 

for the organization of other conferences on PHE as on 

·water 1977), Desertification (1977), fv1arine Pollution 

(1974), Rational use of Energy (1977), Population (1974), 

National Parks (19'75) etc. 

C.onstitutional Norms for Pre12aratory Committee 

There were certain norms for the guidance of the 

entire preparatory work of conference.5 Some of them 

may be illustrated here: 

5As laid down by the Secretary General of Conference 
and President of preparatory committee, Keith Johnson 
(Jamaica), during the first session of P.C. Conf. 48/PC/S. 
(10 March 1970). . 
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(1) The preparatory process should satisfy the 

express desire of the Governments for covering 

a comprehensive field of environment, and then 

laid down action measures for the solution of 

such problems; 

(2) Every effort should be made by the Committee to 

reach at all decisions by the consensus, but in 

the absence of such consensus, decision should be 

reached by a vote, as provided by the rules of 

procedure of General Assembly; 

(3) The Committee might usefully establish such 

wor~ing groups as to facilitate in the preparation 

of Reports on different 'identifical' areas, which 

could include: 

(i) A survey of the most urgent problems; 

(ii) Priorities between these problems for an 

international action; and. 

(iii) Suggestions for act ions to· be t aK.en by 

the conference. 

(4) Within the existing budgetary limits, the setting 

up of small but efficient conference-secretariate. 
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(5) The documentations to be submitted in the 

conference shall be limited in numbers, and no 

irrelevant Report be placed which can adversely 

effect the opinion of government delegates.6 and 

(6) Special measures should be t~en to stimulate the 

interest of developing countries in the conferences. 

Under these guidelines, the Central theme of 

the Committee was proclaimed 'HAR.AJ1BEE' (i.e. Let us 

Work. Together). 'l'he members, thereof, acknowledged to-

gether that man can't see himself apart from a agile, 

web of life that encircles the earth, which he has, now, 

capacity to destroy and thus now, a responsibility to 

care for. 

6The reasons for such decision were obvious, that 
merely all the Specialized Agencies and other UN bodies 
had submitted basic papers drawing on their knowledge and 
experiences in concerned area of specialization. 

Secondaly, various other NGO/IGOs and indi
viduals tock part in the presentation of specialized 
papers, which naturally increased the burden of docu
mentation. Therefore, an Indexing order was provided 
to keep them in ready manner. 
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'l'he Preparatory. Committee held its four sessions 

at UN Headquarter in New York and in Geneva. 7 The 

committee's very first task, was the preparation of 

a 'Report on the state of Human Environment' by an 

international panel of scientists and other e~erts: 8 

7The sessions proceedings have been reported in 
the UN DOC, A/CONF. 48/P.C. 1 to A/CONF. 48/P.C. 17 
with their addendums and corrigandums. A brief skatch 
of these sessions are as : 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

The First Session (NY-10-20 March, 1970) 
The ~.c. here aerine the contents and selection 
the topics for the conference. Areas of 

Actions have also been identified here. 
The Second Sessions:(Geneva- 8-19 Feb. 1971) 
~reparation or Provisional Agenda for confer
ence and contents of Declarations' were dis
cussed here. The Intergovernmental wo:ri{ing 
groups were set-up here to preliminary examine 
the questions of marine pollution, moni taring 
and survillance, pollutions - Release limits, 
conservation, soils, Training & Education, 
Information - exchange and Genetic Pool. The 
organizational implication for Action Plan 
were also discussed here. 

Third Session :(NY 13-24 Sep. 1971) -Here the 
P .C. reviewed the progress of the substantive 
works and discussed in details about the 
preamble of Declaration. 
Fourth Session : (NY 6-17 March 1972) - The 
discussion over organizational implications, 
financial provisions, fiscal approval of 
Draft Declaration and recommendations of 
action proposals were the main taSK carried 
out by this session. 

8only ONE EArtCH: The Care and Maintenance of small 
planet, Barbara Ward and Renl Dubos (ed), (new Yo?i), 1970. 
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Government were as',<.ed to submit national 

reports on their experience in dealing with environmental. 

problems. 9 

The specific topics suggested for these reports 

were on :(1) planning and management of human-settlement 

for the environmental ·quality; (ii) Environmental aspects 

of the management of natural resources; (iii) Control of 

pollutants and Nuisance of broad international signifi

cance; (iv) International institutional implications of 

action proposals and (v) The Economic, financial, social 

and educational aspects of environmental issues. 

The Preparatory Committee emphasiaed the need for 

a 'special fund'. In this respect the consolidated 

document, submitted by the Administrative Committee on 

Co-ordination on 11 UN System and the Human Environment", 10 

ma<.e it clear, that: 

9Eighty-six (86) Governments submitted their 
reports outlining their National Environmental experience 
and areas of concentration. They were considered as 
conference document and discussed by the P.C. with the 
assistance of specialized Agencies of UN and other 
experts from the Government. 

10uN Document A/CONF. 48/12 •••• 17 December 1971. 
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"Any additional new resources provided for 
activities in the field of Human Environment 
should not be provided at the expences of 
resources available for development ."11 

This made it clear that there will be a separate 

fund for the environmental activities within the UN 

system. However, the Report submitted by the Secretary-

General on this issue discussed in detail, about the 

manner of mettings, coats of projects secretariate, 

organisations etc. 

Regio~ab Semin~ 

To facilitate the discussion in the preparatory 

committee, the Economic and social commissions of 

ECOSOC tock an interesting responsibility on convening 

the Regional seminars, workshop and symposium on 

"Environment and Development 11
• The purpose was to 

create public opinion and support in favour of the 

environmental awareness. These seminars- focussed on 

the different aspects of developmental activities 

carried out in the respective regions of these 

commissions and pointed out their possible side 

11 6 Ibid., Para 1. 
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effects, if not carried for an environmental caauses. 12 

Noreover, a panel of 27 senior experts in the 

field of 'Development and Environment' met at Founex 

(Switzerland) from 4-12 June 1971, which stressed for 

the urgent need of developing countries on protection, 

improvement and development of their national environ-

ment. Through this Report, the panel made it clear 

that the environmental considerations should be an 

integral part of developments process. The report was 

later endorsed by the Preparatory Committee and admitted 

for the recorr~endations in its priority areas for the 

protection of Human Environment. 13 It noted that this 

is an indispensable pre-requisite to the kind of inter-

national co-operation which will be required if mar.Kind 

is to deal effectively with newly perceived environmental 
. 14 

challanges. 

Besides, the report makes clear that the 

environmental issue is indeed of great importance to 

developing countries and points out why it must be 

13For details, see "Environment and Development" 
(The Founex Report), International Conciliation (New York), 
No. 586, January 1972. 

14Ibid., Introduction by the Secretary-General of 
Conference Jv1aurice F. Strong, on p.7. 
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considered as an integral aspect of their own development 

TABLE 

Commission Venue Date 

1 • Economic Commission of 
Africa (ECA) Addis Ababa 23-28 Aug.1971 

2. Economic & Social com-
mission for Asia & 
Far East (ECAFE) Ban@cck 17-22 Aug.1971 

3. Economic Commission 
of Latin America (ECLA) Mexico 6-11 Sept .1971 

4. Economic Commission of 
Europe (ECE) with 
collaboration of EEC Prague 2-15 May, 1971 

5. Beirut WorKing Gooup Beirut 27 Sept. to 20 
Oct. 1971 

prowess. It brings out the important differences in 

perspective and priorities between the environmental 

problems of the industrialised countries and those of 

the·developing countries. It makes, however, cornpeQing 

case for a common cencern and common action in a number 

of import ant areas •15 

15Similar views were also expressed by UN 
Advisory Committee on the aQplication of Science & 
Technology for Development (UN/CASTE). The role 
played by UN/CJ~TD for bringing together a number 
of specialists from developing countries to express 
their views on this problem, was highly appreciated 
by the P.C. and General-Assembly in its various 
proposals and resolutions respectively. 
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Moreover, the conference Secretariat had 

organized a conference at CASIBERA (From 24 August 

to 3 September, 1971) bringing the experts of environ-

mental science together with the special committee on 

Envrionmental problems' of IUCN (International Council 

of Scientific Union). Their discussion on different 

environmental subjects were fruitful for the further 

development of the conference papers. 

In this way, the preparatory process was the 

hallmark for the success of conference, because it 

not only encouraged participation of developing countries 

but also facilitated discussions, through various expert 

reports, to be fruitful for an action oriented conference. 

Let us examine some positive developments of P.C. 

Sessions of P.C. and their outcomes 

While inaugurating the first session of P.C. 

Mr. u. Thant, made it clear that: (The then Secretary 

General of UN) 

11 I t was for the United Nations to harmonize 
the efforts which were being made to solve 
the problems of human environment" .16 

16UN Doc. A/CONF-48/PC/SR-1., 10th March 1970. 



The debate during this session was centralized around 

the theme of 'Development and basic biological balance•, 

emphasizing a new trends which marked the beginning of a 

new era after the industrial revolution. However it 

was emphasis that any control of the effects of produc-

tive-process henceforth would required a new. thinking in 

economic policies new legal instruments, new administ-

rative measures and, of course, new governmental priori-

ties to face this new crisis. 

During the open debate, it was further emphasized 

that man and institutions are fully capable to solving 

the problem in due time and industry would undoubtedly 

be able to devise clean process of product ion and proper 

means of waste-disposals. 

"Man is in threshold of new era of International 
co-operation, as international scenrio is bound 
to change in Economic, Physical and social sense, 
each after twenty five years. For instance, the 
world population has doubled and so is the case 
with consumptionof water, minerals, energy 
transportations etc."17 

Likewise, under the modern imp~ct of rapid 

scientific and technological changes, nations were 

being brought closer and the problems were becoming 

17uN DOC. A/CONF-48/P9/ 1. P8ra •••• 24. 



the same in all countries. The total effects of 

these changes would be such that joint international 

survilance, consultations and actions would be 

required if human life is to be preserved and 

enriched. In this way, what is the urgent desire 

of time is to fill up the gap imnowledge, because: 

"It would be far less costly to t;i{e concerted 
preventive action then to repair the damage 
after it had occured.u18 

. Throughout the discussions 19 the delegates 

made it clear that the idea of progress, confined with 

the power science and technology have given mark 1nd 

an opportunity to dominate the nature in the name of 

economic progress. The grievous split between rich and 

poor nations of the world threaten only the Economic 

progress, but life itself in these countries. At the 

same time, the careless consumption of scarce 

resources has resulted in the tremendous threats on 

contamination and world-wide pollution. 

18uN Doc. A/Conf. 48/PC/SR.1 Para. 10. 

19p·articipatio.a: There were 29 states represented 
by their experts, 20 states as observers and several 
specialized agencies of UN IGO/NGO/ e.g. IUCN, SCEP, 
SCOPE etc. tock full and active participation in the 
recommendations & decisions making process for the out
come of a final action plan. 
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The Committee then discussed the preparation 

of documents for the conference, Selection of topics, 

measures for encouraging noted participations and other 

arrangements regarding public-information in relation to 

preparation for the conference. 

The discussion during this session were circled 

around following specific questions: 

(i) Is Ozone Layer threatened with dis

truction? 

(ii) Is all earth's life threatened with 

radiation contamination, as we are 

moving in the Nuclear Age? 

(iii) Will salination and handening of soil 

destroy most of the agriculturally 

productive lands in the-world? 

(iv) Will carelessmining of the ocean 

floor destroy the vital oxygen producing 

capacities of the oceans? 

It was agreed, during the 2nd session that 

the conference would be a desirable devise to provide 

a framework for comprehensive consideration within the 

UN of environmental problems, in order to focus the 
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attention of the govt& and publ6c opinion, the importance and 

urgency of these questions and to identify those aspe-

eta of it, that can only or best be solved through 

International co-operation and agreement. 20 

The P.Co also considered as -to what should be 

the purpose of an action-oriented conference. 21where 

e'Phasis shall be given to the promotional aspects of 

information to fulfill the.objectives of Resolutions 

passed by the General Assembly. 22 . 

Among measures to be considered for international 

action, in the first instance, the following items were 

recommended : (1) A regional and Global monitoring of 

the quality of Air and Water. (ii) Establishment of Air 

& Water quality standards. (iii) Protection of Soil 

deterioration. (iv) Control of Pesticides and (v) Agree-

ments to prevent the future deterioration of Oceans. 

Likewise, the emphasis here was on the fact 

that the question of environmental pollution was of 

vital importance but other matters like urban and rural 

planning, conservation of nature and proper management 

of natural resources called special attention of the 

~orld community. It was the unanimous view of delegates 

2b Res. 2581 of (XXIV), Session also affirmed this 
decision as "It would be the main purpose of conference 
to serve as a practical means to encourage, protect and 
mmprove the human environment to remedy and prevent its 
imp · rovement by means of international co-operation. See-
UN Yearbock, 1972, p.436. 
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that continuing Economic progress must be ensured while 

minimizing environmental degradation and pollutions. 

Thus, a lirk was placed between environmental control 

and Economic and Social development. 

It was fUrther agreed that the conference should 

be a focal point of present efforts as well as starting 

point for the future action on the field. 23 Here speical 

attention should be given for the related deficiency 

in governmental and administrative structure to deal 

with the environmental management. At tlrls stage, it 

adopted certain recommendations concerning to the 

following subject matters, for th~ conference : 

1) Environmental aspects of human-settlements 
(physlhcal, biological & cultural aspects). 

2) Rational management of natural resources, 

3) Environmental degradation from pollution and 

Nuisance. 

21 
See: A/Conf. 48/P.C./2 ••• item (6) of the 

provisional Agenda. 

22 
A/Conf. 48/PC/5-9 March 1970, titled "arrangements 

regarding public information in relation to the conference. 

23 Meaning thereby to utilize the outcome of other 
programmes like Man and Biosphere (MAB) of UNESCO, 

Atmospheric Monitoring programmes of WMO and indicative 

of world plan of FAO etc. 
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The Preparatory Committee then felt it necessary 

to recognise in any one of these three areas, problems 

and approaches, e.g. 

(1) Preservation and development of cultural 

aesthestic and scientific values of human 

environment, 

(2) The forcasting of and the control of the 

affects of catastropic alteration of the 

environment resulting from earthquidks, floods, 

cyclones etc. 

(3) Comprehensive analysis of the urban and 

rural habitable environment, present trends 

and problema, causes and consequences of 

diffeeent sizes of settlements in cities and 

their socio-economic patterns; 

(4) Environmental deterioration through mining 

and industrial enclaves and impact of over 

concentration of industries in some regions; 

(5) Development of an early warning system for 

environmental deterioration, and 

(6) The system analysis and the operational Rese

arch methods, programmes-planning and their 

management goals and objectives in the field of 

their interdependence and their capabilities. 
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It follows, therefore, that in any approach to 

,,,,vll·llrJJnr:nlul pr·nlll•nmllt 1!. In neoon11ory to r~mploy a 

of effects on the environment, but also a financial, 

administrative, legislative, social, Economic scientific 

and technological factors. 

The P.c. then ruled out that no recommended ~action 

should be planned or implemented in a fragmentary way, 

isolated from other factors. To this effect, action at 

national and international level should be so devised 

as to give emphasis over research and development in respected 

areas. 

The second session (8-19 February 1971) recommended 

that the main ta~ of UNCHE could be carried out in three 

main commitees, with geographical representations of members • 

The implications of Action-Proposals could be distributed 

among the other two committees, .. 24 

Thus, the distribution of subjects were ensured 

for properdiscussion in the three main committees. Besides 

a sub-committee of the whole were also constituted to 

integrate the discussions of all committees. 

24Besides these main committee, there were a 
Co~ttee of Consultants, where more than 150 distinguished 
persons were invited from 60 countries to secure intellectual 

support of PHE. Other committees of UN were also served in 
this committee. See A/Conf.48/PC/9. 

~.-. 

. ' 
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DIVISION OF SUBJECT MATTER FOR DISCUSSION : 

In order to facilitate a balance between the need 

for comprehensiveness and need for action, it was decided 

by the P.C. that the subject matter of the conference could 

. be dealt with in the following three levels. 

A. Intellectual conceptual Level: 

The level shall be consists of representative groups 

of World's intellect~.tals, including physical and social 

scientists for a comprehensive assessment of the existing 

state of knowledge, to identify major areas of problems 

and opinions as the principle aspects of the relationship 

between man and his environment and the implication of 

these for the relationship of man and society. 

This level was designed to produce the ingredients 

for a\\Report on the state of Human Environment, n25 as well 

as in the preparation of the position papers in Economic, 

financial and socio-Educational aspects of PHE. 

B. The Act ion Plan Leval : 

It consists of series of items on which a sufficient 

degree of consensus be t~en at stoCkholm to request 

Governments and interested organizations for the specific 

Actions of future. 

25Prepared by Barbara Ward and Rene Dubos. 

It was, however, an Unofficial d ocuments. 
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The IInd Level shall also examine the alternative 

institutional arrangements for the implementation of 

such actions. It was realised that the adoption of such 

an action plan would define the work programme in the 

environmental field for the post-Stockholm developments. 

c. The Action Completed Level: 

It is apparent that all topics can't be accorded 

equal weight and time in the preparatory process as well 

as in the conference,hence they could be discussed at 

first level, with emphasis of selection at IInd level. 

The level identified those few items in this level 

on which action could be hopefully completed by the 

confere nee. 26 

It should be noted that there were some wol"K ing 

groups on emphasis to specific topics to reduce the length 

of these three levels e.g. on soil, marine pollution, 

manitoring, conservation and drafting of a Declaration may 

be put to either of three level for specific guidance and 

further action. 27 

In this way, the ambitious terms of reference which 

were given to these groups facilitated in bringing together 

26see: Annex 5. of UN Doc.A/Conf.48/PC 8, which lists 
all the Spefific topics as pointed out by the and by the 
specialized agencies of U.N. 

27uN Doc. A/Conf.48/P.C./9 and P.C. 13 paras 87-91, 
PC/16, para 75. 
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governmental experts and diplomate on a common environmental 

platform for an inter-governmental conciliation thereby to 

produce a concrete result in the conference and aftermath. 

The discussion at this stage were quite fruitful for buil

ding a structure for the solution of PBE. 

The Third and Fourth Session : were rather more important 

for the finalization of all the discussions and completion 

of documents to be submitted in the UNCHE. They manifested 

together with a consensus approach for the determined will 

to solve the PHE. 

Again, it should be noted that the previous two 

sessions had established the guidelines for the programme 

of substintial wo~~ by agreeing upon the contexts of the 

programme agenda and identifying areas for level tht:!td 

action. 

But the obvious aim of third and fourth session was 

to provide a final opportunity to P.C. to review the earlier 

works and advise the Secretary general about the documents 

submitted for the consideration of UNCHE. 28 

Beside, the IIIrd session also reviewed the resolu

tions passed by Human Rights committee on "Human Rights 

and Scientific Developments"29 and other relevant documents 

of ECOSOC for the conference.3° It also reviewed an import

ant Report of the European Economic Community (EEC) on 

"Symposium Report on Problems Relating to Environment" •31 

28see: UN Doc.A/Conf.48/PC./9 & 10. 
29Report of the Secretary General; E/CNU/10283~ Add. 

1-3,83/CORR 1,4 and 6. 30A/Conf.48/P.C.10. Doc. 
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The session also prepared a glossary of six-hundred 

terms defined in the environmental context, as suggested 

in the earlier sessions.32 

The fourth session catagorically stated the urgent 

importance of an International Referral system (IRS) to 

facilitate the existing source of environmental information 

and for a feasibility of a wotKing net-work for dtcision 

maKers, in the environmental field. 

The proposal of (IRS) to operate as a switch board 

machanism between different user and suppl~ers of the 

informations relied on Software computers and Electric 

instruments, were accepted with applause. It was an 

unique attempt on the part of international community to 

provide informations related to their domentic net works 

and approaches relevent to the environmental research. 

Provisions for Conference Arrangement rand Public 

Information. 3 3 

Ch~pter 5th of the Report of Secretary General to 

the fourth session deals with documentations invitations, 

composition of delegations, the pre-conference meetings 

of Experts, seating arrangements, alocation of the agenda 

items of the three main committees and the arrangements 

32A/conf. 48/PC/9 ••• para 120 to 147. 

33Draft Report on the IVth Session of PC, Doc. 
A./Con£.48/PC{iv)/CRPS and Addl. L 2, 3 

(A to C) & 4. 
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of the "Environmental forumu.34 

It was decided that the conference will be held 

on Ministerial Level. There shall be a pre-conference 

meeting to provide a short of dress-rehersal of the 

conference on 3rd June 1972 for the consultations of the 

substantive issues to be raised in the conference. This 

has provided a more carefull assessment of the problems 

of environment and more intensive deliverations at the 

conference. 

An important question was raised by some delegation 
. 

as to whether it would be appropriate for the conference 

to adopt resolutions~ It was made clear by the president 

Keith Johnson that the UNCHE should proceed its decisions 

by consensus and not by voting. 

The information programme of the conference had 

been geared to generate the maximum interest of the people 

for the protection of gloval environment. 35 

Important issues discussed by the Preparatory Commit tee: 

It is desirable to cover Eome possible length of discuss 

ion on subject-wise to which the committee has given special 

attention during a period of March 197,0 to March 19'72. An 

endeavoured has been made here to cover some important topics, 

which bears their relevancey throughout the preparatory 

process. A content analysis has been prepared as under:-

1) Exchange of Information : The committee made 

it clear that the solution of many environmental problems 

34 & th For detail, see Un Doc.A/Conf.48/PC/15/Chapteriv v . 
355·, 

ee: A/Conf .48/PC 18, 30th Sept .1971 • 
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at the national level would be greatly facilitated if 

channels were opened for quite and effective exchange of 

knowledge and experiences. This is particularly true in 

the case of developing countries. 

The discussion of this problem were aimed at making 

recommendation to governments and international organization 

in possible technical administrative and legislative measures 

formulating proposals for necessary institutional arrangements, 

e.g. IRS, earth watch etc. 

2. Survey of research : 

The purpose of discussion on this topic were to 

yield insight for common outloOk and direction in order 

to secure maximum practical utilization of the results of 

Research. 'l'he wolit ing group on this topic recommended 

inter-alia: a) Possible establishment of the informations 

Centres t<D· avoid the problems accompanying rapid industria-
... 

lization and urbanizations. b) Methods to promote conside-

ration of environmental factors in the Development planning. 

c) Reviewed of all existing programmes and their assessment. 

3. Socio-Cultural Aspect of Problems : 

The following were the main area of discussion 

i) Population centralization in urban areas and Transpor

tation. ii) Administrative methods for the use and management 

of natural resources, and iii) Soil conservation, water 

quality and Human settlements etc. 

The National Report submitted by eighty six nations 

were discussed in detail with emphasis on collecting 
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informations and devising methods for co-operation among 

the developing countries. It also reviewed some problems 

conserning the causes and effects of demographic patterns 

on human settlements, Some specific problems were also 

discussed,they can be summarised here as : 

1. Effects on population of Air, Water, Soil 

as well as noise and viverations on the health and 

living working conditions of rural-urban population; 

2. Water-supply and waste disposals; 

3. Housing, slum clearance and community facilities; 

4. Environemtnal deterioration through mining and 

industrial enclaves. 

5. The impact of over concentration of industries. 

~. Rational Management of Natura± Resources : 

The working group of this subject examined the 

questions of natural conservation and legislations to 

encourage the utilization of Natural Resources, 

The study covers the problems of land-damage due to 

thermal erosion, thermal Rarst and the loss of wild life 

habitat through altering water-shed patterns and by removing 

vegatation covers. 

The won< ing group came to the conclusion that many 

of the current problems in this field are due to the limited 

single sector approach adopted by managers and administra

tors. It prefers to adopt a "Multi-desciplinary managerial 
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approach 11 to solve these problems • .36 At the same time, the 

working group covers certain specific problems in the 

resource management. They were :-

(i) Selected Technical Problems : eg Effects of technological 

revolution on resource development, disalination of water 

and their control etc. 

(ii) Economic Problems: e.g. Effects of environmental actions 

on demand and supply of natural resources, production-process, 

development opportunities forthe developing countries, need 

for new Economic concepts to compute costs of environmental 

degradation and its modification etc. 

(iii) Man-Made Environmental Values: National Par~s and 

saotuaries, Recreation and aesthetic values, protection of 

historical sites and movements, conservation of endangered 

species and the likes. 

(iv) Administrative and Lega.l Problems: Among other things, 

1 t deals with :-

(a) Policy formulation based on adequate data 

collection with a view to harmonizing_development and 

conservation activities. 

(b) Long term natural resource 1olicy in relation 

to environmental perspectives. 

(c) Preservation of man made environmental values. 

(d) Resource-data and documentation, storages, as 

well.as the retrieval systems. 

36 
See foot note 39. 
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In all these field adequate legislation would be 

framed by the National governments, so that to ensure an 

orderly and effective development of natural resources • 

.!. (i) Environmental degradation resulting from 
Pollution and Nuisance: 

The inter-governmental won<. iog groups of this subject 

drew the attention of P.c. to the various sources and types 

of pollution and requested an urgent action by the Internat

ional community to stopp it. 37 The working group examined 

the following questions in detailed:-

(i) Relation of pollution-management to the Human 

Environment alley; 

Table 2:1 
)(CJ 

POLLUTANTS 

Source 
_j 

,___*Industrial 

1--* Agr icul tur al 
*Urban& other 

1--- Human-activities 

Types 
Physical 

Media 
Chemical nio!ogical 

1---
*Natural-Causes 

~--*Resource-Devpt. 

~--*Transportation 

*Nuclear-Fission .+---

·Noise & 
Viberations 
Radiations 

Nuclear Fall out 

37See: table 2.1(3 c), Illustrating the source, 
types and Media of pollution. 

~ 

-1 Air 

Fresh 
Water 

Seas 

Soils 
Cyclone 

& Earth 
Quicks 
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(i) Relation of pollution-Management to the Human 

alley; 

(ii) Economic and social causes of these control; and 

(iii) Education and Training in all aspects of environ

mental pollution to be recognised as basic activity.38 

The working group recommended for long term forcasting 

studies to analysis the trends and development io the pollu-

tant release limits~ It also recommended for a system 

analysis and operational Research Methods to include planning, 

progra~ming management and decision-maKing techniques, syste-

matic analysis of goals and objectives in the field of their 

interdependence and their capabilities to solve the human 

problems. 

C. (ii) Identification and control of Pollutants 
and Nuisance of broad International significance: 

The main task assigned to P .c. were :-

(i) Identification of principle types of pollutants, 

their dispersion and transformation; 

(ii) Identification of economic and social measures 

for achieving environmental qualities, e.g. incentives, 

subsidies, penalities, compensation, prohibition, Taxation 

and different changes thereof. 

3BThe working-group III had prepared a list of 
National and International activities to provide a back ground 
information for action by the conference.(See: A/Conf.218/ 

PC.11 and BC 12 containing Reports of worl<ing group on 

t hi s is sue) • 
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It also undertoOk to study the problems relating to 

discharge standards, environmental quality-critaria, opera

tional-requirements, harmonization of policies, treatments 

of special interest groups, industrial-planning and so on. 

C. (iii) Effects of Pollutants and Nuisance of Inter-
national Significance: 

The following areas were examined in -this head :-

(i) Transport of pollutants in the bio-sphere, 

cantamination through food-chains, water and Air supply, 

critaria. standards and· guidelines for permissible levels 

of human resources; 

(ii) Identification and evaluation (IE) of the 

principle acute and long terms effects on man's health 

(in,cluding effects on Man's genetic development); 

(iii) Identification and evaluation of related 

effects on other living organism and soils; 

(iv) Identification and evaluation of effects on the 

composition of chemicals which changes the climate(s 

atmosphere and their related effect on cloud and released 

heat. 

(v) Identification and evaluation on goods, materials 

building constructions. etc. and problems of corresion. 

Beside these, the wo!Y. ing groups also considered 

the co-operative measures for maintaining and improving 

the quality of•global environmental media. 
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4. The Planning gpd Maintenance of Human settlement for 
Environmental Quality : 

The comprehensive Development Planning was considered 

in this respect as a means for incorporating a quality 

standard in human-settlement, 
((l'P}¥771/fe! . 

The . . . emphasizes for the ~--. · 

avoidence of replication of inadequate and faulty environmental 

patterns and policies. 

Urban Land Reforms were considered as a means for 

1 • 

4. 

6. 

Table-,.2 

AREA 

Population growth and Development 

Rural Development 

Industry 

Housing & Related Facilities 

Tr·ansit ional and t1arginal Area, 
(specially the problems of 
central city areas) 

Transport & Communication 

PROBLEMS 

Urban Rural Dichotomy 

Needs, problems and 
priorities of develo
ping countries. 

Production Location 
(Environmental) 
specification of 
working Peace). 

Human Requirements, 
mobilization of tech
nical human resources. 

Problems of migrants, 
settlement Improving 
living conditions and 
services in Slum area£ 

Tele-communications 
as an alternative. 
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8. 

10. 

AREA 

Recreation and Leisure 

Water-supply, sewage 
\'later-disposals 

Human-Health & Welfare Factors 

Social, culture and aesthetic 
factors 
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PROBLEMS 

Environmental aspects 
of Tourism 

Sources of Human and 
Industrial Water
disposals, Recycling 
Technologies and Role 
of infrastructure in 
the settlement patte
rns. 

Factors affecting 
physical and mental 
health; Pollution 
and Nuisance standard 
and enforcement in 
context of urban.mana 
gement,Urban-micro
climate. 

Problems of creating 
sense of community
preservation and use 
of significant, 
historical, cultural 
and material sites 
as a lesson conserva
tion. 

The Preparatory Committee discussed about these 

areas and problems and included some of them in its 

lists for 'Action Plan' as well as in the\'priorities". 

The object was to cover as much areas of human importance 

as possible within open survey. 

The main emphasis remained on social and cultural 

aspects of these problems. For instance, in the social 

category it considered the impact of environmental consi-

derations on relations betw~P neon P- mo r aphiC a.nd 
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behavioural aspects of society in relation to environment. 

The problem of apartheid was also considered here as one 

of the main area of action. The development of an environmental 

ethics was emphasized throughout. 

5. Educational and Information Aspect : 

The Committee recommended inclusion of environmental 

and ecological principles in formal education at all level 

of schooling. The only problem, however, is to solve the 

substance and Methodology the investigation of means for 

the development of capable man-power through education, 

training has to provide competence at all levels of environ

mental management and search of most efficient means for 

supplying them at national and international levels. 

The Committee felt thatthe role of adult education 

is crucial at this stage for the development of environmental 

consciousness amongst the group-up people in rural-urban 

areas. 

In information field, the committee considered the 

methods for environmental improvement, measures to arouse 

the interest and participation of young people in environme

ntal activities. 

The object behind this discussion was to enable 

development and presentation of informations to the people 

to enable them to understood the costs and benefits of 

alternative policies and actions. 
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6. Developm~nt ~nd Environment : 

The crucial and long discussion on this subject 

matter in committee led to the adoption of several important 

recommendations. The most important amongst them can be 

summarized here as :-

(i) The environmental policies should be considered 

as the component of comprehensive development policies, ta/J4.ng 

particular interest in the problems, needs and priorities 

of Developing countries. To this aspect, Lir.k and strategies 

to he dPvisod .for the $ocond UN D(~veloprnent - Decade. 

(ii) Special concern should be given to the problems, 

priori ties and act ions concerni.ng to the developing countries. 

(iii) Examination of impact of National and International 

Environmental actions on Economic growth and their impact 

on Human environment. 

(iv) Calculating costs of Economic transaction as 

contravention of the ecological principles; 

(v) Fiscal implications of planning, conservation 

and developing natural resources and of environmental 

programmes for decontamination of air, water and elimination 

of industrial wastes. 

(vi) Environmental considerations in the choice 

of location of new industries in national levels with 

particular emphasis to new industries in areas of lower-

industrial concentrations. 



(vii) Resources, required to meet needs for the 

environmental quality at different stages of economic -

development, alternative uses of resource flows implications, 

financing of international programmes of environmental 

actions, Technical co-operation and assistance in particular 

reference to developing countries, and 

(viii) Implications of environmental issues for the 

international trade, technical and development assistance-

including transfer of technology costs and financing of 

tl~se technologies etc.39 

The committee here elaboratly heard the approaches of 

developing and developed countries, the aide-effects of 

regulations» the adoption of legislations by the nation-states, 

39The committee, here accepted the report of Founex 
Panel and concluded that: "For from retarding the process 
of Development the Environment should forms an integ~al 
process of the whole Economic and social development". 
See: UN Doc. A/Conf.45/B.C.(9). The debate made it clear 
here that while the world whibh men inabits is for from 
one world politically, it is one world environmentally and 
no place is isolated from the actions organized in other 
place. The issue provided a new imperative as well as new 
a.pportuni ty to ma<.e the world a living ri valiries ,of ideolo
gically devided world, but useful, tival and inhabitable 
ecological earth. 
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human-health and related questions to the development of 

a sound-environment in the pattern of ecologlcal considerations, 

The recommendations were also included in the declaration. 

7. The International Organizational Implication of 
Action Proposa1s : 

The committee recognition some functions to be 

carried out at International level. Here it review certain 

existing organizational structures at the international level 

and their capacity in planned activities for future. In this 

respect, the commitee recommended some actions to be followed 

by National and International organizations. As:-

(a) Mobilization of Public support and active 

participation of allcommunities in planning and formation 

of preventive and corrective measures: 

(b) Systmatic-development of Research and co-operation 

of national organizations in the identification and collection 

of, and evaluation of necessary data for operational use. 

(c) Programmes of action to firsee, prevent and 

remedy harmful environmental consequences of natural 

catasprops, directly or indirectly related to man's activi-
40 ties etc. 

The fourth and Final Session circulated the guidel:bnes 

and recommendations in this respect.41 It suggested for the 

setting up of an (i) Inter-governmental body; (ii) Secretariat 

(iii) A Special fund and (iv) Co-ordinating Boarct.
42 

~------~-------------40uNDOC A/Con£.48/P.C./11,15 & 17. 
41 A/Conf.48/PC.15• 42pC/17·para 17-58 • 
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It was agreed that the institutional arrangements 

should be essentially so flexible as to permit their 

adoption in changing needs and circumestances • It. shall 

make maximum use of existing machinery and resources within 

and outside the UN system for co-ordination and rationali

ation of planned international activities. To this respect, 

it is .desirable to go beyond the traditional line of 

organizationalism. The final verdict were reserved for the 

confere nc,e here. 

8. Drajting of a Reclarstion : 

It was agreed in the Preparatory Committee that the 

declaration should be document of basic principles calling 

tLe urgent attention of marking to the many varied and 

interrelated problems of the human environment and to draw 

attention to the rights and obligations of man and state 

in this respect. 

It was furtheragreed thatthe,declaration would stimu

late public opinion and public-Participation for the protec

tion and betterment of the human-environment and when necess

ary for the restoration of primitive harmony between man 

and nature especially in the interest of present and future 

generations. 

The declaration would also provide guiding principles 

for governments in the formulation of national policies 

and setting objectives for future international co-operation. 
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Due account here had paid for the environmental stress 

caused by the differences in social and Economic developments 

between various parts of the world. 

It was generally agreed that the declaration should 

be consise and inspirational and it should be easily 

understood by the general public- so that it may serve as 

general instrument for effective educations to stimulate 

public awareness and community participation and further 

actions for the protection of Human Environment.43 

Nevertheless, there were certain ~ifferences among 

nations regarding the.general character, contents and text 

of the Draft-declarations. Some nations even attached 

their reservations to few principles of draft declarations.44 

It was, however, ruled out that it should be based on the 

well-established principles of international la~, especially 

those which are embodied in the Un charger. The Draft was 

thus approved for the adoption by the conference. 

9. The tasK of Defining the·Human Environment 

As there was no generally agreed defi.ni tions of 

the human environment, it was the task Pc to ggreed in a 

wotKing definition. It cover this gap and formulated 

4~Chairmanship of working group on Declaration 
was held by G.Miglivolo (Italy). 

44see: Draft Text of Declaration by Indian 
Delegation, A/Conf.48/PC/W6/ii/CRP-6,which seeks a 
compromise vie'tl between different controversial stands • 

The draft was appreciated as one of the pioneering concern 
for dedicated commitment for the protection of human 
environment. 
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a working definition for the conference. .. 

"The term human environment refers to those. 
aspects of man activities which by affecting 
the natural biological-ecological systems of man, 
of which he is a part, affects his own life and 
well-being. 45 

In other words, the human environment is a matric 

of elements derived by evolution through nature and 

contrined by men through culture.46 It has been further 

made clear that for each individual and for all society the 

environment is a complex unity, although the environment 

of two persons are not similar. In generic sense, it is 

the aggregate of surrounding things, conditions or influences, 

and in the specific sense a thin layer of life-supporting 

system-called bio-sphere, devided into physical & biological 

environment. 47 

45see: A/Conf.48/PC/8 para 7. 

46see: Iynton Keith Coldwell, "Environment: A 
Challenge to modern society", New York, p.XII. 

L•7rt is to be noted that the most acceptable definition 
of human environment were given by the "UN SYMPOSIUM 
ON POPULATION Resource and Environmenttt held in 
StocKholm (From 28 Sept.-7 Oct·., 1973. It defines: 
Environment as : "The sum total of identified and 
identifiable natural resources, existing in the 
finite quantities on Earth and, on the other hand, 
the quality of the environment ••• of the milieu, which 
constitute an import ant element of the quality of Life 
and which also determine the available amounts and 
quality of renewafle resources.See: William H. Mathew 

(ed.) "outer limits and Human Environment" Uppsala 

1976, Sweeden, p.10. 
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III. Some special problems: Analysis by Working Groups : 

The following are the br.ief survey of activities and 

recommendations of Four-worKing groups :-

A. Marine Pollution : T 

(i) The extent to which any general guidelines and 

criteria can usefully be established to assist governments 

in preserving_or controlling the pollution of the marine-

e nviro nme nt • 

(ii) Specific actions to prevent or limit the discharge 

in the Marine-environment of foxicity persistance accumula

tions of living issues and other properties. 

(iii) An apprisal of International arrangement in this 
48 direction, _ 

The group suggested that a convention on ocean dumping 

be adopted by the conference. Among other things, it 

recommended for the setting up of an International Register 

on Toxic Potential Material, as to when the materials are 

dumped at the sea, informations requiring the ~ds and 

amount disposed of, disposal site and the other relevant 

datas could be supply to it. 

The group recognised the need of Regional arrangements 

relating to pollution in particular sea. The suggestions of 
group have been discussed in other chapter. 

48 A/Conf .48/PC-9, Para 10-21 .-



2. l"-1oni taring Survillance 

For the proper balance of the bio-sphere and 

the health and well being of man,; the committee proposed:-

(a) The continued assessment of those physical 

chemicals and biological changes in the environment that 

are brought about by the human activities, 

(b) The continued assessment of the changes of the 

National resources of the Biosphere, 

(c) The detection .of the climatic changes and; 

(d) The forcasting or the natural disasters~9 

The IRS was the part of this subject matter "as a 

regulatory machanism" to plan optimal technological 

development. 

The group laid down Nine-principles for any 

International monitoring programme, including thirty five 

specific recommendations as priorities under four broad 

catagories : viz, Atmospheric, Terrestrial, Oceans and 

Environmental Health 1'1onitoring. 

3· Conservation 

The main ta9K, here to identify areas of Natural, 

cultural and of historical significance. In this respect, 

a draft convention on conservation of world-heritage,50 

49Monitorin.g has been defined, "as a system of 
continued observation, measurement and evaluation for 

defined purpose • 11 A/Conf .48/PC/11 / Add.1 • 
50 -

As adopted by the IUcN in 1969. 
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and a convention on conservation of wet-lands51 where the 

main recommendations. Two principles, . however, were laid 

down for consideration in the preparation of draft: 

(a) Regarding the definition of World heritage 

emphasis should be given on the conservation of Natural-

areas-without excluding cultural sites; 

(b) Regarding the ways, in which decisions related 

to world heritage should be taKen into considerations, a 

Board of Expert shall be given a final hand. 

The group recommended for the establishement of a 

World Heritage Foundation. 52 

4. Soils 

The steady and sometimes irreversible degraduation 
-of soils, followed by highly deterimental decline of 

productivity, was a mat-z.er of series concern forthe deve-

loping -:cpuntriesQ~ _ The NatiO!lal actions were emphasized 

here to curb the soil deterioration. The Action plan in 

this field will guide the national governments regarding to 

their problems of: 

51Actopted at Ramsar-Conference(Iran),30 Jan.-3Feb.,1971. 

52A/Conf.48/PC 11/Add.3; The UNESCO's Convention 
concerning the protection of Munuments, Groups of 

Buildings and sites of universal values were also considered 
here; See: A/Conf\48/PC/IGCI/II, para 11, 15 and 23, and 
A/Conf/l:rB/PC-11, para 5 J .s. K anwar of India was the 
Chairman of this group. 
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i) Preventing various forms of soil-deterioration; 

ii) Imrpove or restore the productivity of degraded 
I 

lands, mak--es 

lands ; 

best possible use of Naturally-unproductive 

iii) Education and Training Programmes to avoid the 

effect of ignorance, neglegence or short shifted exploritation 

as the quality of soil or otherwise land use not based on 

sound ecological principles. 

iv) Stabilization of Marginal lands and adoption of. 

policies to let the soil rest wherever necessary for the 

reclamation. 

v) Setting¥P of National bodies to advise governments 

and local authorities in this field for prcper land used 

planning and adequate legislation for land-reforms. 

IV.. Other Sub.jects 

The committee considered certain more sophisticated 

problems from long terms perspective. The Genetic pools 

were one of them. A Ban\:<1
:{ for GENsE Registration were 

recommended for survey. It has become more clear that what 

new task would have to be carried out, there· would be a 

little benefit in discussing about these problems. 53 

It was further agreed in the committee that highest 

priority is to be given to the need for co-ordination and 

realization o.f the activities and programmes of various 
. ·"';'!"' . -~f.. -

_ 53Report of the secretary.:.:general to the IIIrd session ot 
c·ommittee.UN Doc.A/Conf.48/PC/11, para 222. 
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International organization active in the environmental 

field to avoid duplication and over lapping of scarce 

processes of money and man power. 

The UN should be the principle centre for internatio

nal environmental co-operation as to strengthen and enforce 

the entire structure of recommendations. other areas of 

discussion includes the Noise,where an International standard 

for Noise Certification for civil Transport and protection 

against the effects of Sonic-booms were the chief recommen

dations, and Nuclear Activities of studies. The committee 

recommended the setting up of a Register of significant 

Radio, Nuclide release into the environment, the development 

of guidelines, the continued development of waste-management 

practiGes as well as other Nuclear radio elements and the 

establishment of an international Disposal sites- both 

territorial and oceanic to serve the need of a particular 

region. 

Special need, with regard to the transport of 

pollutants,in the bio-sphere have been examined here. These 

includes the employment of epidemiological indices for 

prompt warning of a change in health status of a community 

and an early warning and a net wo:t'K for fast relay of 

information. 
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V. Analysis of Progress-Reports of three main Committe~s 

The chief recommendations were as under :-

a) The committee recognise~ the main areas of action, 

as on human-health population growth, destribution of resources 

water supply, seweage, waste-disposals, the setting and 

management of Industries, construction process, housing and 

transport for an immediate attention. 

b) Rural Development 

The following means were considered as "higher necessary 

to improve the quality of life in the rural environment : 

i) Location of new productive enterprises; 

ii) Upgrading of rural housing; 

iii) Provisions of necessary infrastructure of water 

supply, energy-supply, water-disposals and roads construction; 

iv) Adequate Technology for rural development; and 

v) Providing essential services to rural people. 

c) Industr.J[ 

The setting of new industries should be planned 

with respect to human health. The production process ought 

to be harmonize with the National programmes of population, 

control, population movement and other aspects of enviro

nmental qualities. Excessive concentration of Industries 

in large cities should be avoided and thus, to allow the 

small citiE'!S for development. 
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d) !iousing 

To promote the interest and well being of low-income 

people, the committee recommended for a 'self-help programm-

es feasibility of temporary housing and the improvement 

of slum-areas. It favoured an action oriented character 

of 'Habited conference (Because, (Canda) 77) for the further 

development of this subject. 

The committee (I) also considered the Educational, 

Informational, social and cultural aspects of environmental 

issues (subject area (4) for awareness and commitment for 

a better human environment.54 It emphasized for the Training 

of Environmental specialists. The international action 

on this field shall be inventory and be based on exchange 

of knowledge •55while discussing the "Environmental quality 

·control the committee stressed the fundamental importance 

of the development of criteria and primary prote9tion 

standards for the planning of any environmental quality 

controlo Programme; especially developing the standard 

at National Levels were recommended • 

Institutional Imolecat ions 

The Institutional arrangements discussed here consis

ted. of basically three components: Inter-governmental 

54see UN Doc. A/Conf.L~t8/PC 11, Paras 89-104. 

55The School of Environmental programmes and 
International Post Graduate institute were the two 

institutional Recommendations on th· t 
~s respec ·• 
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arrangements, a secretariat and the question of an Interne-

tional Environmental Fund. The administrative Committee on 

Co-operation (ACC) of UN submitted a report of organizations 

already concerned with environmental activities · within the 

UN. 56 The United States also submitted a draft Resoulution 

on funding and Institutional Arrangements including a brief 

statement of the uses to which an Environmental fund could 

be put. 57 

The nature and function of proposed machinery were 

discussed in details. The Principle of add it ionali ty, 
-

however, accepted in regard to the Environment fund, wherein 

the amount shall be in addition to existing sources of 

development aid and should not result in any contribution 

to those sources.58 

V.. ResPonse of Ecoscc & General Assembly on tW. 
Preparatory Process : (1970-72) 

A progress report on the preparation of UNCHE was 

submitted by the secretary-General to the ECOSOC at its 

July 1970 session, in accordance with the Resolutions of 

59 
General Assembly. 

56 UN Doc. A/Conf.48/PC 11, Annexure 1. 

57UN Doc. A/Conf.48/PC.17,Annexure III. 

58uN Doc. A/Conf.48/PC/14,Para 83-84 and 109-112~ SEE 
Report of the secretary General, A/8783. 

59 
GAOR-Res .2581 (XXIV) of 15 Dec •, 1969. 
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The Report noted that the popularization of Environ-

mental problems raised the danger of a concentration on more 

spectacular aspects of deterioration e.g. Pollution, to the 

neglect of less obvious aspects of a cultural and Economic 

issues. 

There was a need for an inform at ion programme aimed 

at legislators, governmental policy m~ers and leaders in 

Industry and agricultural sectors to provide them advance 

knowledge of popular socio-economic perspective of Environmen~~ 

The ECOSOC, while considering the Report expressed 

its hope that the conference would promote the aims of the 

IInd UN Development-Decade by contributory to sound Economic 

and social Development and recommended that the conference 

be presented with a draft-Declaration. 

Again, on 29th July 1971, the Council without 

adopting a Resolution todk note with appreciation of the 

Progress of the committee and with light of the importance 

of the subjects, decided to transmit the summary records 

for the discussion of its co-ordinating committee.61 

On the 7th December 1971, the General Assembly 

after expressing its awareness that the International 

60see Records of ECOSOC (XLIX) Session, Plennary 
1718-1719. Hes. 1536 (XLIX) o 27 July 1970• 

61 see: Doc. E/5033(XLI) Plermary meeting 1785 of 
July 1971 and E/5052 as reports of the Co-ordinative 

~ommi t tee .. 
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Development strategy (IDS) for the second Development Decade 

(UNDD) called for intensified national and international 

efforts to arrest the deterioration of human environment 

to.promote activities that would help to maintain the 

ecological balance on which human survival depends, reaffir-

med that the environmental policies should be considered in 

the context of socio-economic development, taK~ng into 

account the special need for development in the developing 

. 62 countries. It, thus, recommended :-

i) That the Preparatory committee should. consider 

the priority of possible environmental action with a view 

to ensuring that additional resources were provided to 

the developing countries in the context of the protection 

of the environment and; 

ii) Inclusion of in in Agenda-item so as to reconci-

liate nat iona.l environmental policies with national develop-

ment plans and priorities. 

Moreover, at its 26th session (1971) the Assembly 

todk a number of decisions concerning the main theme of 

·"Development and Environment" based on the report of the 

Secretary-General. 

62GAOR Res. 2657 (XXV) by a recorded vote of 
86-0-10, See$ The Report of lind Committee, A/8195. 
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On 29th December 1971 1 . the Assembly set forth its 

main decisions on the conference by adopting resolutions -

· 2849 (XXVI) as recommended by the IINd committee.63 by a 

Recorded vote of 85/2/34. The resolution reiterated the 

importance, urgency and universality of the environmental 

problems and noted thatthe rational management of the 

environment was of fundamental importance for the future 

of manand, especially those who are still under-developed. 

'lfue Assembly was convinced that the solution of 

those problems depended in large measures on an integrated 

and comprehensive development, including industrial develop-

ment, based on advanced -Technologies and the rational 

management of Natural Resources. 

It further observed that the pollution of world-wide 

impact was caused primarily by some industrially developed 

countries and therefore, the responsibility for financing 

corrective measures fell upon them. 

The Assembly then urged the international community 

and organizations to strengthen their co-operation for 

maintainance of an adequate ecological balance. It requested 

the Secretary-General to submit a report to the Conference 

on a scheme of voluntary contribution to provide additional 

financing by the developed countries to the developing 

countries for the environmental causes. 

6 3GAOR Doc. A/8577 of 2026 planery meeting, 20th 
July 1971 
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The Assembly provided some guide lines for the stocK

holm Conference,some of them could be brief as under :-

i) To respect the. exercise o& sovereign rights 

over Natural Resources and the right of each country to 

e~lore its own resources in such a manner as to avoid 

producing harmful effects on other countries. 

ii) To recognise that no environmental policy should 

adversely effect the present or future development of 

developing countries; 

iii) The burden of developed countries' environmental 

policies shall not be transfered to the developing ones. 

The Assembly, thus emphasized the necessity of 

prohibiting the production and use of nuclear, chemicals 

and biological weapons and of ensuring their early destru

ction. It then urged to the states possessing Nuclear 

weapons to put ah end to such testings as they have caused 

disastruss effect on human environment, life and well being 

of mantfld 

In this way, the Assembly not only provided guideance 

to the preparatory process but also steps forward by 

recognizing the need of time for early action in ~his field. 

The mandate was further carried out by the UNCHE. 

Summary Observations 

The comprehensive and systematic preparation for 

StoCkholm Conference may be described as action oriented 

in nature, which had set fourth th€ demands of.basic 
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work programmes to be.undertfizen by the United Natio.ns.64 

Since so much wotK of conference will consist of 

comprehensive programmes to be carried out in future, 

the success of entire structure levelled against the 

preparatory committee. It was a unique example of interna-

tional co-operation on common cause for the protection 

· and improvement of the human environment. The controveries 

over some issues were settled and "Consensus emerged for 

more effective and concrete action, unprecedented in the 

human history. 

Further, the report on the human environment and 

specialized papers over more than twenty problems, the 

contribution of Inter-governmental worr.ing groups on all 

issues and substantive committment of various noted 

inter-government non-governmental and voluntary organizations • . 
They virtually wor«.ed in the spirit of Un Charter, exhibiting 

a fundamental message of environment that:-

"If human race is to survive under 

conditions that m~e life worthwhile, 

it must devise a way for maximising the 

productivity of this finite stock of 

natural resources and of sharing, in 
some rational and equitable way. n65 

6hNew Yor" Times (USA) June 11, 1971, Col.1-3. 

65 John Lawre nee Hardgrove (ed). Law, Inst i tu tiona 

and the Global environment, (New Yor't!., 1972), p.3. 



CHAPTER - III 

CONFERENCE : BASIC ISSUES 

It has already been noted that the General Assembly 

approved Rr::-~>. 2CSG (.tX\li) c:n 20th December 1971 as recom-

n1ended by its second comrni ttee to hole a UN Conference 

-on Human Environment (UNCHE) in Stockholn frcxn 5th to 

1 
lO~h June, 1972. 

The Resolution requested the Secretary-Genernl to 

conclude preparations for the conference and circulate in 

advance a dru.ft Declaration on Human Environment, a Draft 

Action Plan anr5 such other draft proposals as miqht be 

ready for consideration by the conference. ·The Assemb.ly 

then approved other arrangements for· the conference including 

the Provisional l\genda, Rules of Procedure and participation. 

The fundamental task of the conference was to take 

the Pol i i~ical dec is ion t.hat 'doul:J enable the com1mn i ty of 

Nations to act together in a manner consistent with the 

earth's physical interdependence. 

l,rhe resolution \vaS adopted by a recorded vote of 
104-09-0i. The countries ·v1ho opposed the convening of a 
Ut-JCHE ~.;ere frum Soviet bloc, on th!'-': j_ssue of representation 
of GDiL The AmendnKmt to the Resolution, submitted b-j the 
socialist countries to postpone the conferenc.::: by 1973 >vas 
rejected in a record~;d vote of 17-70-29. see: GAORi' Res 2851 
of 20th December 1971. 

2·rhe purpose and Norms of conference have already 
been noted in the ")rev ious chapter 1:1h.ile discussing Res. 2581 
(XXIV) of lSth Dec-~ 1969. 

91 

2 
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ORGl;_NI ZJ\'l'IOT.J OF THE COI'JFERENCE : 

The conference was att,::;nded by representatives of 

113 member countries of the United Nations and the spe-
3 

cialized age:1cies of UN, L\EA & G&TT. 'l'he conferc~nce 

established the three main comrni t tees to study the six 
4 

substantive i terns of Agenda. ·rhe conference elected 

Ingernena l3engtsson of 3-v.reden as j"ts President by acclamation 
5 

and the represen-:atives of 26 states as vice-presidents. 

~i th Johnson of Jaimaica, v.Tho was the chairman of 

preparntory CQ'nrni ttee, v.Tas elected as Rapporteur-General'• 

The division of subject matters were made illnongst the 

three main ccmmi ttees as : 

----------------
3 

On 5th June 1972, OPERA HOUSE hosted the welcane 
cermony of guest representatives, however the official 
inaur]Uration took place in the FOLKE'l'S HOUSE, renounced 
conferenc<:: building of Sv;edish Trade Unibn. It was also 
a place of plennery meetings. 

4.rhe important agenda .items i::1cludes : . 

1. (9) Declaration on Human Environ.rnent. 
2. ( lo) . Planning r·1anagement of Human Settlements 

for Environmental quality. 
3. ( 11) Natural Resource !V1anagement 
4.(12) Identification and control of pollutants 
5.(13) Educational, i:1formational, social anG. 

cultural aspects o:f. Environmental issues 
6.(14) Development and Environment 
7.(15) International organizational Implications 

of Action Proposals 
8. ( 16} Adopt:ion of a Plan of Action 

5'rhe vice Pres L3.en ts \vere : 
t\.rqcn tina, l~lqeria, Australia, Austria, Canada.~ 

China, Egypt, France, Guatemala, INDIA, Iran, Japan, K•.JWait, 
Hexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Roreania, Senegal, Svraziland, 
The United Kinqdom, The United States, Uruguay, Yugoslavia, 
Z2ire, and Zambia. 
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FIRS'l' CO.Vf·HTTEE : Hu:nan settlement and non-economic 

questions of Environmental dealings, i.e. Educational 

and social aspects. The chairmanship was assigned 

to Helena Benitze of Phillipines. 

SECOND COHHI.r·rEE z Deal.::; ·.,rith tne Natural Resource 

Manaqement and issue of Development and environment. 

'I'he chairman was J. Odero Jowi of Kenya. 

THIRD COI'1l:'liT'l'E8 : concerned with the identification 

and con·trol of Pollutant elements of broad international 

perspective. It h,-:1s also assigned the task for the 

Internati·Jnal organizational· implications of action 

proposals~ The chairman was CARLOS CALERO ROADRIGUES 

of Canada. 

Besides, a working ·;;roup vJas appointed by 

Secretary General of conference to consider the 

differen·t principles of Declaratton under the chair

manship of Taief Slim of ~runisia~ 

While o~ening the General debate, the UN 

Secretary-General Hr. Kurt ~laldheim emphasized the 

validity of conference as a turning point in human 

hist:ory, as a major correction in the process of the 

industrial revolution and as a transforming venus 

for the profounding conditions of life on this 

planet. His main discussion were centred a.round 
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"the 'Development and Environment •, the condition 

of human beings in the developing countries and 

the necessity to protect the common properties and 

the necessity to protect the comnnn properties of 

this earth. 

uHumanity was challenged by the developmental 
and environmental isslles and it was necessary 
to deal with both in proper historical 
perspective and a sense of justice for all. 
Therefore, while the environment was an 
emerging nev-1 and very serious scener io •• 
development was still the highest priority 
and an unreached objective.? 

The dele gat i:)ns pointed out the total deter io-

ration of the common environment, the atmosphere, the 

seas and the oceans as continuing ·phenomena of world 

ecology, then~fore, the necessary Internati.onal deci-

sion should be taken to protect these common heritage 

of mankind. 'rhe conference has to lay down the 

ends and objectives in this direction and the political 

·will of world should be put to work for the protection 

of these resources. 

Thus, the conference was considered as a 

la.unchi.ng pad for a new liberation movement to fx:ee 

men Lrom the t.hr:eat of their thraldoms to the 

7 see UN Chronical, Vol. IX, No. ( 7) July 1972 
PP• 50-51 ( USO) (New Delhi)~ 
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environmental perils of their own making. This 

movement could succeed only if there is a new 

commitment to liberation from the destructive forces 

of the excess poverty, racial prejudice, economic 

injustice and the technologies of modern war-fare. 

For this end, 

Han must dedicate himself to the ideal 
of a peaceful, habitable and a just 
planet.8 

Besides, the continuing sophistication 2nd 

accumulc1tion of weapons ·;)f mass destruction posed a 

direct threat to the human environment and to his 

survival. Continued Nuclear tests above the ground 

and in spece are a patenticl threat to the atrrosphere 

of the esrth ~ The chemical weapons lc.id waste and 

might be irreversible de<mage to previous resources of 

of productive land. 

Hrs. Indira Gandhi,Prime Hinister of India 

also made it clear· that: 

The Environmental crisis, which is confronting 
the vJorld v.;ill profoundly alter the future 
destiny of our planet. No one can be •••••• 
unaffected. 'l'he process of change challanges 
present international policies. Will the 
growing aT,mreness of one earth and the one 
Environment guide us to the concept of one 
humanity?9 

~-----------------
8see Year book of UN, 1972, P.319 for further 

details. 
9 "Address to the UNCI-IE, .-,Stockholm( 1972) world 

Environment, New Delhi, 1985 p;(ii) 
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•rhe theme of conference 'Only one Earth' was 

unanimously agreed to emphasise the fact that all 

living and inanimate things among which men dvlells, 

are the part of the single interdependent system 

and the act ions organized on one place of globe have 

inevitable effects on its other parts also. 

To prof. Rene' Dubas, who was a co-author to 

the Report on Human Environment under the same title 

as the theme, remarks that : 

"'I'he greatest value of the theme v-1ould derive 
precisely from the fact that it will represent 
the knO'\vledge and the opinion of the worlC. 1 s 
leading experts and thinkers about the 
rela·t. ionsh ip betv..reen man and his natural 
habitat at a time when the human ectivity 
is having the. profound affects upon t.;lhe 
environment 11 • 1D 

Thus, thoughtout the discussions of issues in 

plennery session it was felt that the urgency of 

problem called for a unified and concerted world 

action to protect human species from being extinct 

a~(' perished on this planet. The specific issues, 

discussed in committees have the similar repercussions. 

10preface to the Report: •only One Earth• 
The care and maintainance of the small planet. 
(NY) 1977, p.(i:i.i). 
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IS SlJES & D JSCUSS IONS 

Following the general debate, the conference 

considered the reports of its three main committees, 

v.rorkinq groups and adopted various resolutions to 

that ef.fect. 11 

The representatives of 113 countries agreed 

unanimously as : 

(a) A Declaration on the human environment: 

constit:ut:Lng the acknowledgement of new principles of 

behaviour and responsibility of the members of the 

community of nat ions, wh j.ch must govern the relation-

ship with the environment; 

(b) An Action Plan c·:msistin:J of 109 recommendations 

callinq on Governments, Uhited Nations Agencies and 

international organizations to co-operate in taking 

specific measures to deal with the wide variety of 

environmental problems; and 

(d) Institutional and financial arrangements for 

carrying out the Action Plans and providing a continuing 

machinery within t.he UN system to facilitate inter-

national co-operation in the environmental field. 

-----------------

11rn general debate the conference hear 141 
stat.emenJcs by Representatives ofc.:-:113 countries and 160 
other represent;:-:tives of N6~160:! The S':.'edish environ
mental forum also contributed in knoviledge of environ
mental forum both inside and outside the planery session; 
i.e. by av.rar ing the environmental crisis through Audio
visual screens. 
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Pro12osed International t-'1<?. ch i:qery 

The recommendations of the conference on the 

interaat.ional organiza·tional and financial arrangements 

provided the necessary framework for action to be 

taken in response to the recont'1lendations included in 

the Action Plan, envisaged: 

(a), A small environmental secretariat to carry out 

the day-to-day work of the United Nations in that 

sphere cmd ·to served as a focal point for environmental 

actions and co-ordination within the United Nations 

system, headed by an Executive Director as elected 

by t.he General Assembly on the nominations of the 

Secretary~;eneral. It vJas left on the General Assembly 

to decide the location of environmental secretariat, 

which was later approved in Nairobi (Kenya/Africa) 

by a Resolution in 1972. 

(b) 12 A fifty-four member for environmental 

progr amrnes, elected every t:hree year by the General 

Assembly, 'ldhich vJOuld be a cenilral intergovernmental 

organizations, to promo·te internat.:honal co-oper at ion 

in the environmental field and to provide a general 

policy guidance for the direction and co-ordination 

,....,..,.,. _____ ___ 
12The membership was ~ater enhanced as(58) 

by ·the constant demand of Developing countries for 
an adequate • Represent at ion • • 
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of environmental proqrammes within the UN system. 

It shall have to Report to General Assembly annually 

throu.gh economic and social council. 

(c) A voluntary Environment fW1d to be used to 

provide addition<'ll financing for environmental 

progr arnrues, s'olely based on the criteria of conswnp

tion of energy by nations. Bodies, outside the UN 

could also be used to carryout programmes financed 

by the fund. Briefly, the activities which could 

be financed by the fund was agreed as to include 

Monitoring and data assessment system., improvement of 

environmental quality, management, public education 

and training and aid to international in:?titutions 

carrying works on E:nvironmental Research. 

(d) An Environmental co-ordination Board (ECE) within 

the auspices of the Administrative Committee on 

co-ordination ( ACC), as an inter-secretariat body 

to meet under the chairmanship of UNEP Executive 

Director, to be responsible for general co-ordination 

of the work of the UN Agencies. The board was made 

responsible to governing council. 

ACT ION PLAN FOR HUI'1A.N ZNVIF~.QNlifiENT . 

After considering the Reports of its three 

main committees, the conference adopted 109 recomm-
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endations 1g which sets out the future guidelines for 

environmental actions at the international level. 

rrhey were arranged in a functional framework, 

known as 'Action Plan• consisted <bf three main parts: 

1. A Global Assessment, Proqr amrne : 
~--· ·-

Constitu'cing the foundation for an 'Earth Watch• 

progr amrne ,to identify and measure environmental problems 

of international importance and to \varn against the 

impending crisis. It -v.ras a prO~Jramrne of global assess-

ment a::'1d monitoring body, needed to guide the decision 

makers in all countries. 

It is to be noted that the recommendations to 

drastically curtail emission of chlorinated-hydro-

carbons and heavy metals into the atmosphere, to 

establish an International Referral system (IRS)'~ 

to ex-change environmental information and knowledge 

between nations, to incorporate environmental consi-

deration into the review of tbe development 

strategies, embodied in the second development Decade, 

to initiate a global progrumme of genetic resources 

for future generations. 

13contained in the annexure as in Text Form, 
as <;rlell as discussed under the same title later on. 
See Doc. A/CONF/48/5. 
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All these were indicative of a political 

will to take action transcending traditional political 

and ideological bow1dar ies. 

2. Environmental .rvianacjement Activities : to use 

what is known or learned about the enviror.1Inent* so 

as to preserve '-vhat was desired and to prevent wha.t 

was feared 6~. 

3. supnor.tin_g_Heasm:es : such as education and 

traininq, public information and organizational and 

financing arrangementso 

Besides, there t • .vere 18 recommendations concer-

ning the Planning and Management of Human Settlements. 

'rhe conferenc,':~ cc;lled for the establishment of an 
I 

international fund or financial institutions to assist 

in strengthing national progranunes relating to human-

settlements t.hrough t.he provision of seed capital and 

the extension of technical assistance. 

'The conference also recommended the establish-

ment, 'I'hrough existing national and international 

organizations* of a v70rld-wide natural disaster warming 

system, with specio.l emphasis on tropical cyclones 

and earthquakes. The role of a united-N.:1tions Diaaster 

Rel i.ef organj_zation(UNDRO) was emphasized here as a 

co-ordinating body. 
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Va.r ious recommendations were adapted 

concerninq the environmental asoects of natural - . "' 

resource management. For Example : 

1. 1'\!1 inter nat. ional programme to protect the 

"~llorld's genetic resources: crop plunts, forestry-species, 

dornest icated animals, microprganisrns and wolc.-plants 

and animals .. 

2. The conference called for a ten year moratorium 

on commercial whcaling and for international conventions 

and treaties to protect migratory animals and those 

that inhabits in the international water. 

3. Another recornrnondation concerned with the 

identification and control of pollutants. It proposed 

the establ is hme nt of a wor ld-\,lide network of rnoni to ring 

s·ta.t ions, to include not less then 100 stations to 

monitor the atmosphere on a regional basis, and appro-

ximately 10 stations in areas remote from all sources 

of pollution, t.o monit.or long term trends in the 

a·trnosphere which might cause change in the n1eterolo-

gical propertif:s, including cl lmate changes. 

At this place, the government were called upon 

to minimize the release of toxic or other dangerous 

substanc<'..:;, especi2lly persist~ent one such as heavy 
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metals (mercury) a·:;.d organchlor ine compounds 

(including those found in DDT & other inset icides) ~ 

The conference also called for extended co-

ofi>eration on problems of radioactive waste and of 

marine pollution. Again it called for a droft-article 

for a convention on the prevention of marin-pollution 

by ocean Dlll11ping (as refered by (IWGI-1P), to be convned 

next Nov. 1973) in the United-Kingdom in consultation 

'14 with Ir~O & UN system. 

Finally, the conference made a number of 

recommendations concerning development & environment. 

It recommended that government take the necessary 

.steps to. ensure that environmental concerns were not 

invoked as a pretext for d~scriminatory trade policies 

or reduce access to market. The Burdens of the 

environmental policies transferred direC'tly or 

indirectly, to the developing countries. 

Where environmental concerns led to restrictions 

on trade, appropriate-measures for compansation 

should be worked out. Further;' the conference asked 

14 th' 1 To 1s effect, A araft declaration was 
placed by Ci~-JADA in Sead Bed Committee (i.e. Conunittee 
on the peaceful use of Sea Bed & the Ocean floor beyond 
the limits of National juris diction) on 19th Aug .1971 
cal 1 inc; for. NINE, proclaiment principle for preser
vation of Marine-Environment. 
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for the steps to ensure that the flm·l of interna

tional aid to developing countries i-Jas not t,:) be 

hampered during the IInd UNDD by environmental 

consider at ions relEited to conference recornrnondaticns. 

During the discussion of and voting on the 

recomnondation in the plenRry session statements & 

Reservation were made by a number of states. 

Brazil charged that the conference was a rich

main1s show to divert attention from the real needs 

of developing countries. It is a conspiracy on the 

part of industrialized countries ·to seattle the 

economic growth of developing countries and play 

dominent role. 

The strong orguments v1ere refuted by protago

nists of the envLronment cause-canada, Netherlands, 

United states and S'lt!eden. They argued that the 

ori<;~in of the environmental problems are fundamentally 

the same in all countries c:~.nd in every economic 

system. It is the poor -v1ho stand most to gain from 

an enhancement of the envi.ronment. Hence it is 

es ~:;ent i al t.h at the developing countries LJse their 

r l.ght t.o participate in the formulation of a.n 
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Int.crnat ional Action progr arrune in the environmental 

field to ensure that their specific interests are taken 

into accoun·t. 'rhe poor have everything to gain from 

an active UN involvement in this field. The develop-
! 

ing countries have the possibilities of avoiding 

many cost:ly mistakes made earlier by the industriali-

zed countries ~1en planning for their own economic-

development. Thus 1 without the participation of all 

countries the only one earth concept made it impossible 

to take effective-measures. 

'l'he problems came out when u.s. said it could 

not <:::ccept the recommendation that V!here environmental 

concern led to restrictions on -trade, appropriate 

measures for compensation should be worked out. 

It further opposed to compensating nation for decline 

in their exports earnings, reqardless of cause, but 

that it was prepared to consider the question in the 

context of its obligations unc'l.er GA'l'T. 

MoreoV(~r, in implementing its env:i.ronmental 

policio-~s, it intended ·to take practical experiences 

st:eps to avoid cre:c:.:.::ing nev; carriages to trade. 

several other delc~gations ruled out the unclear 

provision of compensation. Canada, Japan, u.s. and 

a number of west European st.ates opposed the recommen-
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dation calling for establishment of a separate 

financing insti-tutions for human-settlements. Japan 

exr)ressed reserva.tion concerning the recommendation 

for a 10 years moritorium on commercial whealing. 

It felt that the implementation of the recommendation 

should. depend on available scientific-information. 

Besides their discuss ions and reservations, 

the conference adopted a resolu1:.ion condemning nuclear 

weapon tests. (16th planary ·meeting, 14th June, 1972) 

There the conference expressed the view that there 

\-vas radio-active c(Jntamination of the environment from 

nuclear weapon tests, and the belief that all exposers 

of mankind to radiation should be kept to the minimum 

possible. 

Thus it condemned su.ch test to be carried 

out in the atrnosph<~re and called upon st:ate to abandon 

thej.r plans o:E such holistic activities. 'rhe resolution 

was adopted by a roll-call vote of 56-~-29 (China, 

France & Gabon voted against the text). 

Horeover, the conference adopted resoltltions 

recommending that the General Assembly recommending 

that the General Assembly designate 5 June of each 
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year as the 11world Environment Day"
15 

and that it 

decide to conern a IInd UN conference on Human 

. t 16 Env1.ronmen • 

Discussi:Jn on Harine PoLlu~ : From 108 National 

Heports, \·.Jater as a crucial factor in the struggle 

for environment was ~·;idely acclaL'11ed. It i<Jas realised 

that the contamination of ·the oceans had globle 

consequences, affecting people many thousands of miles 

av.,ay from the source.: of pollution. 'rhe working group 

recommended in it.s Report that the absence of effective 

co-ordinc.t ion mach an ism, both at national and 

internai~"i.onal levels to deal with serious problems 

made it more urgent for tlH=? conference to give it a 

. 't 't t:i 17 prlorl y-a~ en- on. 

15
Acting on thelr recommendation the adopted 

Res. 2994 (XXVII) to this e:Efect. 

16
GAOH., 23rd Session. 14th plenary meeting, 

13 June 1972. : See report of UNCHE 1972 A/Conf-48/ 
14/Rev. 1. 

17'rhe control and management of oceans and 
t.heir resources v1as an old problem in the U!lited
Nations. The concept of the common heritage of mankind 
was provided general assembly a land to lay some legal 
foundations in this field. The first law of seal 
convention, 1958 (Geneva) was an early attempt in this 
direction, but it: could•nt evolve any control mach
anisrn to half the process of dumping of pollutants in 
the hic:Jhseas due to spring opposition by the indust
riclized countries. 
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The conference l<::Jid dovm a policy oriented 

co-ordinati.on approach to marine pollution activities 

within the UN from vJOrk. 'I'o this effect recomrnen

dation18 of the Action plan encorporated which reads 

as : 

"The marine environment and all the 1 ivinq 

orqenism v1hich it supports are of vital importance 

to hu.rncmity and all people have on interest in assuring 

that this environmental is so managed that its quality 

& resources are not impa.ined. rJ.'his apply specially 

to the coastal states, 1.vhich have a particular interest 

19 in t.hc management of coastal area :resources. 11 

Recomnendations 86 to 94 have special concerned to 

the marine envir:::>nrnent. The Res. 1 aiddown clearly 

that the capacity of tl1e sea to assimilate vastes and 

render them harmless and its ability to regenerate 

natural resources are not unlimited. P. proper mana9emenf 

. . d h 1 . 20 system 1s requ1re ere urgent y. 

18 [~eport of UNCHE, UNDOC. A/CONF ... 48-14/Rev. 1 p.23• 

10 . 
;/See: .Report of the Intergov·arnmental vlOOling 

<;rroup on the marine pollution (IWG1'1P)-Utmoc. Jl/CONF-48/ 
8 par a 197. 

20 . - .. 
Ibld •••• P.23. Reference can bE: made the draft 

Article and a~nexes contained on the Report of the 
inter: governmental-meetings at Reykjavik, (Iceland) 
in ADril 1972 and in LOndon 1972 (Hay) to the UN 
Corrun"it.tee on the pecceful use of the seabed & the 
'OC"ean-Floor· be);~ond the 1 i:11i ts of National-Jurisdiction 
at its sessi:.:.n in July AuCJ/1972 for information & 
comment:s. 
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'l'he conference recommended for an International 

Marine pollution conference to be held in 1973(London) 

Under the auspices of rn·ter(Jovernmental marine consul-

tat i vc organization ( Jl<lCO) ~ as ,,,,ell as the issue to 

be L-:1 cl uded for IIIrd Lavl of sea convent ion to be held 

in Jaimaica in 1973 to regulate the furtan deterioration 

of marine-environment. 

1. That government.s take early action to adopt 

effective national.measures for the control of all 

s iqnificant sources of marine-pollution, including land 

based sources & concern and co-ordinat.e their actions 

Regionally and \..rhere appropr ic:.te on a vJider international 

basis. 

2. That secretary General, in co-operation with 

appropricte international organizations, endeavour to 

provide guidelines ;,-.;hich govts. might with to take 

. ,, . t h d '1 . h 21 lnco accoun w en eve op1ng sue measures. 

Besides all these provisions, the loophole was 

that - the significant aspects of the problem e.g. 

pollutants reaching the sea directly from the land or 

indirectly through the atmosphere had not yet received 

2 ~rhere were 23 principles of control & 
improvernent of Bar ine Environment, 60th dealing with 
national mec:.sures. 
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adequate att.ention. Nonetheless it recorrunended the 

principles suggested by the UlGtiJ.P (Nov. 71) as 

guidin9 concept representing a basis for general 

agreement. e.g. 

1. Every state has a duty to protect and presence 

the marine-environment and in part iculc.r, to 

prevent polluti-)~1 that may effect areas itlhere an 

internationally shared resource is located. 

2.. Every state should adopt appropriate measures 

for the prevent ion of marine pollution, vJheather 

acting individually or in conjunction with other 

s·tates under agreed international arrangements; 

3. state should use the best practicable means 

availc.ble ·to them to minimize the discharge of 

potentially h<.:lzardous substances to the sea by 

all routes, including land based sources, such 

as rivers, outf.:::.lls and pipelines within 

national j ur isdict ion, as \vell as dwnp ing by 

or from ships aircraft & platforme 

4. State should ensure that thE~ir national legis

lation ·)rovide adequc.te sanctions against those 

who infr inqe existing r.egulat ion, on marine 

pollution; 
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5.. state should o.ssur3 joint responsibility for 

the preservation of marine-environment beyond 

the 1 im:i ts of national Juris diet ion;' & 

6. State should assist one another, to the best 

of their ability in action against the marine 
. 22 

pollution of whatever origin. 

'l'he conference vJas success on this sphere 

as it tooks the first. steps tm·;ards the establishment 

of a globally co-ordina·ted multi-dis<f:iplinary marine 

pollution ar:c angement programnes with the collaboration 

a£ 

(a) Inte9rated global ocean station system 

(b) Global invistig<<:.ion of pollution in the 

Marine-Environment. 

(c) Joint groupt of F..:xper:ts on the scientific 

aspect:s of Harine Pollution. 

(d) Joi;:-1t-machanizm of UNESCO, FAO, 'VJ110, IMCO, 

~·JHO, IAEA and Inter-governmental ocean-

ographi'c Corrmli:,;sion, (IOC). 

22neclaration 7 has di.rect relation with marine 
pollution - it runs as : nstates shall take all possible 
steps to rOJrevent pollt.rl::.ion of the seas by substance that 
are 1 i.able to create hazards to human health, to harm 
living resources &~ Harin<= life to dam,"'ige amenities ot to 
interfere with the other legitimate use of the sea." 
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such a collabor2tive programmes would enable the 

government to identify si,;mificant sources, path-

\·Jays .::mc1 effect, of pollutants harmful to human-

health or living resources : Article 21 of the 

D£C!Clar<:rtion provides a political basis fvr it: 

"States l·1ave, in accordance wi·th the charter 
.of the United-Nations and the principle of 
International Law the sovereign :right ·to export 
their own resources in presuant to their 
o• .. m environmen·tal policles and the responsibili
ty to ensure that activities within thei:r:: 
n.at.ural-jurisdiction or control don•t cause 
dam::::ge t.o th~ environment of the other states 
on of areas beyond the limits of national 
j ur isdict ion. 11 23 

'l'his clause could have far reachin9 conseq11ences 

for U.N., indice.ti.ing that.in certain cases, states 

are prepared to voluntary lilnit their national 

sovereignty. 

Hmvever, none of these atternpt,s was without 

problems. Several Latin-American states tried to 

prevent the conference from dealing with marine 

question in a -v.ray, v1hich in their view, could prejudice 

the ou·tcome of the III:rd Law Conference 1973. 

23For text see: Annexture. (A). 
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Canada proclaimed that preparation had gone 

further in laying the basis for internationally 

agreed principles of behaviour in relation to marine-

pollution problems. It had expressed reservation against 

wh.:::,t it considered to be a Pielemeal Approach of the 

conference & its preparation. 

Declaration : 

Despite the difference 2nd difficulties that 

had emerged, the fact that the delegates laboured, 

as they had testified to the importance of Declarc?Jtion, 

under the~ spirit of accountability and survival \.Yhich 

their respective governments had al~oted to the basic 

~"lrinciple and objective of the conference. It proved 

fruitful in the development of a •co-operative and 

s ust<'! in.3blt~ environment. • in international community. 

On 16 Jllne, 1972, the UNG.rlE adopted a 

declar<:1tion consistinq of a prerable and 26 principle. 24 

In tlle premble, the conference proclaimed that 

defence and improvement of the human Environment, 

both natural ;:!l1d m<-:mrnade, r.:;.d become an imperative goal 

for mankind, to be pursued toqether v-Jith the fundamental 

___________ " ______ __ 

24,., D .::>ee ' oc. t.JCONF. 48/4 • 
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go<lls of peace and of world-wide economic & social 

development. 

The ach ievernent. of these goals v1as the respon

sibility of citizens# community, enterprises and 

institutions at every level. Althouqh local and 

nat ione.l government vJould bear the greatest burden 

for large scale environmental policy and action within 

their jurisdiction, international co-operation were 

also needed both to raise resources to support the 

developing countries in carrying out their responsi-

b il it ies in their respect i'>le fir led and because of 

growing clan of environmental problems wheather local, 

regional or global in extent. 

By the prernble, the c~)nference also, among other 

thin9s, affirmed that in the developing countries most 

environment.c!l problems were caused by underdevelopment 

wheE.eas in the indus·tr i.2.l ized countries they were 

generally related to sophisticated technological 

development. 

The conference also declared that the national 

growth of population continiously presented problems 

on the prt'-'Serve>tion of environment and resuired the 

adoption, as appropriate, of adeque>te policies and 

measures. 
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It is to be noted that the text of the dec-

laration was based on the draft stfumitted by the 

preparatory committee for .._l r · 25 
~.-1e conierence. A 

workinJ ·~)roup on the declaration on the human environ-

ment ldas ·to c~ ive its expert opinion on various pr inci-

ples to be proclimed for production of global environ-

ment. It is to l:x:: noted that one draft pt inciple 20 

(on .scientific research & development in the context 

of environmental problems) could not be reached on 

agreement and on the request of Uruguay it was 

referred to the General-,~s::;eiT'bly to held a separate 

conference on t.his. subject. 

The draft, pr L:c iple on the in format idln or 

developments wi tl-i:t.r:: nat ion<:;l jurisdiction & control 

\'ias r1eeded to avoid the risk of significant adverse 

effects on the environment in areas beyond their 

nEJt ur a.l j ur isdict ion~26 In this way the conference 

adopted the declarc:tion by acclamation, subject to 

reserw::tion 2nd obs2r va.t ions on the part of member 

st.ates: 

25'I'he \·Jorking group held a total of 15 meeting 
from 9 to 15 June 1972 .. 

26 Gen Assembly : Ees 2997 (XXVII) of 15 Dec.1972. 
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Beside the general debc::1te over the marit:s 

and de-marits of the declaration the following 

specific reservation came to the notice of conference. 

south-_ME..!.£§ stc.1ted that tbe first principle 

which called for the condemnation and elimination of 

policies promJting or perpetuating apart held, recial

segregation, discrimination and colonial and foreign 

domine;ncc consti t.uted interfearence by the conference 

in the internal affairs of stiltes. 

with regard to the second principle concerning 

·the preservdtion of respresenb3tive Eco-systems, the 

Unites states s.:Jid that in its vievJs the phrase means 

retention of a complete sys tern, vdth all the complex 

inter-relationships intact. 

A number of comments were made with regard to 

the final pr inc:iplc concerning n\~clear v1eapons. China 

maintained that the principle should have called for 

the prohabition and destruction of biological, chemical 

and nuclear weapons. Peru, Sv:eden and Uni ted-:Republic 

of ·rcnzania ;:clso felt that the pr inclple did not 

condemn the use <l>f such weapons in strong enough terms .. 

About declaration, Haurice F. Strong stated 

that whay rne.ny sceptics thought, would only be a 

rhetorical statement 1 has become a highly significant 
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document reflecting community of interest among 

nations regardless of pOlitics, ideologies and 

. t t 27 econorrn .. c s-a es. 

It -v:as proclairred with a firm affirmation 

that deJ .. Fqates must leave the conference 111ith deter-

mination t.o build, on the foundation laid at stock-

holm. It not, then this conference will have a brief 

flesh, a meter or burning its v1ay through the blackness 

of space. The conference had demonstrated that the 

UN is ;:Jt. heart of our troubled-turbulent v-;orld. 
28 

'l'hus the conference \·.·as a pioneering venture 

with no prudent to guide it and had produced as a 

most significant by product in the form of an UNEP, 

along with nev; Environmental code of conduct in the 

form of a semilc:x 'Declaration• to guide t.he policy 

makers in tr1e •..velfare of hwna.n being as such. The 

action 1_:·lan constituted a tr~ining point in man• s 

endeavour to a running point in man's endeavour to 

pre~erve and protect his plenatary heritage. 

------------------
27 T.m Chronic.]l, July 1972, Vol. IX no.7, 

page 53. 

28 Address by Ingemand Bangtseen ••• Ibid •• p .54. 
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In it is way the success of the conference 

offered great hope for further joint vl0rld action 

on the environment. and for the strengthening of the 

UN as such, to build a momentum to implement the 

decision made here. 

~doption of ~eRort of_!be conference
29 

· The conference having adopted individually 

all the r:H~ction of the report except those giving 

an account of the Action on the conference in the 

report of the credential committee on the Action 

pl.;:;n and on the Report of the working group on the 

Declar<)tion, authorized the Report over general of 

the conference to include those section in the 

appropriate parts of the report, to made any additional 

change of technical nature that seemed appropriate, 

and to (:"':nsure that all resolutions -v.rould be duly 

reflected in ~he report on that understanding the 

conf~:::rence ad.opb:::d t~he report. 

The Report of th~ UNCHE vJas transmitted by 

the secretary genec:tl to the ECOSOC which took note 

of it by a decision of 17th Oct. 1972 and sent it 

to cJenera.l 2ssembly at it.s twenty seventh .session. 

29 21st plenary meeting 16 June 1972. see A./CONF 
4·8/14/Ad:J.; p.3r a. XII. 
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On 15th December 1972, on the, recommendation 

of its second (economic & financial) comrnittee the 

Assembly adopted following_eleven Resolutions 

concerning the Environment.. A surnmery has been 

described below. 

1. International co-operc-~tion on Environmental 
3o matters 

Hecall ing its earlier resolutions 2398 (XXVI} 

of is Dec 1969 2657 (XXV) of 7 Dec 1970, 2849(XXVI) 

& 2850 (x:;<VI) of 20 Dec 1971 the general assembly 

re-affirmed the rc:spons ibility of interne.tional 

commw1ity to take action to preserve & enh<:.-mce the 

environment, & in particular the need for continious 

international co-oper c'tion in t:his end. 

2. Co-ou-~r a·t ion betv1een States & International _..._._ ...... -.-....-....-------..13• ...... --=---'~-_,;;;o._;.;;o..;;............,..., 

'l'he draft principle 20, 21 and 22 vJere discuss 

in the 2ncl corrunit.tee of ~eneral Assembly and adopted 

c1S :.:<.e;.3. 2995 (XXVII) & 2996 (XXVII) by this Res. the 

.~.ssembly emph2sis that. in the exploration, exploitation 

& development of their natlir al :resources, stat.es must 

noT~ produce s i~Jl1 ificant harmful effects in zones 

------
30 

Res. 2994 (XXVII) as recornmended by second 
comrrtit·tee U../890 1) adopted by Assembly on 15 Dc~c.1972, 
rnr:::etinq 2112 by 112 votes to 0, with 10 abstr::ntions. 
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situat.ed outside their nationo.l jurisdic·tion. 

The intern<::tion;:!l co-opera·tion in the environm2ntal 

field coul:l be achieved throLlgh the exchange of 

official and public J<..no-vlledge of technical data 

relatinq t.o work carried out by stat:es vJithin their 

national j ur isdict ion, and t:ha·t the exchancJe of s llch 

data \.Wuld not be consturued as enabling one state 

to intefere irlith the development of natural resources 

Of - t' . 31 ctno ner. 

3. _!l)stitut_!onal and Financial Arrangements for 

Environrnental Co-operation 
. -

After considering the recomr~ndations of 

the conference on this subject the Assembly decided 

to establish t.he Governing council of UNEP, an 

Environmental secretariat headed by the Executive 

Director of the UNEP, the Environment. Fund and the 

Environment Co-ordination Board. It a.lso decided that 

the environment secretariat would be located in Nairobi 

(Kenya). 

Location of Environment Secretar~ 

In considerincJ the e:;d1ninistrative arrangement, 

for environmental co-operation a draft resolution on 

31 
See Res. 2995 (XXVII) adopted by a recorded 

vote 115 to O, with 10 abstantions. 
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the subject was introduced in the second comnittee 

32 by 37 members. 

The draft included preambular provisions 

the conviction~ But in order to employ the inter-

national machinery for the promotion of the Economic 

and social advancement of all peOples, in accordance 

with the provisions of the United Nations Charter, 

the activities and headquarters or secretariat of 

United Nations bodies and agencies should be located. 

having regard to equitable geographical distribution. 

~rhe general Assembly adopted the text on 

15 Dec. 1972 as its resolution 3004 (XXVII~ by a vote 

of 128 to 0 to 10 thereby deciding to locate the 

environment secretariat in a developing. country and 

further decided to locate it in Nairobi. 

~~~: 

4~ ~t!fes to .. 12rotect _!.,he Environment 

The importance of action at the national level 

for protecting and enmancing the environment was 

32see A/C.2./1.1246 and Rev. 11 approved by the 
IInd co~uittee on 10 Nov 1972 by· recorded vote of 
93-0-31. 
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stressed by the Assa~ly in another resolution~ It 

called upon the governing council of UNEP to explore, 

at its first session, ways and means of promoting 

affective regional environmental-programmes: especially 

policy measures and objectives to be recornn~nded by 

the comrnit:tee on science & technology for development 

in considering the world plan of Action for the 
33 Application of science and Technology to Development. 

5. Development and Environm~ 

The Assembly directed the Governing Council that 

in formulating its programmes & priorities it should 

give special consideration to those environmental · 

measures and programmes that might also constitute 

a necessary part,of the development process of deve-

loping countries. It further recommended that the 

resources for the environmental progra~es, both 

within and outside the mq system be addition to 

the present level and projected growth of resources 

to be made available, under the st~ategy, for 

development. Assistant progr amrnes. 1rhe Assembly 

took this decision by adopting Resolution 3002 (XXVII} 

by a vote of 110-0-16.
34 

33 . 
Resqlution 3000 (XXVII) adopted by a vote of 

117-0-10 also: E/4962/Rev. 1 and Corn. 1. 

34 I 

The s~onsors of the text were eleven countries, 
Doc/A/c2, L 1236/Rev. 1. 
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6. Quest ions_ pertaining to Human Settlements 

After considering the recommendation of UNCHE, 

' the Assembly adopted three Resolutions relating to 

environmental aspects of human-settlements. 

By one of these~ th'= l\E"sembly recporrunendetl that 

all development assistance agencies, such as UNDP, 

IBRD (world Bank) should give high priority to request 

from goverlli~ent for assistance in housing & human 

settlements~ By providing these guidelines, the 

Assembly was mindful of the aims e~~ressed in the 

pramble of the Charter of UN to employ international 

machinery for the promotion of Economic 3nd social 

Advcmcement of all peoples as well as in Article 55 

& 56 of the Charter. 

The Assembly further recommended that the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and development ( IBRD) 

should orovide funds in this sector in terms & which . . 
fully reflect the objective of principle considering 

une~)loyment, rates of urban growth, population density 

and the general condition of housing stock in the 

developing countriesi and as a matter of priority, 

implement its stated policy of providing seed capital 

for housing <3.nd related investments. 
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Other decisions 

In the Assembly Iran declared institution 

an annual prize for an outst~md ing contribution in 

the field of the envir<;>nment ~ It was 'ltielcorned by 
35 

Resolution 3003(XXVII). 

The need to draw up an International Agreement 

for the preservation of the vdldlife of the .Arctic 

36 
and Adjacent areas was called by Iceland and Norway. 

Thus, the response of Assembly by above 

resolutions reflects its interest to preserve the 

human environment though the 'Machanism' and by 

providing new vitsa for environmental behaviour. 

It also lays ground for the recognition of a new 

emerging general-principle of International La.w that: 

'Environmental-safety links with the welbeing of 

people and economic developmenta 

The decla.r at ion and act ion plan launched a 

new m::>vemeJ:lt. in the human fight against pollution and 

extinction. The conference was not a Rich-man's 

vis ion for dominance but a 'Flash' for future guide-

lines of action to protect and preserve our inalinable 

right to life,. ha~piness and conservation. 

.. ·-
35Known as Shah Pahalvy International Environment 

Award, discontinued after 1981, due to war between Iran 
& Iraq. 

36 . 
A/C.2/L.241. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROGRAMME OF ACTION 

The action plan set-out in the conference documents, 

provides a blue print for the launching of a concerted 

international effort for the protection and preservation 

of the quality of human environment; both for present as 

well as for the future generations. The plan incorporates 

a series of recommendations for a co-operative action 

and place an opportunity in the hands of decision m~ers 

and public the best 't\. nowledge that the science and 

technology could m8Ke available, for-the solution of such 

problems. 

The Action plan could be broadly d~vided into 

following three heads :-

1) .A global environmental assessment programme, 
/ 

or Earth-Watch; 

ii) Environmental management Activities; 

iii) A~eries of supporting measures, ,both for 

national and International actions, of public Education, 

training and financial assistance •1 

Ie Environmental Assessment (Earth-Watch) 

The important recommendations included in this 

field are evaluation and review to provide the basis for 

knowledge needed and, determine the necessary steps 

1A/Conf.48/4, p.6, Contains 109 recommandations 
devided into Five parts. 
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to identify and existing ~uthority wlthin the Un system 

on central level, as a principle focal point for initiating 

and co-ordinating Research in each principle areas and, 

where tr~re are competing claims, established appr~riate 

priorities. 2 It also designate the following as priority 

Areas of Research : i) Theories, policies and methods 

for the comprehensive environmental development of urban 

and rural settlement, ii) Methods far assessing quantitive 

housing needs; iii) Water-supply, sewerage and waste 

disposal system adopted to local condidations; ; \.) 

iv) ~lternative methods for meeting rapidly increasing 

urban transportation needs; v) Physical, mental and 

social effects of stresses created by living and waning 

conditions in human settlements. Particularly in urban 

conglomerates. 

It also considered the need for assistance in the 

Disaster and warning for tropical cyclones~ establishment 

of an effective world-\'Jide natural disaster warning system, 
4 with special emphasis on tropical cyclones and earthquekes. 

To strengthened the support of nation~l programmes in 

developing countries exchange of informations and co-oper 

ative research were recommended? 

2Recommendations 4 (i) b & c. 

3Rec. 18 (i) b) and c. 

4 Rec. 18 (i) d). 

5Rec. 21(a) and c). 
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Beside, it planned for a world registry of clean 

rivers to define in accordance with internationally agreed ~r 

quantity, criteria, the methods and techniques of cleaning 
. 6 r1 vers. And to organize the exchange of information on 

experience. methods and wotkin progress in connection with 
. 

continuous social diagnosis, particularly at the regional 

level and between regions with common problems.7 There 

is a total number of forty two recommendations •elevent 

to the activities in 'eart.h-watch' programme. They have 

been related in most of their part, for Research activities 

to create new knowledge of the Ymds specifically needed 

to provide guidance in the maKing of decisions. It was 

emphasized all over in these recommendations to increase 

the capabilities of Un system, "to provide awareness 

and advance warning to deleterious effects to human-health 
8 and well-being from man-made pollutants." 

Monitoring 

The object behind monitoring system is together 

data in certain environmental variables and to evaluate 

such data in order to determine and predict important 

environmental conditions and trends. It covers a continuing 

surveillance of the world's forest cover, through a world 

Forest Appraisal Programme to provide data on the balance 

between the world's forest biomass and the prevaitery 

environment, and changes in the forest biomass.9 

6Rec. 55. 
7Rec. 95 (c) 2.'. 
8 

Re c • 7 0 (a & b) • 
9o ......... ')t; 
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It considered the effect of pollutants upon the 

~ildlife shall be considered within environment mon itoring 

systeml 0 And to assess the total economic value of wildlife 

resources. The establishment of a globle networK of 

national and international institutes relating to genetic 

resource conseEvations~ 1 

Fisheries 

It is noted here that the damage to fish stod<s 

has often occured because regulatory actions is ta(en too 

slowly. In this respect a special programme for management 

of stoCKs of fish and other acquatic animals were recomm

endect.12 The FAO and Development Assistance Agencies 

were called to support recent guidelines of the fishing 

organisations! 3 The creation of river basin commissions 

on other appropriate machinery for co-operation between 

interested States for water resources common to more than 

. . di t. 14 one Jur 1.s c 1.on. 

The basic objective of 'all water resources, use 

and development activities from the environmental point 

of vievJ is to ensure the best use of water and to avoid 

10 Rec. 29 and 30. 
11 Rec. 45 (1). 

12Rec. 46 (e). 
13rnternational Action has been identified by FAO 

and its inter governmental commissions and projects like 
LEPOR (Long term and Expanded Programme and IBP(International 

Biological Programmes). 
14 Rec.51. 



its pollution in each country. In this respect full 

consideration was given to the right of Permanent sover~i

-gnty over natur·al resources of each country to develop 

its own resources. Regional conferences to be organized 

in this area to focussed about the training, Research and 

inform at ion exchange on : 

i-) Inland water pollution and waste disposals 

ii) Vl ater management for rain-fed and irrigated 

agriculture 

iii) Integrated water Resource Planning and management 

in co-operations with Regional Economic Commissions of 

ECOSOC •15 

Moreover, proper collection, measurement and analysis 

of data relating to the environmental effects of energy 

use and productiqn within the appropriate monitoring 

system was recommended to learn about the relationship 

between such levels and the effects on w~eather, human

health plant and animal life, and amenity values. 16 

In monitoring, the conference recommended the 

further development of remote sensing techniques for 

resource surveys and the utilization of these techniques 

on the basis of proper international arrangement. 17 

15Rec. 52:2 (9-c). 

16 Rec. 57: 1 (a) & (b) • 

17 
Rec. 67. 
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Advance-warning of deleterious effects to human health 
~ 

were t~ be considered as integral part of such arrangements • 

. An International Registry of Data on chemicals in the 

Environment was another recommendation. 18 

To carry out the Global atmospheric Research 

Programme (GARP) 10 base line stations be set-up in areas 

remote from all source of pollutions, in order to moniter 

long term gloval trends in atmospheric constituents and 

properties which may cause changes in meteorological 

properties, including climatic changes. On a Regional 

basis not less than 100 stations be set-up for monitering ., 
properties and constituents of the atmosphere to note the 

changes in the distribution and concentration of contaminants. 

In the field of marine pollution it recommended that 

the Governments shall support national research and 

monitoring efforts that contribute to an agreed internat-

ional programme, eg. GIPl"IE (Choble Investigation of Pollution 

in tne Marine Environment) and IGOSS (Integrated globle 

ovean station system) •19 The joint Group of Experts on 

the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP) were 

advised to co-operate in such prograrnmes. 20 

1 BRe c. 74 (c) • 

19Rec. 79 (b). 

20Rec. 87 (a). 
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Further, the Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commi

ssion was recommended to ensure that provisions shall be 

made in international marine research, monitoring and 

related activities for the exchange, dissemination, and 

referral to sources of data and information on base line 

and on marine pollution. In this field more attention 

shall be paid to the special needs of developing countries~ 1 

Moreover, in Educational and socio-cultural aspects 

of environmental issues, arrangement shall be made for 

the UN system to provide technical and financial assistance 

requesting countries in preparing national reports on 

Environment and on setting-up machines for monitoring 

environmental developments from the social and cultural 

stand point and in pal't icular in drawing-up national, 

social Educational cultural programmes to support and 

encourage projects in this field. 22 

In the field of environment and Development, 

recommendations were made that technologies for protection 

and improving the environment employed universally and 

a continuing monitoring be made through General Aggrement 

on Trade and Tariff (GATT), UN Conference on Trade and 

Development (UNCTMJ) and stand?~d mentioned in this field 

should be such as to avoid arbitary and discriminatory 

actions that might affect trade of developing countries. 

21 Rec. 81.a. 

22 
Re c • 9 5 • a- b-
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Thus, the system of monitoring runs through all 

the six-heads of actions, designed for appropriate action, 

for review and appraisal of environmental actions, 

decisions and laws of national - regional Local Authorities. 

This subject matter has also been discussed on other places 

of this study • 

. INF'OHI~A'l'ION EXCHANGE 

The object behind this head is to dissiminate 

kklowledge within the scientific technological communities 

and to ensure that the decision meters at all levels shall 

have the benefits of best knowledge that can be made 

available in a forms and at the times in which it can be 

usefu1?2 There were at least Thirty-Five recommendations 

intended to promote more sharing of informations on the 

problems and solutions as the national government devises 

in developing these areas. Some most illustratioua one 

included as :-

i) Provisions shall be made for the exchange of 

information and research findings with countries of other 

geographical regions sharing similar problems. 

22The provision for information exists nearly all 
heads of action. It has to be considered as an important 
element for the success of Action plan. In particular 1!2,8, 

Rec.39(6)-genetic informations, or margine environment-46. 
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ii) Research and Exchange of Information in Forest 

fires, pests and disease ••• pin-culture and principles of 

forest managements. Informations on National Parks 

Legislation and Planning and Management techniques should 

be developed. 

iii) Through the International Referral system : 

In~ormation on pollution research and pollution 

control activities, including legislative and administravi~ 

arrangements, research on more efficient pollution control 

technology and cost-benefit technology,· be made available 

to the governments on their request. 23 

Thus, the elaborative provisions of information 

exchange as a part of Action-Plan, based on co-operative 

basis, may ensure preventive and curative actions on the 

part of international community. It may also ensure policy

maKers at the national level for decisions which may be 

sound from ecological point of view. The provision has 

also increased the capability of the UN system to provide 

av1areness and early \varning system on all the six principles 

heads of action plan. The benefit of this provisions is 

obvious in the context of collection of information with 

particular reference to some programmes launched by the 

specialized Agancies of UN. It has facilitated the deve

lopment of social, cultu-:-'al, scientific and geographical 

indicators for the environment. 

2 ~ec .84. 
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Environmental Management 

This category includes the functions "designed to 

facilitate comprehensive ~lanning that taKes into account 

the side effects of man's activities and thereby to protect 

and enhance the human, environment for present and future 

generations. It also runs through all the principle six 

heads of Action Plan. The most comprehensive provision 

have been included in the 'planning and Management of 

human settlements for environmental quality". Some important 

recommendations could be listed as : 

i) UN agencies should focus special attention 

on the provision of assistance for combating the menace 

-
of human mal-nutrition rampant in many parts of the world. 

Such assistance will cover training, research and develop-

ment endeavours on such matters. as .causes of malnutrition, 

mass-production of high-protein and multi-purpose foods, 

qualitative and quantitative characteristics of routine 
24 foods of the launching cif applied mutrition programmes. 

ii) Setting of an Inter-governmental body of 

environemtnal affairs for measuring and limiting noise 

emissions and such standrard be applied on the production 

and certain kinds of vJOrl\. ing equipments. 25 

24Rec. 3 

2 5Rec .14. 
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Moreover, the planning for predisaster preparedness 

requires forthe establishment and improvement of natural 

disaster research programmes and warning system. 26Here 

an International Programme for technical co-operation have 

to be developed, designed to strengthen the capabilities 

of the governments in the field of predisaster planning. 

It was further recommended that the urgent remedical 

action should be t&.en by the organizations concerned to 

give new value and stability to the prices of raw materi-

als of the developing countries so that necessary investments 

on soil regeneration and conservation be secured. 

Besides, the recommendations include about the 

pestmanagement, river basin management waste management, 

natural resource management, tourist sites and wildlife 

management etc. to facilitate the improvement of human

environment .. 27 

Special emphasis has been given in the issue of 

developr,1ent and environment. Recommendations 101 to 109 

are concerned •.vi th different aspects of environmental 

manager:1ent. It includes, among other things, the prepara

tion of plans and evaluation the administrative, technical 

legal solutions to various environmental problems in terms 

25Rec. 8 

27see rec. 33, rec.50, rec.37, rec.62-63. 
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of both preventive and r·emedical measures, tal'<~ing 

into account the multi-disciplinary approaches to develop

ment.28 

These recommendations expected for an uniform 

environmental standard applicable to all countries of 

world. It has long and close repercussion on the 

environmental management. In this respect, the recommen-

dations see',<;.s priority for effective and quick solution. 

S@porting Measures 

'rhe recommendations in this heads relate to measures 

required for the activities on the other two categories 

e.g. Environmental Assessment and the environmental 

management. But the most important aspects of these 

recommendations arein the field of education, training 

and public information, which has their objects nto supply 

needed specialists, multidiciplinary professionals and 

technical per so nne ls to· facilitate the useful 'know ledge 

in decision m8Y.ing at any level. 

These recommendations have their value for creating 

a new environmental ethics both at national and interna-

tional l~vels. The relative merits of them have been 

assessed elesewhere in this study. 

28see. Rec .101 (a-c). 
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ORGANIZATIONAL iRRANGEMENT 

The important of recommendation in this subject 

areas lies on the fact that they provide an institutional 

mechanism to implement these recommendations both at 

national and international levels for a better and 

efficient management of human environment. There are 

a sum total of twenty-seven recommendations in this 

field. Some of them could be listed as :-

i) Entrusting the overall responsibility for 

an agreed programme of environmental research at the 

internat.ional level to any central body that may be 

given the co-ordinating authority in the field of 

. t 29 env1ronmen •• 

ii) Ensuring that the institutions concerned shall 

be strengthened and that special training activities 

shall be established, making use of existing projects 

of regional environmental development, for the benefit 

a less industrialized countries.3° 

iii) Establishment of sub-regional centres to 

underta -t.e, Researcr1-Training, Exchange of information 

and financial, technical and material assistance. 31 

29Rec. 4(a) 

3°Rec. 7 (b) 

- 31 Re c .16. 
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iv) Existing international activities for the 

exchange of information and co-operative research and 

technical assistance to developing countries should be 

strengthened to support the national programmes.32 

Moreover in the field of identification of pollutions 

of broad international significance, setting up of base 

of networ< stations were on the list of recommendations 

to monitor long term global trends in atmospheric constitu

ents properties which may cause changes in methodological 

properties. 33 

Recommendation34listed some crit~ria and objectives 

for the operation and management of these institutions • 

In order to assist with successful implementation of all 

the recommendations. 

Financi.al and other forms of Assistance 

'l'he object behtnd inclusion of such heads is to 

provide a well-established fr~~or~z for environmental 

programmes based on the cri t&ria of energy consumption 

and on voluntary contribution. There are more then thirty 

three recommendations of Action Plan which are relevant 

to this head to refer :-

i) All development assistant agencies should 

give high priority •• for assistance ia the planning of 

32Rec. 21(a). 

3~ec.79(a) &(b). 

34Besides these institutions, setting of different 
assistant agencies for analysing and disseminating data on 
living aquatic resources and the environment in which they 
1-~ve, were also recommended (See Rec. 49). 
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human settlements, notably in housing, transportation, 

water sewerage and public health, the mobilization of 

human and financial resources •• in order to achieve the 

social well-being of the receiving country as a whole~5 

ii) Countries which are willing to launch an imp-

rovement programme should be prepared to welcome interna-

tional cooperation, seeking the advise or assistance of 

competent international bodies.36 

iii) Supporting governments in financing and setting 

up services for water-supply, disposal of water from all 

sources an9. liquid waste and solid \Vaste disposals. 37 

i v) \1orld Health Organization and UN Agencies should 

provide increased assistance to governments which so request 

in the field of family planning programmes without delay.37 

v) Assisting countries with their planning for 

predisaster preparedness .38 

vi) Secretary-General ta~steps to ensure that 

appropriate UN Agencies shall assist the developing 

countries to plan for the inflow of visitors into their 

protected areas in such a way as to reco)lincile revenue and 

environmental considerations within the context of the 

recommendations approved by the conference. 

35Re c. 1 (a) • 

36Rec.2(1) c.) 

37 Rec o 12. 
38Rec .18(4). 
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vii) Financial and technical co-operation of a 
39 

shared resources. 

viii) Examination of the needs of technical-assistance 

to government in the study of pollution problems~0 

ix) To secure additional financial support to those 

training and other programmes of as:->istance that contri-

bute to the increasing capacity of developing countries 

to participate in the international research, monitoring 

and pollutions control programmes~ 1 

x) Assisting developing countries in promoting 

elementary education, with emphasis on hygiene, health, 

housing, sanitation and "¥Jater supply and controlling soil

erosion. In environmental management, emphasis shall 

be placed on techni~ques promoting the use of local 

labour, materials and expertise.42 

In this way, the provisions under this heads mostly 

includes the encot1Taging measures on the part of development 

agencies and bodies vJithin the UN system to assist the 

developing countries; guiding them in their national sciences, 

technology and research policies to acquire the capacity to 

39Rec.51(c) viii) 

L
40Rec .85(a) 

41 Rec .94. 
'+2 Rec.102.j. 
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identify and combat environmental problems in the early 

planning and development stages. 

Thus, the action plan, acti~y involves the prepara 

tion of an International Information System (IIS) by the 

governm(:"!nts of 115 countries, as a Key-element for 

achieving the degree of political-consensus, without which 

no meaningful action could proceed. Nevertheless, it 

m$-es explicit the types of steps that must be tc:ieen by 

the peoples and the governments of the world to identify 

environmental problems and to proceed systematically 

towards their solution. They, however, do not represent 

the finaih solution, but an'important First Steps'to 

mEke possible the long march of world-order, where the 

environmental crisis makes it necessary to device a 

means like UNEP for the survival and well-being of the 

whole human-species~3 

1be wor~ 'Environmental Protection'implies the 

optional and rational use by man of both the natural and 

human-resources on which man-depends in such a way that 
(1.. 

he can gurantee not only his own immediate existence, 
~ 

but also that of 1'uture generations. -without damage to 

environment~4 Thus the t-win problem of Environmental 

protect ion and economic development calls for special aid 

to developing countries. 

43Press Release UNCHE/102.21 April 1972. 

44uNEP /GC/10/2Add. (6), 11 Feb., 1982. 
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Thus, while t~ing Action-Plan of Environmental 

consequences, to achieve maximum social, economic and 

environmental benefits,special 'status' and assistance 

to developing countries was maintained. The helps were 

also arranged to mob~lize additional resources to provide 

technical assistance, e.ducation, training and free flow 

of information in environmental matters.45 

The objectives of Action Plan Included 

i) Preventing threat to human-health and well-

being posed by contamination of. food, air and water; 

ii) Preventing serio~s threat to the ocean and 

assuring continuing vitality of mar ine-stocke s; 

iii) Improving the quality o.f water for humon use; 

iv) Helping governments to improve the quality of 

life in rural and urban settlements; 

v) Preventing the loss of productive soil; and 

vi) Arresting the process of desert encroachment 

and restoring soil-productivity. 

45see: Res. 3130(XXVIII), as recommended by the 

lind committee, A/9402 and adopted by General Assembly 

on 13 Dec., 1973, Neeting 2199 by a recorded vote of 

99-0-38. 
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Besides, the recommendat.ions contains provisions 

\-\!hereby; helping government to manage forest-resources, 

anticipating natural disaster and helping to mitigate 

thei.r consequences; Assisting governments to prevent adverse 

effect of man-i~duced ,-.~~ather and climate modification; 

Supporting the development of sources and uses of energy 

to ensure future energy level, adequate for development 

needs, while minimising deleterious effects on the envi-

ronment, helping ensure that environmental measures ta\zen 

by the industrialized countries did not adversely effect 

the international trade; preserving threatened plants 

and endangered species; particul8rly, those important to 

the human \'/ell-being, helping to preserve nationally 

significant natural and cultural areas as part of the 

heritage of all mad\..tnd, helping developing countries 

to maximise opportuni. ties arising for changes in the 

comparative advantages induced by the environmental concers, 

and, helping governments in their development planning 

the relationship bet\'leen population and available resources 

and environmental effects, helping increase public 

awareness of environmental concern and support for enviro

nmental-cause.46 

46·rhese were the issues broadly discussed at 

the preparatory process and then unanimously approved 

for a con5-entrated strategy to be encorporated in an 

Act ion Plan. 
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It is to·be noted that the quality of human-life 

was the central to the programme of action: specially 

through :-

a) Assessing major environmental problems; 

·b) Environmental management, and supporting measures, 

including technical assistance, training financial support, 

and provisions of information etc~7 

Thus, the Action Plan adopted by the conference on 

the Human-Environment has been referred to the Governing 

council by the 'General-Assembly' for appropriate action~8 

In this connection49the attention of council was invited 

to Resolution 3002 (XXVII) titled •Development and 

Environment' wherein the Assembly requests :-

'The governing council of UNEP in formulating 
environmental programmes to ensure in accordance 
with the principle setforth in the General Assembly 
Hesolution 2849 (XXVII), the compatibility of these 
programmes with the objective and policy measures 
of global-strategies and sectoral guidelines !or 
the economtc development of developing countries 

.as defined by the UN. 

47see: UN Doc.A/Conf.48/14 and Corr.1.Ch.II. 

48see: GAOH-Res.2994 (XXVII) Para.2,Supra. 

4 9see for detail 'Institutional and Financial 

Arrangement for International Environmental co-operation', 

Resolutions adopted by the General-Assembly at the 
2112 Plenary-meeting, 15 Dec. 1972, Res.2994 (XXVII), 

Also A/Conf.48/9. 
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At tent ion 'fras also drawn to the General-Assembly's 

Resolution 3000 (xvii) entitled 'Measures for Protecting 

and enhancing the Environment', Para (2) of which calls 

upon the attention of the governing-council 

"To explore at its first session ways and means 

of promoting ef.fecti ve regional programmes in the ·rield 

of the environment"and para (3) of which request the 

council as : 

a) In formulating the environment programme to 

ensure, the compatibility of the implementation of these 

programmes with, the policy measures and objectives for 

the International Development strategy for the IInd 

United-Nations Development Decade relating to science and 

technology; 

b) Policy measures and objectives that are to be 

recommended by the committee on science and technology 

for development upon tbe consideration of the 'world plan 

of action for the application of science and. technology 

(S & T) to development.' 

It should be tat·;k;?n into account with special

interest that these recommendations for an action-plan 

are at their various stages of evolution, but together 

they constitute crucial first steps towards the larger 

goals for environmental actions. 

The action-plan must be seen as a key element 

of a political-process, the indispensible process of 

achieving the degree of international political 
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consensus, without which no meaningful action could 

proceed. The significance of Stockholm is that it 

has provided a basis and a focal point to this political 

process .. 

World Environment Dax 

It has been noted in the previous chapter that 

UNGA Res.2994(xxvii) para.(4) had designed 5th June of 

each year as -world-environment day and urged governments 
be 

and the organizations in the UN system toAundertaKen 

on that d~y world-wide activities reaffirming their, 

concern for the preservation and enhancement of the 

envi~onmental awareness and to pursuing the determi

nations exposed at the conference. 72.5° 

It has an inherent object of Action Plan to 

observe 5th June as 'Action Day' for preserving and 

enhanting the quality of human-environment. Mustaba

k-Tolba, the Executive Director of Ul~P, has once said: 

World-Environment Day is a 'r<.ey feature in our 

relations with non-go-vernmental organizations (NGO) 

and with the public at large. We do not regard it as 

the day set-aside for environmental considerations, 

but as the climax of the U}ffiP's• year round informa

tion activ1.ties reaching out to the public general.u 51 

5°'rhe procedure is that: Informations about 

the activities undertaiQ'S on that date \.Jill be submitted 
to the governing-council to its session and it will 

report to General-Assembly through ECOSOC. 

51UNEPJ6C/L-48;91'-1ay 1977. pages·4 • 
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Amongs all the 109 recommendations, several 

priori.ties area~' were recognised on which immediate 
w€X.Q.. 

decisions required. These directly relates to the 
/'·, 

commitment of government to development. The includes 

the improvement of human-settlements and wealth, tfl.e 

development and environment, use of fresh water, land 

and energy resources, harmonizing development goals, 

social and cultural values with the environmental 

qualities-objectives and avoidance of inadvant-climat ic

modifications.52 The earth-watch programme provided a 

basis for reconcilation between severe political and 

economic differences of nations and constructed a 'common-

environment platform' from there 'co-operative measures! 

The goal was not to 'catch-up', but to ensurep quality 

of life for all with a productive base compatible with 

the needs of future generation. 

The action plan reminded the theme of 1949 UN 

Scientific Conference on consePvation and utilization of 

Resources that :-

11 Nature' s plentifulness is a heritage not to be 
squandered with impunity, it must be conserved 
for the future-generations on its barkruptcy will 
extinguish us all.'~ 53 

52These recommendations that mat<·es up the overall 

action plan are continued in the reports of Secretary 

General, A/Conf.48/5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 10 and 11. 

53 · UNEP/6c • ./17/Ad.2, 14Feb. 1974. 
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In this way, the action plan was the clear manifestation 

of inner vJill of international communi ties, especially 

those of 'third-vJOrld 1 , Secretary-Genral Mr. U. Thant rightly 

emphasized these action when he said :-

"The developing countries are intimately concerned 
in this problem, which are crucial both to their 
own future and to the future of the environment. 
Their voice must be heard and listened to, even 
if at the outset their technical contribution may· 
be relatively small. Their confidence and their 
co-operation as representing the largest part of 
the vwrlds' population, are vi tal. OthervJise, we 
shall once increase the gap between advance and 
developing n3!.: )c)•<.s, which is already one of the 
major source of tension in the world.n54 

As an integral part of 'Action-Plan' for tbe human

environment, the declaration postulates the international 

envj.ronmental ethics for a better world. It gives a central 

conception that 'manl.;.ind inhabits a finite-planet with 

a finite-resources. The sense of immediate threat has 

recorded, but it has become increasingly clear that present 

trends in populr1tion, energy production and industrial

activitit:·s can't be extrapolated indefini'bay without 

reaching the limits of its capacity of the earth to sustain 

them. The declaration gives a fundamental message that if 

the hurne.n-race is to survive under conditions that mates 

54Quoted ir: John Lawrence Hargrove (ed). Law 

Institutions and Glo ble Environment, op .cit ,p. 5. 
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1 ife worthwhile, it must devise ways of maximizing the 

prcductl vi ty of the fini te-stod< of resources and of 

sharing th(~ product in some rational and equitable ways. 

Before we proce~t to a conclusion on declaration, 

it ·would be desirable to gtve a sym~atic analysis of 

its genesis, evolution, adoption and criticism, if any; 

so that the assessment of UNCHE be factualt orderly and 

impartial for further evolution of UN influence in the 

environmental field. 

Genesis of the Principles for a Declaration Proposal 

It has geen noted that in the preparatory process, 

the coll for settlement of these principles, have emerged. 

At the first session the committee enunciated the call· as 5t 

"The declaration should be a doctunent of basic-principle 
calling manl<.dnds attention to the many varied and 
inter-related problems of human-environment, and to 
draw attention to the rights and obligations of man 
and state and international community in regard 
thereto." 

It was the intention of members of preparatory 

committee that the declaration should serve to stimulate 

public opinion and community-participation for the prote-

ction and betterment of existing human-environment. It 

was emphasized that the restoration of its primi tive-harmo-

n;.y, where appropriate, should be made as model for the 

~=· r· 
??A/Conf.48/PC/6, Para 29, (1970). 
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interest of present and future generation. Besides, the 

declaration \IJOuld also provide a fix-guide line$ an 

prtnciples, for governments in their formulation of 

policy and set objectives for the future international 

co-oper at ion. 

In formulating the declaration due attention was 

given to the environmental stress caused by the differences 

in social and economic development between various parts 

of the world. On this issue a great variety of opinion 

had emerged. Doubtts and divergences were expressed 

as to the per~spective of directing the declaration to 

include, 'FUNDA:r-'IENTAL-PRINCIPLES' recommended for act ion 

by the individuals, states and international community 

as a whole. The degree of speciality for the declaration's 

guidelines vJas in much dispute. It was expressed that the 

declnration should not, and by its f¥ery nature could not, 

formulate binding principles of law, but it could recogni

se.cl the fundamental need of the individual for a satisfa-

ctory environment which permits the enjoyment of his 
I 

human-rights.' Nontheless, some states wished the right 

and obligations of states to be set-forth in the declara-

tion, 56 itslef. 

56A/Conf .L~S/PC .8 ,Para 32. The Rights and Obligations 

of States vJere later drafted by the UN General-Assembly 

in a separate draft. See: Yearbook of UN, 1971. 
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In this aspect, some states (e.g. Canada) sought 

a clear statement of state's right and responsibilities 

including their possible liabilities. Others, however, 

wished to include only the most general principles accepted 

by all nations without any reservation on their interest.57 

Due to so many difficulties and divergences of 

facts, the preliminary discussion on declaration has 

failed. Some of them, as very import ant, have be en 

listed here :-

i) The member states had legitimate and desperate 

priorities regarding national developme'nt, military and 

ii) Some delegates viewed the whole environmental 

issue/discussion as an intrusion on the National-sovereignty; 

other saw it as a diversion of the polluted rich-nations, 

striving to clear up their own mess while probably cutting 

bac'(' on assistance for development efforts of the poor 

countries. 

iii) The blunt developing-countries vievJed that

"We want pollution as it is a sign of successful 

industrialization", yielded to the more subtle 

expre~;sion tr1at - "we poorer's lands are less 
polluted then the rich and there fore, our 

57 A/Conf .ltFJ/PC/W6 .1 /CRP 4/ Add .2 ••• ( 1971). 
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pollution tolerance is greater, so invest and industri

alized us." Brazil had represented the extreme-chJhel 
I 

of this 'hot-pursJt• and saw a 'conspiracy' behind this 

environmental-debate. 

What can be said in the justification of above 

divergences is that the delegates serving in the work\tng 

group \vere not environmental-specialist, but rather 

generalist with international diplomatic ba~<ground and 

experiences. Noreover, the deleberations lac'zed the 

benefit of the yec~s of experimentations and growth which 

has preceded the drafting of the Universal declaration 

of human rights on the Declaration of the right of child 

and similar other declarations passed prior to 1971. 

In short, the May meetings found it most difficult to 

hammer out their divergences and create the inspirational 

document called for. Several reservations \'Jere registered 

by different members of the worc-.ing-group~8Most notably, 

the,fr-&'were dispute over the fifth paragraph on 'population

growth', some states continued to argue that population 

5Bibid. Annex II ( 1971) ,Report of the repporteur on 
Q.. 

Reservation and observations on the draft-premble and 
A 

fundamental principles expressed by the Intergovernmental 

wor\1: i ng group. 
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growth is a valid goal within their own country own 

country boundary and, therefore, viewed population issue 

as domestic and properly inc~ded in declaration at 

all. 

The seventh and eight paragraph were deemed 

redundant and in need of consolidation since saver-
. , ~ 

e ignty 1 nch.ldsthe elements of inalienability by defeni t.ion' 
"'-

These criticism have merit, while there is no doubt 

that sovereignty over natural res~~ces is agreed to 

by many nations. 'l'he purpose of declaration was~ 

oh-
not to reiterate political statements responsibili-

ties of that sovereignty. The thrust of the entire 

text v-1as to define the interdependent and interlocking 

nature of the natural and human environment. Those so 

called limit at ions were no more then the explicit 

recognition of the environmental implications of 

sovere igni ty. 

The tenth pre)nbular paragraph made it clear that 
·"-· 

environmental problems in developi~g countries are part 

of social and economic development. It ad<. nowledged 

that there may be eco'logical deter.t.mental development 

which in the long run may dtminish the quality of the 

human-environment. The committee's debate did not 

explore this distinction and settled on restling 



the developing country's point cif view. 

Omitted from the preamble were concerns such as the 

need to include environmental education at all 
lj 

stages of curriculm, the importance of yourh in 
" 

preserving and enhancing environmental quality and 

further ernphas is on social and econom~; c development. 

The committee consensus was not to go into these n:r',~:"ts. 

Beyond the preamble. then, seventeen 'fundamental 

principles' were setforth. Although the principles 

v.;ere not especially well co:1ceived or lo·~ically · 

ordered, they can be roughly bro:,zen into four classes: 

(i) Rights; (ii) Responsibilities; (iii) Duties; 

and (iv) Permissive voluntary recommendations. 

It should be observed thnt these classes 

go beyond the uniform expression of individuals' 

riellts and states' responsibilities as found in 

the Declaration of Human Rights. For example 1 

the first principle, "Everyone has a fundamental 

right to a sc:1fe, healthy and v1holesome environment, 

for the full enjoyment of his basic human rights 

including the rieht to favourable physical working 

conditions and to a standard of living for his 

health and well-being 11 reiterate the objective in 

re iuct ant way. 
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I·1oreover, the Declarction does not distinguish 

betv.reen general responsibilities and specific duties, 

the difference in.apparent on the tace of the Declara-

tion. The command of the Declaration is phrased as 

state "shall 11 do a given act, encorporating a man-

datory provision, but the developed 'h'orld preferred 

the use ot 11should. u, to through all provisions into 

volunta.ry premises. 'rhe Founex meeting had a 

historical turning point in this respect. 

A criticism of the Draft Declaration -
Hany of the defects of this draft appear on its 

face. It .is neither succinct nor very inspiring~ Its 

internal contradictions and varying degrees of Ounda-

mentiJlity do little to distinguishit. The vice-media 

vJas so llght by India when she urged that the bas is for 

the Decl;::.ration should be the idea of creating humane 

confii·tions of life on this planet. It should avoid 

controversies, be •educational and inspirational• 

59 
and commend the greatest measure of support. 

Brazil repeated its •status qua• argument and 

shouted. that the 1 Draft 1 declaration was anti-

developmental, and merely conservationist in nature, 

59 see UN Press Release, Human Env ./66, Sept .14, 
1971. 
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and, therefore, unsatisfactory. 'rhis was the 

pronouncement of a con.tinous divergent ·vie\vs. It 

was aqain emphasize that rather then determining in 

the abstract what basic principles are needed, an 

ernpi.rical.. e.Namination of needs should. precede choice of 

principles. To short cut, such an exarninat.ion is, 

in substance, to mas_mify the pre-existing political, 

economic and. social differences among nations. 

Hore Specifl.c Criticism is as follm·Js: 

l?:i.rst., Central ·to st;ch extra-polation from 

empirical ;::ma1ysis is ·the scientific tact of an 

interdepena.ent anc1 interacting series ot eco-systems. 

It; mus·t stress the concept ot environmental quality 

as d.etined by : 

{a) Scientific criteria with reference to the 

bioloc;tical anc.i. physical \..rel1-being ot natural 

eco-systems upon \,rhich mankind depends, or 

(b) The natiamal level of ctevelopment \-·>lith necessary 

focus on issur.~s of pUblic-health, sanitation40 

ecologically sound agricult.ural and industrial 

development, etc. at one end. and similar focus 

on pollution, transportation etc., at the 

other extreme, or 

(c) Global ana recurrent concerns such as 

popul t;tion grov1th or urban and. housing planning. 
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Alterna.t ively, one could sey that the scienti

fic realities or critar ia on environmental quality 

provides the first principles from v1hich the others 

are deductively aer ived with reference to actual 

conditions to provide order and priority. Thus both 

deductive and inductive analytical methods takes their 

point ot departure from the scientific reality ana 

concept ot envirour,.sntal quality. 

Second, Formulation ot responsibilities of 

governments needs to be examined in relation to both 

the responsibilities already assllroed by states (e.g. 

Planning, requirement.s of environmental impact policies, 

transportation ana housing authorities) and need not 

yet to embodied in government conauct. An international 

standard shoulc1 be coacreei in broad. terms of 

responsibilities; Leaving tr~e means anu specific 

duties to ctetir:.dtions vTithin each country compatible with 

national cultures, patt:.erns of governments and 

specific problems etc~ 

Third, It should be clear that the Declaration 

is not an at tempt ·to 1 imit national sovereignty or to 

graft wholy nev; powers on the international comrnunit.y. 

Rather, environm~ntal concern involves a new under

standing of existing jurisdictional bases of power. 

It emphasizes that there is, within these jurisdictiCbns, 
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an envi.ronmen·tal d.imens ion vlhich permits all aspects 

of activity. 

:Fourth , although the Declaration appreciates 

thw L11portance of technology and ii.ts proper use, it 

shows no rule of technology assessment. 

Fifth, the Ileclaration should not be a reaction 

·to the al.:Jrms about environmental dangers. It can•t 

be inL,:cted either by unexamined fears of developing 

countries or by greedy preoccupation with cleaning up 

the excesses of pollution in the overly developed 

., lands.. It must be ant:tcipatory, it must reach out 

and say Hhere the international community ought to 

go and with what standards of conduct. Without such 

a progressive orientation the Declaration will not 

achieve the lasting impact. 

Sixth, the declaration should be clearly framed . 
in terms of maintaining environment.31 quality, thus 

placing the developed versus developing country issue 

aside as best as possible. 

seventh, the Declaration as a •general princi~le's 

ought not be confused with agreed international law. 

It may embody new lmderstandings of rights and respon-

sib:i.lities and not be specific on governmental dnties. 

A general expression of responsibility \·rould be appro-
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pr iate in t.he Declaration, but not an ano uncement 

of leg21 pr inc.iple, which may adhere reservations 

and co1~nter reservations in nat:l.onal tnterest. 

Eight, Finally, just as the UNESCO charter 

observed that the defences of peace must be call 

in the minds .of men, so the refrarning of institutions 

to cope with environn1ental needs will tequire new 

commitments, new values and new thinking patterns. 

The Declaration recognised man as trustee to 

maint.ain his environment. for the future generation, 

and stow;qrds of the presen·t quality of life. This 

\v,"JS a unique feature for ·the fiduciary respons ibil it ies 

of man and his social-structure. HovJever·, no easy 

consensus as to t.he •proper• criteria for determining 

int(:>.rnational env:Lronmf.mtal concerns can be folmd in 

the D2clar e:t ion. 'l'he elements of such criteria; 

those empir i.cal as 111ell as those derived from value 

judgements, can be discussed but can't codify for 

an international • conduct •; nontheless it has its 

impact on .3rrns and security; trade and b 1.1.'5 iness and 

concern for unlimited developmt'-::.nt. 

Haintainance of environmental quality as a 

guidin•J principle of conduct resolves the dichotomy 

between the developing countrie's environmental ills 
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and the d~c::veloped country• s pollution troubles. It 

does not, however, reorder ipso-facto the priori·t.ies 

of. states. Unless military spending is curbed, funds 

for development and pollution abatement will remain 

1 irnited. Poverty and the attendant environmental 

ills \rJi 11 1 ikely continue for some time to tome, 

since funds will be scarce and the rich lands will 

be slov1 to find a greater empathy for the poverty 

environmental ills of the poor lands. 

It is an open recognition in developing 

countries that education and nev1 environmental at ti

tudes and values will take several generations to 

fully produce a new ethics favouring maintenance of 

envi.roniT!2ntal quality. The declaration has political 

impact only. 

In short~ even though the proper international 

environmE!ntal carrers can•t always be identified, the 

internation2l community has agreed that there is a 

need for prlnciples to guide conduct in relation to 

these connect ions. It follmv-s that there is a need 

for an orderly and systematic institutional response 

to conc·:::rns, Only our experience will indicate what 

criteria ce.n be employed in setting priorities arrong 

globle environmental concerns and structuring progrmnmes 

to cope with them. 
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'l'he Relatio:nshi.t?..}.2E;1:::1.'{~~General Assembly Resolution 

3129~>GCVIfJ, P:r:_inci£le 21.£12,24, of the Stockholm 

D(o;c 1 ar at i.on __2!!9__!b s qG ~~ill.=~mbl y • s He so lut i2!1 

2995 (XXVII} & 2996 (XXVII) 

It is clear t.hc-rt principle 2~, 22, 24, of the 

Stockholm Declaration are explicitly predicted on the 

tripartite concept of sovereignty, responsibility 

and co-operation. 

Thus, 1:1hile Article { 21) reco~}l1izes the 

sovereignty of states over their natural resources, 

it decl<:tres that a state is responsible for ensuring 

that activities i..Jitbin its jurisdiction or control 

do not cause damage to the environment of other states 

on of areas beyond the 1 imi ts of its national 

. . d' ..... ' 60 J ur 1 s · 1.c ..... 1.on. 

This ftmdamental obliqat:i.on of states has been 

included in the charter of Economic Rights and Duties 

of Stat.es adopted by the General Assembly at its 

'l'wenty Nineth Session.
61 

On the other hand, principle (22) calls for 

co-operation amonq states both for further development. 

of in"cc~rnational lav.r regarding 1 iab il ity and compen-

6Q. • 1 see Annexure A 
61see Art. (31) o± Declaration.on Economic and 

Social Rights GAOR. Res. 328l(XXIX) • 
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damc:!ges caused by activities within the juris diction 

and control of the states to the areas beyond such 

jurisci:i.:~·:·i:~n or control. 

Principle (24) goes a little further and 

recoqnizes the important principle that international 

matters concQrning the protection and improvement of 

the c::nvir::mment shoulc. be handeled in a co-Operative 

sprit by all coLmtries on an equal footing. Such 

co-operc.tt:i.on m<::ty take the form of multilateral oU 

b ilc:1ter c!l arrangements or other appropr ia.te means 

thattook due account of sovereignty and interest of 

all states. 

These principles, theretore, ars in themselves, 

in "' st-=:nse "Int.ernationa-Standards 11 for the guidance of 

stat.es conduct in the field of the environment. 

!:\0\·J it h<:lS become part of international juris

prudence that; the obligat:ion of a state to compansa·te 

foroign victims of environmental harm arising out of 

activittes. Within its territory should be viewed 

as a :pr :LncipJ.e of conduct then as a consequence of 

failure to observe International standards. 

The primary obligation of sta·tes. is to co

operate with other states in order to avoid inflicting 

significant harm to their environment in the first 

place, rather then to pay cornpansation v.rhen the 
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actual c1ama9e incur red. 

In the field of environment, the emphasis 

must neces;,crily be on preventive mathod then in 

rernedical m::asu.res. I!Jhen liability arise;,:;, it would 

more often be an indication that the principle of 

co-ordination has not been adequately observed. 

·what resolution 2995{Xi,.VII) d.id. is to reaffirm 

these ·three p:r tnciples and goes one step furthe.r in 

one direction that it.s indicates one methods of 

achievinq eftective co-operation amongst the state 

in the dimcns.i.onal fj.eld. of hurnen-environment. 

The resolution calls for the exchange of 

in format ion, both official and public, relating to 

techntc<"ll CL"!ta on the T..-:ork to be carried out by the 

st<:~tes 1:1i.thin their national jurisdiction 'itlith a view 

to avoiding significant harm that may occure in the 

environment ·Of adjacent: areas. 'l'he Resolution, 

further establish the principle of Good-faith in t.he 

qiving and rece:i.v:i.ng of the information. It providcls 

that the exdlan(Je of the information must be carried out 

in th~~ best-spirit of co-operation and good

neighbourliness. It should not be employed as a 

pretext for unpreasonably ctelc::ying or impeding 

development plans of the states. 
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Resolution 2996 (XXVII) reef firms that the 

exchancJe of information is not extended to override 

the principles of soverengnty, responsibility and 

co-operation as embodied under principles 21, 22 

and ( 24). 

'The Resolution 3129 (XXVIII} cornpl iments the 

above provisions as the reaftirmation as aparent on 

the 1st prernbulc.r pa.re:1gr aph of Declar c:~t ion 1972~ 'fhe 

IIIrd prembular par<?<graph recognized the duty of 

international community to adopt measures to protect 

· and: i.rtt):r.:ove the environment ana the need tor the 

continous international collaboration to this end. 

'l'he fourth prembular paragrflph states a tact 

vJidely recognized by the intc~rnational corrrnunity that 

there j_s a neect to elaborate ''International Norms 11 

condusive to the improvement and protection of the 

environment. 

h7hat it· neecled is a system of co-operation 

what v.rould harmonize the actions of the states concerned 

and protect their human environment. Hence Para (1) 

Calls for the establishment ot ''Adequate intermational 

stanaards for the conservation ana harmonious 

exploration of natural resources shared ny t'\IJO or more 

states." 
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These standards, must, necessarily be a guide 

1 ines r,./h.ich t:he sta·te' vJould. observe in the context of 

the normal rela·tions existing between them, in order 

to c;uieie their conauct in the exploitation of shared 

natural resources. 

Summary Observation 

It is clear from the out set that the Action 

PLm and. the Declar,;:;tion on human environmE!nt 

demonstr a·ted sin cere concern for the solution of global 

problems. The Action Plan can be described as 

11behavioural change in ·the attitude of national 

decision makers• and Declaration as a psychological 

attitude for t.he world cornmuni·ty, to think and act 

in accordance Vli th the 'i•,lell-establ ished principles 

of harmoney and co-operations with nature~ The detailed 

str2teqy for the Act.ion Plan v.rere quite successful 

~rrith more than its 600 projects running throughout the 

world for the several cause of natural protection and 

a better condition of life. The irnr:.1ediments remains .. . 

only in the Declar <:1tion, r,·Jhich has yet to adhere as a 

guiding principle for the formulation and implementation 

of globle-regional and national policies. 

The concern of Declaration was no more than an 

independent man to his environment and society. In 
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this respect, the policy of apartheid has no place 

in t.he hwnan society. 'rhe hurriculian attempt of 

Uni·ted Nat.ions and governing council of UNEP for 

qu2lit.y of life, eqLlality ami '\.·:ell-being of peoples 

all round ·the ,.;orld is not all but a recogn:i.tion that 

apartheid must go from the sense of hwnan being. The 

at~cernpts to e.ttack on ·this policy is still in its 

zinie;l sense on the part of governing council of UNEP. 

The relationship bet\-veen the resolutions of 

General Assembly and those of the principles of 

Declar '"t :i..ons constitute Y.Jell understanding on the 

part of United-Nations to solve this problem by 

mutual as sistance 1 co-oper at ion <:md in format. icbn of 

the policies o:f v.rorld. org.::mization. 

It is very obvious that: the Declaration and 

Action pro¥ides were manifestations of concrete 

understanding by ·the international community 

of the problem ·to be solved by an institution v'iithin 

the UN .syst~(:::rn. 'l'he shar·2-d resources of world need 

protect ion and this was envisaged provided by the Action 

Plan. '.I'he priority areas of Action Plans, discussed 

in next part would c;:learly make explicit as what is 

tmper at i ve. 



PH.0r~LT ION O.r· HUl"JAN-ENVIRONH~NT 
. . ·. - . ·v- . . - - " 

Amongst the priorities, as deci0cu oy the conference, 

the environmental ethics has been placed on the top priority 

as underlies in the Declaration on Human-Environment to 

serve as a guidelines for any national, regional or interna-

tional action for the launching of any concented international 

attack on the specific problems of human-environment. The 

priorities incorporated a series of actions on specific and 

most dangerous problems of human-environment which could be 

solved only through a co-operative approach. Similarily it 

placed with hands of general pulsJlic and the decision maker 

authorities, the best knowledge which science and technology 

could make available for the miti~ation, eradication and 

purrying of such problems from the human surrounding. It also 

included a series of supporting measures with area of environ 

mental management, public education, Law, Training, Technical 

& financial assistance without which no general framework for 

a permanent solution be constructed. These priorities, however, 

don•t represent the final solution, but they do constitute 

i~ortant '1st step 8 to make possible the LOng march of world-

order, in which well-being of human-spacies be guaranteed against 

environmental hazards. These subject areas for immediate 

action makes explicit the types of steps that must be taken 

by the people and the government of the world, to identify 

environmental crisis and to proceea systematically towards 

their solution. These priorities includes with their 

objectives as: 

167 
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(i) Human settlement: to assist Govt. & other bodies to 
, Of 

prorrote an enhance qual~ty human-settlement, generally in the 

human-habit~a:t, through better forms of development & 

managerrent of human settlements. A Human Settlement Centre 

shall be established within the environmental structure to 

supp~t the developing activities, with particular reference 

to marginal settlement. 

(ii) Human & Environmental Health: To promote the conditions 

of health without creating ne~ hazar~s to human well-beings. 

The quali·ty of human life is the centre of the programme-

activities: which includes inter-alia: 

(i) Assessing major Environmental Problems 

(ii) Environmental-management supporting measures 

including technical assistance, trainigq,financial 

support & provisions of informations. 

The concept demands the development of appropriate 

technologies to minimize disr~)tion of natural environment 

& theirby to conserve soil, ve~etation & water resources. 

The subject-matter also calls for the adoption of appropriate 

waste-management practices to reduce pollution, recycle waste~nd 

despose safty of ultimate residues. 

(iii) ECO-§~stem: To establish guide~eE for the integrated 

management of ECO systems to mihimize the adverse long term 

~ffects Gf man•s L~act & to obtain regular sustained 

production within each ECO System. 
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(iv) Ocean6 _: To safeguord the life supporting system of 

the oceans, in the particular emphasis on the regional seas, 

e.g. !1editarian, the Gulf, bordering Beharin, Iran, Iraq, 

Kuwait, Oman, Qatak, saudi-Arabia and the United-Arab.Eminates 

(UAE), the Carribean Regions the Gulf of Guinea & the straits 

of Malacca, with first instance. 

Here preparations have to be made for co-operative 

actions pro-:~rammes for the protection and the enhancement of 

the marine environment including legal, scientific and socio-

economic aspects. The Regional seas have been given priority 

for actions. Protection of wheals & other marine animals have 

a special attention here. 1 

(v) Environment & Development: It has been noted in the 

previous chapters that ultimate things of everything to be done 

under the Ut~P was development that is to be environment-

ttqlly sound. In otherworcts, the aim of the proposed machanism 

have to assist the governmen~& other bodies in a view to ensure 

that environmental consideration are fully underfa~en to 

account in the development process. The activities in this sphere 

are wide ranking at many level, globle-regional & local. (We 

shall c-4siaened it in other places). Hence, the management 

of all human activities that impings upon the environment is 

1-It should be noted that the survey of the living Marine 
resources called by Gen Ass Res. 3/33(XXVIII), were 
begin imuediately by Food & Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) in behalf of UNEP; to implement this priority 
area of Action Plan. 
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essential if the biosphere is to respond on a continuing 

basis to human needs & aspiration. In brief they includes as: 

(a) The promotion of alternative development patterns 

& Life systems in all countries that are less 

destructive to the environment and less wastefull of 

energy. 

(b) support to design of technologies wifb less destructive 

eftects upop the environment, which require fewer 

resources then technologies now in common nae; 

(c) The development & applications of environmental 

critari& for industrial settings; 

(d) The development & application of critaria for the 

rational use of nation's natural resources; 

(e) The improvement of methods to ensure that the 

environmental dimensions is freely incorporated in 

development plans at the globle, regional & local 

level, as well as in the planning & extension of . 

major development projects; 

(t) The explicit consideration of environmental concerns 

in the re-structuring of International Economic 

2 relationso 

(vi) Natural Disasters : 

The aim is to prevent or mitigate disastrous 

consequences resulting from various natural phenomen:e.g. 

sudden on set like tropical cyclones, floods & earthquakes. 

~The close link bet\r.reen the environment & 'Nmol" were 
recognised in the 32nd session of m~GA when it 
stressed "the need for ensuring that engironmental 
considerations are taken into account in development 
:programmes in different socio-economic setting, in the 
implerrentation of the programme of Action on the 
establishrrent of a New Inter national Economic Orelen 
{~) & with formulation of a New International 
nevelopment strategy (IDS)• 

@ K<'<0 _j""-·\c~~<~ tc""'"""""ic oh&..o.ll. L 
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The programmes and activities in this area is to include such 

activities as early ·vJ'arning system, relief, ,:tehabilitation 

& reconstruction, information, education, t~aining and 

technical assistance. The role of a United Nations Disaster 

Relief Organization (UNDRO) within the fram work of a 

UNEP was stressed here. The other specialized agencies were 

also incorporated in these activities, to which we concerned 

in the later stage of development in regard to priority areas. 

(vii) Ener~ : The objective behind this was to assess the 

environmental impact of the alternative patterns of energy 

generation and to use & encoueage the sound form of energy for 

environmental protection in the fiel9 of production, transport & 

use of environmental resources• 

The priority also concerned with the establishment of 

units for production of energy from renewable resorces in 

3 rural areas, especially in the developing countries. 

The role of Internation Atomic Energy Agency(IAE~) was 

evaluated here for peaceful use of atomic energy. The subject-

matter has been covered stame where else here. 

3 For this ef~ect, the UNEP has established an E~er imental 
Resnal Energy centre (EREC) in Sri Lanka for t e 
"Karnessing Solar & Wind energy including biogas·~ 
There are two-three other regional centres for Natural 
Resorces, Ener£l & Transport ( CMRET) in sonegal, Mexico & 
Ph i!f ip ines. 

Programme of Action on the establishment of a New Inter
na:t;ional Economic Jrd.e'h (1-iiEO) & in the formulation of 
a New International Development Stnategy (IDS). 
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(viii) The Earth .. "t>Jatch Programme a i.e. a Globle environmental 

Assessment Program~e (GEAS). It haw already been noted that the c 

over all Act iOn Plans is one of the two major proposals that 

was before the UNCHE. The first was a Draft Declaration as 

H.E. (A/CONF/48/PC.16) to incorporate agreed principles of 

international behaviour & responsibilities in respect of the 

environment and to give a first expression of the 

International environmental ethics. Basically, i~ was for 

the pri~ciple that nations should accept the responsibility 

for the effect of their environmental actions on other 

nations. 

The Earth watch programme is to help fu~~this 

principle by contributing objective assessment of damage 

inflicted by environmen15al actions, conducted exclusive in 

the domestic jurisdiction. It would thus provide a basis 

for reconciling difficult political & 

differences that are thereby created. 

In brief, it was a comprehensive programme 

to id.ent ify ditterent environmental issues ana ~gather 

evaluate necessary aata to provide a basis-for the 

intormation and understanding for effective environmental 

management. 
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Thefte were three main compon.e nt of the Earth-watches: 

i) GEMS : Global Environment Monitoring System, 

ii) IRS: Intternational Referal Sysem for Sources of 

environmental information & ' 

iii) IRPTC: Intranation Register for Potentially Toxic 

Chemicals 

·The aim of GEMS was to collect informationsby 

monitoring, observing measuring and interpreting selected 

environmental variables related to elimate & health. 

The IRS is a world wide Register of Sources of 

environmental infonnation designed to facilitate the 

dealing cH information to those who needed it. 

The IRPTS aims at facilitating the reduction of 

tlH~ hazards presented by tile chemicals in the 

environment by supplying relevant background informations 

on the scientific, socio-economic & regulatory aspects 

of chemicals and providing base data for evaluating the 

hazards associated with particular chemicals. 

The Monitoring System as a core link of above 

mechanism should be developed for pollutants liable to 

affect weather & climate, persistant & widely distributed 

substances liable to accumulate in living organism & 

move through ec ol 'gic al systems. ·To this l!'ffect, a 
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primary prot ·ction staalard should bedeveloped as a basis 

for assessing the significunce of pollution level of human 

health. 

9. I;and, Water & Dessertification: 

The objective behind this priority included the 

integrated research programme on arid & semi-arid lands. 

Water in this field should be carried out on a Regional 

basis through studies, meetings and the creating of 

programme activities centres. 

10. Environmental-l'lana~ement: 

The objective· was to improve the understru ding of 

environmental man <Jgement, thus enabling man to manage his 

environment to secJre s~~tainuble development, and to 

develop & adpot legal menns to serve this end. 

Deside, these ten heads of priorities there were 

also one, more important head -viz. - 'Support-Activities' 

to encourage the development of activities which may 

suo11ort the implementation of the environment pro!;rammes, 

for example:: 

i) Environmental education & training 

ii} Techlical ass.islance 
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iii) Information 

iv) Environmental Law. 

H,fe Shall diSCUSS them in Other place Of thiS 

Chapter. 

It sho11l tl be noted that the 5th June of every 

year hns lJeen decided by the General Assembly as a World 

environment Day, with a theme "Global interdependence -

The Care & the use of the Earths 1 ~f.es ource s". To 

further this objective the assembly urged the governments 

& UN Agencies to make environment Day with activities 

reaffirming their concern 1'or the preservation and 

enhancement of the environment. The Day was also 

considered an integral part of Act~n programme to be 
t::: 

included in the priority area's list.v 

II. The firstsession of Governing Council of UNEP held 

its session from 12-32 June in Geneva. It marked the 

official lmmching of [JNEP by aprroving the Reports of 

Conference as well as of General Assembly & ECOSOC. 6 

Looking to the n ·cds of priorities action plan the cojncil 

~See: The Ileports of UN 1'/a!.er Conference 1977 t wl!ich is 
relevflul to Uiis priority head. 

-\'or detail see: Priorities in .Ooc.G.C/1/Decision 1(1)/ 
Part III, Para 5. 

6 
'!'he 58 m~mber cou11cil was established by General Assembly 
Resolut1on ~ ~ 2997 (:X..XVII). Details in otl" -J .4er ,) . ace. 
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set-up its objectives as to provide policy guidance & 

coordination of the various UN's plans wi·tth the 

env:Iror;JLcL~,J-orgnn's: formwork. It was altogether 

a new dimension in the UN family. It also decided a 

plan for the proj,~cted conference exposition on I:Iuman

Sett.!..£~nt scheduled far the 1978 in VanCouver (Ganada). 

Durin~~ 1 973 the e nv ironme ntal c orordinati on board 

of UNEP h<l(l npproved 78 projects out of these six 

prinritie s to be funded by the Environmental F'und. Out 

of these 58 projects were of global importance and remaining 

20 ,·;ere of llegional concern. An analysis of these 

projects ••ill provide US kno\\ledge of actions taken in 

the field of priot·itie ~. rrhey were: 

Areas or Action Project ___ .. ______ .. ______ .. ____ _ 

1. Uurnon Settlement & Habitat 

2. Human health & We 11 being 

3 • S o i 1 s & De se r t s 

4. Ecosystem 

5. Water & water technology 

~. 'Pest Control 

7. ~raining & Education 

8. INF'OH.n-IAT I r1N 

9 • TRADE & E C '~W1MY 

, 

6 

6 

6 

6 

2 

1 

11 

3 

4 



10. Environmentally sound technology 
and its international transfer 7 

11. Marine Pollution 5 

12. Conservation & Management of 
Living Acquitic Resources 2 

13. Conserv<'Jtion of Plants, Animals 
& Endangered species 1 

14. Paries 2 

16. Conservation o.f Geretic Resources 3 

16. Energy of Genetic llesources 1 

17. Monitoring 5 

18 9 International Referal system 4 

19. Other orogr amme s Deve 1 opmen t 
including the future plan of Action 3 

19 Total · 78 
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The allocation of resources out of a total fund of $3, 

$3,264,485, 73.4% were of global interest and remainings 

of developing regions of Asia, Africa, Latin America and 

It is to be clear from the Ist phase of act ivi ties, that 

the implementation of log3 recommended area of action 

7 
See: Year bool{ of United Nations (1973) pp.365-66. The 

rate of distribution of these percentages '>ere of 
ace ord ing to the decisions of the General-Assembly. 
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rec1~ ivec1 a massive mandate in the )Jam of UNEP. 

While taking into account these projects for maximum 

social., econr>mio & political benefits, the Council approved 
' 

three genera~ __ Q_£licy objectives for priorities: 

I. To provide improved knnuledge for integrated and 

national management or resources ?f the biosphere and 

for safe guarding huw < 11 we 11-be ing as we 11 as the 

economic systems; 

II. To support & encourage an integrated approach to the 

planning & manageroont and development, including that 

of National resources, so asto take account of the 

environmental con se que nee s; 

III. To assist all countries, especially the developing ones, 

to deal with their environmental problems & to help 

mobilize add it.ioncJ. fin[lncial resources to tbis end. 

\hth a view to promoting to the full part .icipation 

of the developing cr:untrles in national & international 

' 
efforts for the preservation & the enhancement of 

the human-environment .. 

'"!.'be G.C* al~o noted the need for the mobilization of 

additional resources to provide technical assistance, 

education training 8~ free .:low< cf informations. As a 

guidelines for UNE:N in the field of priorities, it designated 

these subject areas fo:r· imnwc~iate action. flnotlie/1. ctas.,sifiLcdr't!n 

?zcqds qS C/ndc'h:·-
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i) Human settlements, human-health, l-)abital and well being 
ii) Land, water and discertification; iii) Education, 
Training, Assistance and information; iv) Trade, economics, 
Technology and Transfer of Technology; v)Oceans, Marine 
resources etc. vi) Conservation of Nature, wild-life, 
genetic resource and vi) Energy. 

It is to be noted that the list of these priority 
areas is intended to be neither exhaustive nor permanent 
nor will it prevent the action being underta:<en towards 
the achivements of other objectives of the programmes 
but the acet ion \;'i 11 be concentrated in the period between 
one year. 

!9-e 9,U~'1li ty of human-;t.ife is the control of all 

these Erioritics. 

For this one decision of Governing Council reads 
as under :-

"The quality of humcHl life, must canst i tute 
the central concern for this programme and, 
therefore, the enhancement of the total 
human habi tal and the study of the environmental 
problems, having an immediate impact on man 
should be given the highest priority in the 
overall programme .9 

BUNEP, NGOs News ,June· 197'+ (Nairq bi )\.:enya. 
It shall also be remembered that the UNEP has signed 
'A Hemorandum of Understanding between the UNEP and 
other organizations of the UN 11 to encourage them 
to inject environmental consideration to the framing 
of the international development state gy. 
See: the relevant documents; 1) UNEP/GC/INFORJI1ATION 6~Add(1), 
ii) ORGA, UNGA Res-A/33/25,and iii) UNEP/GC.?/3 Add(1) and 
Corr.1. 

9Press release UNCHE/102, 21 ·April 1972; also. 
Doc. ORGA: Suppl. no.25, (A/9023), Ann.1. 



Besides, the ~rogramme alsogives priorities to certain 

more specific areas, viz. helping governments to manage 

fol"C~~t. n;~,ources, anticipating natural disasters & helping 

to mitigate their consequences, assisting govemments to 

prevent vuverse effect of muss ind,iuced weather & climate, 

modification, supporting the development of sources and 

use of. Energy to gssure future energy levels adequate 

for the i!levelopment needs - while minimizing the detarious 

effect on the e nv ironment. He 1 ping e nsu.re that e nvironme nta l 

mensun~;; ~r:l;f'll by the industrialized countries did not 

adversely effect· the international trade, helping to the 

developing count:r ie s to m&x imi ze opportunities arising 

from chong,e s in comparative advantages induced by the 

environmental concerns: helping to preserve nationally 

sigtd.ficnnt natural and cul tu tal are as <.:.s part of the 

berihcge u.f ~.)1 mankind. Plv.nuin£ the relationship between 

population and available resources and environmental e-ffect 

nnd helping increase pnbl.ic-nwareness of environmental 

concern and support for the environmental laws •10 

'"be Counci.l of Ul·;ET' L;ecide<l in its Ilnc~ se:.;;sions 

(11-12 March, 1974-Nairobi). But the major functional task 

of the programme con:.,ists of: the identification & assessmm• 

-----------~······~ 

io 
Tbe decisions of Co<~.IJc.:il '''ele 
Assembly Res.3131 (XXVIII) of 
by a recorded vote of 118-o-O 
1073 1 p.3C8-70~ 

approved by the General 
13 Dec. 1973 (Meeting 2199) 

(See ~ear Book of U.N. 
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of major environmental problems. For this purpose 'Earth-

Watch' was leveled as one of the important instrUments 

for manage100 nt & su.ppo1 tine:. activities. 

The list of priorities, as we have seen, were exhaustive 

one c::.nd. the funrl resources could not fee all the 

activities in one year. Hencf~, on 21 March 1974, the 

Governing, Co'cl.ncil of t1NEP deci(led to select specific areas 

of c nu·Ji'.;·~:Lion vdthin the priorities approved in the 

first ~';P~ision. The Exncutive Director laid down certain 

criteria to .govern the choice of ryri<?rit¥ AREAS for 

action in future. They were: 

i) 

ii) 

. . . \ 
1 J.l, 

iv) 

The Universal significance of the problem. 

'rhe urgency of the problems • 

Consideration of works being, already alone within 
'll(' outside the UN systems. 

The possibility oi m<.tkinf. sig.nificant contribution 

with available resources and 

v) The likelihood of imprilving international 

environmental coopero.t ion. 

Bal a nee Act iv_i t~.,£~ 

IJ'he governing council (GC) approved the proke~ and 

methods of the programmes development add implementation 

aR presented by the Executive Director of Ul'JEP as a 

mec-:ns of dealing specific problems on c) mere experimental 

b~si~;. rrr.c: sllhject areas, however, was arranged in order 

to the priorities as they relate directly to the immediate 

physical conditions of hurann being & to the problem of 

environment. 
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In this connection our attention must be given 

due account to the Res.3002 (X."'\:VII) entitled 'Development 

on Environment, wlerein the Assembly request the Council 

of UNEP that in formulating environmental programmes, it 

should ensure, in accordance with the principles set-forth 

in the ~- . GA Resolution 2849 (XXVII) 

"The compatibilit-ies of these programmes must be 

assured with the objectives and the policy measures 

of global activities & sectoral guidelines for the 

Economic Deve lo pme nt of the developing counries as 

defined by the UN". 1 ; 

Attention is also drawn to the GA Res.3000 (XXVII) 

entitled "measures for protecting & enhancing the Environment 0 

of which call~ upon the Governing Council to explore at its 

first session ways & means of pranoting effective Regional 

programmes with field of environment, and of para 3 which 

request the council "in formulating Environmental Programmes" 

to ensure the compatibility of the programmes with: 

i) The policy measures & objectives of theIst International 

Development Strategies for the lind UN Vevelopment Dedicated 

to service & technology; 

ii) Policy measw~es & objectives thajare to be recommended 

by the Committee on Science & Technology for development upon 

.1t 
The Report - UNEP/GC/5 - 'On progrrunme Development & 
priorities' • 
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consideration of the "World Process & Action for the 

1~ Application of Science & Technology for the development". 

cntM 
Mr. Maurice ~ng commented ., ·- . above direct ion as: 

"It is through the process of development that 

environmental problems & risks are created, and it is 

through the development process, given a new 

perspective 

with : UNE P i s 

& fuller meaning - ·that they must dealt 

13 a long journey of hope". 

'rhe s ta t.eme n t reiterate the principles embodied in the 

Res .3326 (XXIX) of 16 Doc .197 4
1
tj. which poe)j:1)ted &tJt 

the importa.nce of both aspecs of :Man~ a-~ environment 

(the national & man-made) as vital to well-being o1' men & 

to the exercise of basic human rights and that the 

protection. preservation & enhancement of the environment 

for present ('<... future generation was the responsibility 

of all states". 

Overall, it can be assessed that the priorities of 

Action plan must be seen as a key element as a political-

process, an indispensible process of achieving the degree 

of International Political consensus without. which no 
IS 

meaningful action could proceed. It is a blue print oi' such 

manifestation. ·It also postulates some specific meaSLJres 

l..(Ibid, Introductory H.eport of the UNEP Executive Director 

ilddre ss of Exect.ttive Director, ~mrice F Spong to the 
Governing Council U~EP/Inforruation, 1974; p.2 

11p~roved by a overwhelming majority of 133-1-1. See. 
YUM 1974 ' ., p.:H6. 

IS ibid· 
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on the area of the environmental management to provide 

international co-ordination &. support for national actions 

with establishment of a wide range of environmental 

criteria t'v. standard an<! the negotiations of essential 

international instruments. 

III. So for as dissemination of informations is concerned, 

it should be level as the main priority of all the 

programmes; prirua.rily because of shaping, of environmental 

knowlertge c\:. exnrrienccs among the developing nations, 

as it wot.lld not only permit them to avoid costly duplication 

of work, bnt could also contribute more than any other form 

of assistance to the progress of tueir environment-

nr ogramme s" The I ;{S has an important con Lr ibu t ion here as a 

pilot-project of 
~ (' 

[JNEP .... 1
• The basic requirement is to 

provide a glnbal mechanism by which those requiring access 

to substantive information on environmental matters could 

readi1y he put int-o act ion/touch with these most lil<ely 

to possess such informat. ion.
17 

Tile i"iluctionaries are well 

expressed through followint, di,sram, showing the mechanism 

as u priority 

,, ' ·. ( ) ( ) Decision Sll) paras 4 d , 12C v & 30 0f GAOR, 

17 (XXVIII) Su~nl.No.25 CA/9U25. 
UNEP/GC/2G of 11 March 1971. It has to operate as 
switch ;)o;H·d-rnP.chnnism nrinciplcs~ between rfthfl 
different use1s vs 
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Directory ~0rvices: 

It was st.rongly emphasized that the IRS central unit should 

allot priority to the development of a range of permitted. 

directories ,1\t other manual tieinival aids, in order that this 

directory· service may be neudily utilized by a range of users 

who mny wish to senara.t.e nt v;1rious levels of technical 

c om p 1 ex i tie s • 

'l'he objective behind the system was that the centtal 

unit should accept such inputs as c auld be p1 ovided by the 

networ1::s partners in forms most convenient to them. This 

can be sup-,lied either as copies of completed inputs forms 

or tl; :~ l;;t:cL::-:.;i ::.c n~Hlnhle forms. 

'l'he input forms, when it is sent out, should be 

accomp<11li(;t1 lJy n clcu1 seL of instructions & a \vorked ex"mple 

to he l n the source to cornple te the forms. 

The E.:_erit of ttis system is that the central unit will 

explore the variotts options fo:r: inputtili~_, the data & 

suitable data compression sysLemftechniques. In a.duition, to 

t.hc exicc~ 1-in;_' fielr]~.;, -_.l:e H!coru slloulcl contain an ii1dication 

of the existance of Sll]1'lortinL:, background documentDtion rtiD(1e 

;::v n H ahle by the s olirce s. 

. 18 
Environmental Duta: 

One of i.he difficulties freq_uently encountered in the 

/~JNEP /GC/90 .15 March of 1977 p.34 , . 
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environmental assessment. (;._ l!tnn~.:~emcnt is !·~;e 1<:cl,: of Land 

19 
datas. A number of activities have been incorporated 

to cover this gap, e.g. IF-8) l:.El\lS, ll.lPTC, s·~~i1·1TEP (System 

·w:ide medium 'renn Gnvironment Programme 1984-1990) & Ic:-:i\F'PE 

(Tntcrnation3l Commi~;sion to Study Actions for the Protection 

of the Environment); as eornponcn!s of Earth-Watch 

pro,n:r nmrne. 

In this respect, the decision o.f the Counci1 20 in its 

fourth session laid down the broad approach to the collection 

& presentation of the dntas for this purpose. 

The Activities have its priority in the following areas. 

viz. -Inventory o.f :~eiiuil·emeut.s ~ avai.i.<.dJility of 

Environmental Statistics. 

(a) Aspects of human settlement; so as to cover the aspects 

of po~ulation distribution and density, its relations both 

economic <:tctiv.i~;tc:::: ;~ 1JJ Le housing and the sanitary 

facilities/services. It also assessed o1' such problems of 

human-se".:;tlement ns ca11w u;,.::~r Pollution, Water ~§tpply 

& waste-disposalsJ 

(h) Energ,y & ;-Jon-rene•mble materials; 

(e) Er::vironmentitl hec.:lth, oce~ms &. terrestrial Eco system. etc • 

• ,qEnvironmental Statistics refers to the Stocks & Flows 
of all elements oJ tl.~e system, both natural L~ raml-In<.l<le 
cJemcnts interaet:i.u:; in H dynamic system & permits the 
ide nt.ification of Snvl ~ponds. 

<o,.. ·-' 1 , • ) · 18 (iv) ;} i? c ~; \" \ 1 ,, \,:.:.. /. . 
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It also provided some principles as to the developments 

of g~ti<lelines on t::ethadologies fol' use by countries and 

International organizations. 

To this purpose an Inter. Agency Task Force on :Uatus 

(I1~'1'FD) was estnbli~;hed to contin . .te its activities on 

Level one. It was designed as a subsidiary body of 

1 . . t . I" r ~ -· (~c L' 21 (mh 1 1 Enviromnr·nt8 ~ co-o1u1nr.· 10r1 .. d..__ .. J 1 • .~, .e eve one 

activities include Environmental Management Education & 

~raining nnd Development). 

2. }.;oni taring & Survil.Jance: 

As define~ b~ _._,_e ·r' pa~-a+ ry c .lirnittee "Tt ~is a 

system of continued obse rv at ion measurement & evaluation 
')2 

lor defined purposes."-

As noted, the monitoring pro·~ramme ~as designed to provide~ 

information cbo:Jt environmental variablPs including their 

possible effects on man & their well-beings, and more 

specifically to ensure that Lhe various dimension, 

including regulatory of other measures can be taken. 

~~ee: Decision 47(N), Part III, Para 5 

iyr.0NF48/PC/11/Addl.1. 
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'J'he rrrJvisions of inr[>nnation are vital to ensure 

present&. fL1tu1u prot.cction of human-health, safety & 

wise management of environmental r0sow·ces by: 

i) Increasing unuers tanJ.ing of the environment and 

of how a dyna~aic balance could be maintained in economic 

system as a basis for the munogin;;. resources; 

ii) Increasing quantitive knowledge of natural and 

man-made changes on the euvironment of impact on man's 

heal +h ,'::- wr lfafe. 

iii) 'Prrwiding early warning of significant environmenal 

clHmces, inclading natura] disasters, so that protection 

measures may be consider··d. 

ml-!8 '\\Ol"Lill,.,. ~--c'l:.l.'l ~;n th'i<: subject laid down following, 

a.) .• twospheric 

b) :'errostoriul :_,; w: 

c ) f)ee ; . .-ln s ~ 

~· .... t·· " j-·1· ··'·J·!'·~r-.i.'t11:_ "...troup, :1s '"'ell as th•> ·· 1~ rep~,r· :..> 01. ,_, u _ .. .. J - ·• ~ 

variables, not merely those pertainint to pollutants & 

nuisance of international concern but also those relating 

to such other subjects ns human-settlement strengthening 
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of national disaster warnint; system with a programme 

of w0:rld \·-eath'· r v.-atch (\.';W:-.'), soil degradation etc. As 

the taslc wer9 great, only such prohlc·ms could be chosen 

as s1dtd11e for illlm··diate ntt<::cl{ at the international level. 

The current experiences with such systeia of info1mation is 

quite healthy. It has altogether substituted the 

functional characteri:;ticf. of UNEP alone, which provide 

the realistic basis for a more ambitious attempt to 

co-ordinate information exchnng,e in the fui.ure. 

~nvironmental As~ects of natural resources ~anage-

ment Bre primarily the subject of national, nature then 

International notion. However, because of the influence 

of ecnn0mic pol it icul strategy they haves sign if i-

cnntly affected tlle internation:_tl community. The priority 

C~.ctton rylan !·1;~s its objective as follows: 

i. To mow11- a conceutre(l programme to help countries 

in controlling tlic loss nf :n·c)(:uctive soil through 

erosiousl':tlin;:,,t.ion, t:esertification & caterization, 

m1d t.o 1;.e]p U1ua :i11 UtE· lanu relamation which is 

ecologically compatible with special emphasis to 

be lnid 011 ~-:~serting the spread of deserts; 

ii. To help countries to assess soil degradation caused 

hy th:! mining oper::.:tions and to assist them in the 

orevention a:1d remedy of such degr;Hlation. 

iii. Yo helo countrif'~s to prevent the los::; of production 

soils causel1 by pollution and to help them abate 

existing soil pollution~ 
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iv. To su11port antl encour;)ge concerted Rese'~ch Programmes to 

devel•ln, manage nnd conserve Eco-systems, "\')Brticularly arid 

lnn11s ami tro,icnl forests. Special account being taken for 

support of initi Uve ·;;y ;···J\I•r;l"'l<~:!+.s in the national and 

regional ,1 rot';rdmme s. 

v. '!'o suprort, erleO<L::l~e and initiate·Jnational and international 

efforts for efficient drought forecasting and help countries 

the con seq ue nee s of drought. 

vi. To help countries fli"event or remedy pollution of water and to 

vii. To helr t1w devclot)mont of water .s resources to meet the 

nn:~cnt Dl1Ll fututre re<qd.rements of water of high quality. 

viii. To support nnd enco:.u·oge ne;.tion.:;J. and intern&tional efforts 

for assessiug environmentnl effects of agricultLual chemicals 

0u r.::·:.~-.... cc;)Jogic.;:rl :,ystems .:mel. for avoiding their 

undesirable effects; and 

ix. 11o inititd:e ..:'.s~ess1ueut of tn;nds of forestation and defores-

t.ation. 

<.l ~et of st.ndi.es in tile fc;,;siv.lJilit~y of trunsnc:.tional projects to 

c()mbate desertific<::tion. flt'lwtie projects were: 

.(3 
For 0et.ail '/CO''l'' ;.-·1. ) • \ ~ • 7 4/36. The confereuce was held ut 

l'iui.rollt <:t;t2 , t~.c;.C:c( Ly 'Lc 1·cpresentative if Is states & 

other organizations. lt also &Jopted a plan of action to 

comb<::tc .Lic~,;ertiJicution. ( Tile Uesert covers about 36/~ 

of the earth's LmHl-s<.tr.fuce <.:.bout 12..-85;~ of the l'.orlcl popu-

lation resid9s he1·e. 
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1. The development and management of rangelands and liveshood 

on the Sudano san tion reg ion (sOLAR). (Doc ••••• cont 7 4/26) 

ii. 'T'he establishment of a Green belt across the five coun-

tries to the North of Sahara (A/CONF74/25) 

iii. A similar Green belt in Africa, South of Sahara extending 

from the Atlantic to the red sea •• (A/CONF. 74/29). 

. Disertif ication is ce.used by the misused. or over use of 

land, mainly by man wresting to secure a£ livelihood under 

Ecologiul conditions which are ecui-nitiul~nt essentially fragile. 

Landing alternatives he is often forced to resort to land use 

nractices thbt are destructive to the productive Eco-system. 
24 

It w~~s es~.im<.:ted that more than 1/3 of the earth( 's 

Land area including the natural deserts is arid. Some 84% of the 

worlds population 1 ive in vulnerable drylands gardening the 

\Vorld's deserts, the losses wrought by the process are mauifestecl 

in the various 'Jay~;, L~1c iJnst seriou::o l.Jeiub the loss of degra-

dation of h."!lfllaD 1 ife. Many countries could have their Eco-base 

destroyed, as hapnened to various ancient civilization. The 

priority have a coYlc.e_n-1e..d future perspective secure the 

utilization of arid lands nnd prevent further deterioration. 

The projects mentioned above have extended further to cover the 

most sophisticated area of land problems. 

25 
•rhe Water Conference sponsOl"ed by the UN in 1977 

have its own merit; 40 f'or it laid down the minimum uater <pality 

standards required for human health •. The conference strongly 

recommended for a multinatio~al accorJs to limits national actions 

{4 ~ec •" UNEP/6c.G/I/Adcll. 1. (4 Appil. 1978) P• 3, para 6. 

~5Held at Buenos-Aires i_n 1977 for proper management of water 

.... / . I ( ( ·1 i r I i ,1 : 1~ sour u·ii s ' I l 
--- -- --- ·~--.!:.. .. _. :,L __ .....__~-- _;· 
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with negative environmental effects on the international 

water resources. The International river-basin commission 

8stablished to this effect proposed the law that when 

water resource activit1es are contemplated that may have 

an environmental effect on another country, the other 

country notified well in :.1dvnnce of the activity envisaged. 

't'he commission also laid down the provisions for the 

judicial & administrative protection of water rights & 

claims. 

4. mBRRESTRIAL ECO-SYSTEM: 

Our Eco-systems is best considered as a total concept, 

and natur<:",l resources as its components. Soils, air, water, 

animal, plants & other genetic resources confer themselves 

to J'n1T1 ~ r: o .:>ys terns in which the fate of individual resources 

is found up with that 0f others and of Ecosystems as a 

whole. This intricacies of Ecosystem functioneries demands 

a highly scientific & quantitative approach to the solutions 

of the problems brought about by the balances in the system~ 

~le have ;}.l:rendy made it clear that Eco-system is a component 

of: 

i) Arid & semi arid lands 

ii) 'T'ropical f arests & woodlnrxls and 

iii) Mountains, islands, coastal & other Eco-systems 

"r'hus, the interdependence of our Eoo. system argues for 

treating conservations, ;_:>YO~~ections & management of natural 
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resources as essential part of environmental management. 

In this area, the activities of UNEP supports research 

an4 to prcr:;oies intek;rDtec~ ir:1.L'rnational policies f!! 

programmes. The UN family of agencies (C.AO, \VMO) are 

26 most deeply concerned with these problems. 

The objective & strategy for the concentrated area 

were npproved. by the Governing Council at its IIIrd session 

and has been summarized else where. 27
• Besides, a 

series of worlr.s heve been uncertnten by !JNEP with the 

close co-operation of other UN Agencies. eg. 

a. The Arid Zones Programmes {UNESCO) 

b. 't'he International Hytlrological Programmes (UNESCO) 

c. Desertification, Soil degradation & Land Evaluation 

Programme (FAO) 

d. Forestry Pro_rammes (FAO) 

e. Human-R;:~sources, institutions & programme reforms 

f. 

g. 

case studies 

Regular Animal Production Programmes 

Han & Rio~phere progrumme (No.3) etc. 28 

~c; 
tnrB P /rnOG /t ( 1 ~ 7 ;) ) ;u-:-mr 1 oc /3 o 

~7GC/Deci~:L'n ~jSJ/III; & UNEP/GC/iNF/1, Sec.III 
13.1 {9) (t) .<:..(iii) 

~8 . 
UNEP/GC/90- (Also Notes 01). 



Besic1es, thereare two more specific programmes to 

this area: 

i. Ehl.ASAR (Ecological idan '-·bement of Arid & Semi f..l·id 
R<tnteli1nds) to !Jromote regional and national 

activities to wercome the efforts of drought, 

seasonal water shortage & over exploitation in this 

t'ield. 
29 

ii. IPAL (Integrated Projects on Arid Lunds) 

to identify the causes of ecological degradation & 

the desert encroachment in t11is zone, assess carrying 

caDRCities & Management regimes compatible with the 

rehabilitation of degraded ecoftsystems, carryout 

experiments in & initiate monitoring programmes. 

i) Since the activities in relations to panks, reserve and 

wild-life were an important component of the socio-

economic development, it was felt necessary to 

identify certain global areas/criteria for parks 

& wildlife management- which would include those socio-

cultural fact ions in flue nc in g the be hav iou r of human 

communities as important component of ~~tional parks. 
See: Para (143). lTNEP/GC/56-(CITESWEF) of tlie Convention 
on International 'rrade in Endangered Species of Wild 
ats~NX Flauna & Flora; signed at Washington. 

~~he Ist operation phase was taken in Africa & North 
Middle-East iv/78/.0/61 
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TROPIC_.\ L ~~·oo~L\NDS & FORESTS EC CSYST BMS: 

'rrooical forests are estimated to cover an area of 

about 3,050 million hectares. Reir Chit~ Economic value 

1 ie s in the timber prodttc t ion and use of their outputs 

for food, drugs & breedings. 

After the IInd world war, the impact of man on the 

humid topics has entcret~ n new phase because of large 

scale lumbering & tree monoculture, conversion into grass 

lands for cattle feeding, construction of roads & air 

ships, intensified hunting and hericide sprayings etc. It 

is predicted that if the conservation ef.fo1·ts are not 

greatly intensified, most of these fo.rests would be 

destroyed by +.he end of this century. The Action Plan has 

its urgent· priority hope. The Governing Council at its 

IIIrd sessions ap;)rovecl the objectives & strategies for 

. :3 0 . • 
tropical woodlands c ... forests. ~n Fourth sess1on, the 

two activi+.ies of this priority were in the concentrated 
~ ' . 

area: 

i) Encouraging probrarnmes of the ·scientific research & 

pilot projects in integrated tropical ecology and 

developing guidelines for the Ecologically sound manag,eme rt 

of tropical woodlands lit forests t:i! concentrations of 

----------·-3P 
UNEP/GC/De cis ion 29 (III) 
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threatened life lvithin these systems; 

ii) Promotion of a world-wide programme for the 

31 protec 1 ion & planning of fue trees. 

In co-operation with FAO/Ul\TESCO, the Executive Director 

of UNEP was requested by the Council to launch a practical-

programme in the form of a pilot project for the promotion 

of tl~ applied & appropriate studies and Hesearch & 
··~ 

3 •") 
Training in this cl irec ti on.' .... 

Special attention was given to the ''Trees-Programme" 

because it is relevant to several other programmes areas 

e.g. GEMS, haman-Se ttleme nt, energy & Natural disasters. 

The main objectiv~ of this programme is to safega.ard & 

rehabilitate the natural vegetation, so that it can fulfill 

its main func t.i ons - i.e. soil conservation and improvement 

of the hydrological condiions and of the micro-climate 

agricultural and pastime systems, tmreby contributing to 

the general ecological equilibrium and the maintenance 

of a varied genl-resource-pool and serve as a source of 

renewable energy especially for the poor rural communities. 

MOUNTAIN, ISLAND, COASTAL& OTHER ECOSYSTE-M> 

31 
• UNEP/GC/57 Para (4i); Decision 47 (iv), Section (i) Para (3) 

. 3~ee. Dec is ion 54 (iv) Ibid - also UNEP/GC/90 Para 
280-94 (pp 61-64)T 
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For this subject, strategy objectives and concentration 

areas was endorsed during the IIIrd session. 03rucN, UNESCO 

came forward for collaboration with UNEP here. However 

the brief activities of Fund programmes can be summarized 

as: 

i) Review of mountain Eco system and development of 

Regional plans of action {ANDEAN PROJECT) 

ii) Survey & preparations of ecological guidelines. 

iii) Development of a convention on the conservation of 

34 centain island for scientific use •. __ .. __ ....,.. .. ,_,, ______ ._. .. ______ ~-

5, Human Settlement & Habitat: 

~he subject matter is quite comprehensive and include 

not only the physical world around us but also our shelters, 

communities & a total sense of well being. The Action 

Plan believed that theere can be ecologically sound human 

settlement, w:i. thin which man can 1 ive decently and in ways 

which can enhance the beauty & harmony of the murld. 

The Plans & programme of operation for the UN Habitat & 

Human settlements Foundation (UNIIHSF) was finalized by 

the documents UNEP/GC/36, which not only provide technical 

assistance but also help countries to establish national 

:33 
Decision 29 (III) 
~ee Paras 295-103 of UNEP/GC/90, also Illrd session -

UNEP/GC/56 paru. 140, p.32 
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environmental policies, legislation & administration. More 

& more technical assistance was sought by the co-operation 

of UNDP, for a clearing house to provide increased technical 

assistance in the Environmental field. 

35 
The habitat confeE~~- has produced many recommendation 

for national actions; directly relevant to activities at 

this level. It is intended to produce guidelines for 

Human-settlement, Planners & Managers, thereby promoting 

ecological considerations. 

The guidelines to this priority were as under: 

i) To encourage & support the programmes aimed at 

raising the level of standard of health & eliminating 

endemic disease, which are due to the environmental 

conditions, especially thoSe reletctl .. o un rllevAlopmellt 

11) Establishment of a Fund for the human-settleroont • 

. . . \ 
111, 'T'o antic ipnte & prevent threats to human health 

an~1 well being posed by the contaminations of 

atmosphere, water & food etc. and to co-operute with 

organisations concerns in establishing criteria for 

the relevant pollutants, 

iv) To pranote, encourage and support the development 

of new low cost technologies with potentials for 

~ 
H(·l 11 in Vancouver (Canada) in 1970, See .H 
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v) To assist the developing cruntries in co-operation wit: 

the appropriate-agencies in developing & Dpplying the 

low cost. techniqws, meeting the environmental aspects 

of their hou·sing needs. 

Here emphasis has been laid down on the lab rur 

intensive ruen.sures & methods utilizing local materials. 

vi) To pranote studies related to the special probl t!IDS 

of transitional settlements, including the socio-

economic factors of rural-urban migration. 

vii) To help in providing ,2otab~adequate water-supnll 

liM 1irgan & rural settlement; and 

viii) To ens:.tre that due attention is given to 

environmental aspects of population density. 

The Devision of human-settlement has to co-ordinate 

efforts to inform the nations of the world about the 

problems of the uncontrol growth of tl:e population and the 

methods available for assisting in its control; eg. contraception 

In these fields the •1ivif'>ion has a role of catalyst & promoter; 
3G 

but not a 1 arge scale ope rat or of programs. 

---·---------------------3{, 
• It was provided that notle ss than $50 million annually for 

the first 5 years of the operation of UNHHSF, and thereafter, 
atleast $100 million annually be assigned to the devision 
from the Environmental Fund of UNEP. 

Moreover, the provision of human settlement has its 
impact in the modification of uni versa! declaration of Human 
rights, 1948, whereby it has been laid down that each 
individual has a right to a decent home in a suitable living 
e nv ironment• 
An international Programme was undertaken to develop 
t.rnnsportat ion systems that are in harmony with the goals 
ecologically sound human settlements. Thus the subject 
area categorically devided for 
i The Human Settlement Fund ii) Development Assistance 

t h iq iii)Refugee m:tx Resettlement iv) Transport ti &L. ,ec n ues · a on ow cost 
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Human & Environmental Health: 

Health is a basic human needs and an integral aspect 

of the quality of 1ife, which is influenced mainly by the 

act ions/interactions between man and the biospic, chemicals, 

physical and socio-economic factors in the human environment. 

The major cause of disease and death in the developing 

countries r.re cm:.municable vecria & virus backed by the 

air & vector born, diseases aggravated by the malnutrition. 

The dangerous health llazanJs are the side effects of the 

technological adva mes, induE trial and agricultural expenses 

and the complexities of the social life itself. The hand 

to hand co-operation ia the only solution to tackle these 

37 problems. Ncverthele~-;s, i1wde qu~.cy ::>_i. knowledge and 

action still exists in our global system. The decision 29 

of the IIIrd session of G.C/UNEP (para I) endorsed the 

objectives & strategies for the human he 81th; eg. 

a) The a sse ssme nt of the impact of poilu tants on 

man & environment. 

b) Support for the protection of food & water from 

pollutants. 

These actions have been focused on the needs of the 

.l~JNEP, Hep.(2) of 1977 enlists a detailed stu<iies/survey 
of the activities of govts, UN Ageroies alllvarious 
others NGOs in this field. 
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of the devel :1ping coun tries, where the problem of 

contamination of food & their storages are accute, due to 

deter! oration p{from such environmental factors as fungi, 

bacteria, insats, ehemical & physical agents produce series 

threat of human well-beings. 

Support for measures to provide protection fr<JD Nuclear 

Radiation 

These are a subject are.a for priority act ion under 

head 'Identification and Control of pollutants & Nuisance of 

~!oad ___ I.n~ernationa!_~ign~_ficaE_2eS~ It is well known that 

the working of the earth's oceans & atmosphere are mysterious; 

and the effects of the nuhst.ances mrJl puts into these are 

ryoorely understood, haseline data nre lucking in nearly 

all areas of present concerns, and where such data are 

avail able the significance of lmown changes are in dispute, 

This has a ·1aralyzing effect on the development of 

environmental policy. '-Phis is more true about Nuclear-

radiations, which are hitherto known as sacret cows for 

national-gover rments. 

' i 
It is to oonoted that radio-active pollutions is 

treated separately from other pollution because the process 

of nuclear radiation is distinct, and the agencies involved 

in the su.rvillence/control differ from those concerned 

with s tear e nvir onme nt a 1 pollutants. 
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During the 31st session of General-Assembly a change has 
> 

been occured area the responsibility of the secretariat of the 

UN scientific-committee on the effects of Radiation (UNSCEAR) 

38 
has been transfered to UNEP. Now the UN concerned organi-

zation has been co-operating in the elaboration of close or 

eff~cts relationships of selected radio-Nuclecides. The 

International commission on Radiation Protection (ICRP) has 

Etlso collaborated here with UNEP, the recommendations of which 

are the basis for the national legislation in most countries 

and are also used by most of the other international bodies 

e•g .. IAEA, I.LO, WHO to devise their own standards in this fieild. 

'rhe other important activities were as : 

(1) Establishment of a R~gister of significant Radio-Nuclide 

release into the environment. 

(2) The contin<ted - development of waste-management practices 

as well as other nuclear-radio elements. 

(3) ~he &establishment of International disposal sites. 

Both terrestenial and oceanic to serve the need of a 

pArticular region. 

We have already noted the contributions of the working 

group in the issue 

3~RGA, XXXI session, su.p:Jlement Noe25 (A/31/25) --~ . ·..:. 

Paras 460-66. 
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Pest Uanageruent System: 

Pest & Vector control is essential to the health and 

nutrition of manlcind. 'rho large seal~ application of che-

micals has a serious environmental side effects. It is 

even by food-chains. The priority-programme stressed for 

a more comnrehensive appro ooh in this field, to combine all 

relevant control techniques within the foumwork of the 

nest-loRt Eco-system so as to produce favourable economic, 

09 
ecological and social consequences. It was decided into 

fourth session of the governing-council that the develop-

ment of environmentally sound pest management system should 

. 40 
be in a concentrut1on area. 

'rhe General-Assembly cader passed a resolution to the 

11 . J • l . It • f 41 "concept of co ect1ve eco oglca secur1.ty to thls ef ect. 

On the same tirue the C0COYOC Declaration in pattern of 
' 

resource use, enviromr;~::i1t and development held in Mexico-

(Oct. 1974 8-12 Oct). Unrier the joint agies of UNEP & UNC'lAD· 

This decltU'<'\tion contained important insights und elements 

that should be taken into consideration on the activities of 

the UN ~ystem, in order to integrate the environmental 

comnonents in ·the development efforts, in particular the 

casue Gnd effect relationship between the environmental de-

gradation and differences in the economic and social coo

ditions of the countries. 

~See : UNEP/GC/INF'/1* Sect1.on III, 

·L;~See : !JNEP/GC/57. Para 4. Decision 

46RGA : Res. 3326 (XXIX) of 16 Dec. 

2 (6) 

47(iv) Sec. 1 Para 3. 

1974. 
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It should be noted that this waste first major 

international statement of the environment object sought 

to integrate to objectives of sixth speical session of 

G.A will development goals. 

Thus, the COCOYAC declaration had tormulated in a 

clear and convincing manner the concept of inner limits 

and outer limits. Which under scored the basic need to 

remedy the "pollution of l?overtyu, amilhile proviaing the 

necessary sa:tegards'(to prevent the violation of the plants 

and life support-systems. 

During the world of the IIIrd session of G.C it was 

agreed that poverty being the worst form of pollution 

affecting the majority of mankind. UNEP should promote 

the improvement of the Environmental programmes with a veiw 

to eliminating that social il. 

Thus, in the development process the first concern was 

made man rather than things. It was also laid down the 

declaration that Develol?ment should not be limited to the 

basic satisfaction of the human needs, but should also 

include other goals and values, including freedom_~nd 

expression and impression, the the "'"-r,t.gi:~~?!:O ~ ~ive and 

receive the ideas and stinulus, the realization of the 

need to participate in shaping thebasis of one's own 

existence and the right to work ••••••• 

The goal was not to 11 catch up 11 but to ensure a 

quality of life for all with a productiye base compatible 
42 

with the needs of the future generation. 

-~~echnologies were termed environmentally sound and . 
appropriate if they supported the ecological balance, 
grov~h and promoted the economic ?Tid social justice. 
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Oceans : -

Oceans, which cover 71% of the earth•s surface have 

been used in discr iminatly as waste receptales. Their 

search size had led to the belief that they had an infinite 

waste receiving capacity and therefore the atmospheric 

impact would be insignificant. This mistaken notion has 

much serious repressions on the physical, chemical and 

biological processes, which have localized the accumala-

tion of waste and then unfavourable environmental conse-

quences. 

It shall be kept into mind that the critical ocean 

pollutants are ·metals, persistant organic chemicals, 

petrolieum, hydro carbons, raid-nuclicides and solid wastes. 

They entered into the marine environment through rivers, 

rains, atmosphere transport ocean dumping and coastal dis-

charges. 

To curb the problems, the UNEP have set-up a Joint 

. ( )43 th Group of Exrerts on Marine Pollut1on JGEMP , with e 

collaboration of IMCO, FAO, UNESCO, WMO, ~ffiO & IAEA. 

Activities : 

The level one activities are summarized into two cate-

gor ies : 

1. Marine Pollution & 

2. Living marine resources. 

A selution oriented programme has a multidimensional sector 

to curb the problem wherever it may be found 

• 
ir~3 
See : l!l'JEP/GC/60/PROG/ 5 & 6 - 1970 
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i. Marine Pollution 
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a. continued support for the law of sea 

conference. 

b. Enhancing on going programmes for under

standing the sources, pathway and effects 

of Marine Pollution in the Marine Environ

ment. 

c. Enhancing the technical capabilities of the 

developing countries, as to help them in 

implement of Intiesnational agreements. for 

the pollution of the marine environment. 

ii. .Living Marine Resources 

i. Development and implement of globle plean 

of action for the living marine resources 

ii. Education and Training Programme for Marine 

Parle Managers and other conservative ex

perts, and information compaign forum. 

To this effect, there were an Inter governmental Meeting 

of Experts on the Protect ion of Meditar ian in 1974, They 

have appointed an International w~ealing commission (IWC) 

for the protection of Mrine resources. we have already 

noted about it that _in preparatry committee declamation on 

the protection of marine resources were also in question. 

4Jeveral pilot projects were launched 50 for in this 

direction including the Regional seas as well as 

right seas. 
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This include a wide range of activities to be pursued by 

the UNEP. 

There are certain other subject matters to be included 

in the priority list. The UNEP and other UN specialized 

agencies have approach through it for a peaceful and living 

human environment. A brief analysis of those other acti

vities are as summarized. 

( i) Ener91 : 

It has been estimated that man's perception use of 

energy has doubled during the past 30 years; and the 

current trends indicate that these consumption will grow 

faster in the near future. Thus, there is clearly a need 

to examine rationally the environmental aspects of energy 

consu~tion and use. The fossil fuels have four components 

viz 

Extration ---- Transport ---- Conversion ------ & ~· 

Each of them have environmental impacts eg. Extraction of 

coal can affect land, Air, water and human health. ~imi

larly the extraction of oil from the offshore wells can 

have i~act E& on marine environment. 

Moreover, when fossil fuels burns in conventional 

pO'IIJer stations different types and pollutants q.re emitted 

into the atmosphere (eg. sulpher and nitrogen ox¢ide), 

carban mono-oxcide and hydroaarbans etc. such pollutants 

cause minor changes in the metrological conditions an a 

local and regional scale as well as expected to cause some 

globle changes in the long terms. Radioactivity from the 

decay products of Nuclear Fission have their typical pro

blems. Despite the regid safeguards they have entered into 
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the human environment several times in histony, therby 

. 1 t ~h h l'f 45 caus1ng os.ses o .\,; e uman 1· e & resorces. 

1Ji.:i:SP here has task of ini tiatia ,studis to 

0efine the impact on the local, regional_ and globl environment 

of Extraction Pproces::> ing, transport conversti on, transmis~; ion 

and Use of various forms of energy; & of demonstrating 

the fuasibili ty of harmessing renm·Tal;:?le energy resources to 

impress the hum::ln environment in the rural areas of the 

...:l 1 . t . 46 
~eve op1ng coun-rles. 

The forth session of G.C. has decided following 
47 

as to included in the consentration area. 

( . \ lj Updating the review of the impact of energy 

production [:-c use on the Environme-nt and follo~r1ing of issues 

identified in it. 

( ii) Establishment· of three rural en_ergy centers in 

· Asia : Africa 15{ Latin America. 

(iii) Ex.~ination of the impact of N-energy in the 

environment (with I AEA) 

There \·laS also a praposal for the establishment 

of an Intern2tional Emergy Institute to this effect within thr 

48 
UN system. 

'-fS ... _ 
'lJNEP /GC/ 61 /Add .1 • 

7§ee: 6.c./IN?/1. sect. III. e. 1 (a} & (b) 
f..ttJNEP/GC/61/ Ace~. 1. 
Jtger : The Recommo::;dation of General Assembly- Res. 

3362 (s-vii) 
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(II) NXrURAL ;)1Sl>.STER :-

A Natural disaster is an extreme 

physical event. occusing phli:cal. social and economic 

damages. There are drought ( covered u/ Arid & semi Arid 

tropical cyclones, floods and Earthquakes out for instance 

the effect of these disasters are horrifle, eg. 

(i) damage to building & services 

(ii) occurence of epidmics 

(iii) Despruction of vegetation cover, 

(iv) Ecosystem & wild life paralised. 

(v) soil Erosins 

(vi) The loss of genetic resorces. 

(vii) salinization of a rafle land. 

(viii) pollution of water supply, des]!:lruction of crops 

and so on le ding to malnutrision • 

The response of world community is relief & rehabilitation 

obly. 49 But the UNEP is concerned with the disaster preventing 

and mitigation ap)roach directed tm'lards the long term reduction 

of mistakes a d involve measures to reduce the irnpact of 

extance natural events These includes; among other things: 

Land Use planning structural protction measures Building 

Regulations etc • 

• ;;~he organization of UN system most deeply concerned 
with the issues are : UNDRO (UN disaster Relief organization 

2. 1-'lMO (l'Jorld ivletrological organization). Primarily concerned 
with the natural disaster caused as aggraveted by the 
Metrological, phemomena 
3. Wid'll (L'lorld wheather watch): as a a major venture of ~VMO 
incluc"e the Tropical cyclones analysis. 
4. UlJESCO:---In the field of sessimology volconology &~ 
studies of Floods. 
s. ~vFP: (lvorld Food Pro'-'ramme} provide energy food assistance 
to the victlins of oisaster and help in the reconsturcion of 
devasted area. 

For detail see : mJEP Report No. 3. 1977. 
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During the Third session the Governing council 

endonsed the objectives & strategies for the areas of natural 

disaster-by decission 29 (iii) part I, and in its forth 

session emphasized for the (1) Establishment of an early 

warning system ,y_ ( ii) !Vleasures for preventi::m & Hi tigation of 
50 

natural di:~asters. 

The council also :1.greed here that support for the 

activities has meant to ensure early \varning & community 

preparedness for Natural disaster should be accounted the areas 

51 
of st:Bess. 

We have noted that the concern of UNEP in the field of 

Environment & Development is to help ensure that the environ-

mental consideration are fully reflected in thinking and action of 

the development. The Industrial location, environmentally 

sound and appropriate technology and the use of natural 

resources the few instances in this direction. 

UNEP is co-operating with ~~xUNCTAQ---in ~labo

ating an international code of conduct on the transfer of 

technology. 

The basic strategies for industrialization have been 

laid down in 'Lima Declaration & plan of Action on Indus
s-o 

Decision 59 (iv) para 1.) 

S{R1EP/GC/89 Ann ex 1, Paraii • 
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trial Development and co-operation adopted by the IInd 

General-conference of UNIDo.52 

The relevant activities in this concentrated area 

are numerous. A few for instance : 

i. completion of the review of, and dissamination 

of information about the environmental problems 

associated with the major industrial sectors 

ii. Completion of a study of the impact of indust-

rialization process in the environment health 

iii. Development of environmental critatias and 

Res~x~~ Research in the industrial locations. 53 
. 

During the UN conference in Science & Technology 

for the development (1979) a preface was presented on 

this subject. It is to be noted further, that UNIDO, 

UNcr AD 1 UNESCO & WIPO are co-operating with the UNEP in 

an effort to reduce the technological assistance-depen-

dence of developing countries which have widespread 

environmental implications. The later developments in 

this field laid emphais on the implementation of empirical 

studies and pilot projects to examine social-economic mea-

~ 
See : DOC. A/10112, Ch. (v) and GAOR - Res. 3201 & 
3202 (5-vi) regarding NIEO • 

.S3 . 
UNEP/GC/89 e••• Para 14 (g). 
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sures of these regulations in integrating environmental 

considerations in decision making process of industria

lization. we shall further examine this issue in another 

chapter. 

SUPPOR'E ING l'1EASURES : -

Education, T raining-Hanagement, Information & 

Technical Assistence: 

The educationa, informational and managements ~ 

are the most curcial matters scheduled for the priority 

actions. I"t was suggested in the preparatory committee 

for the conference-72 that present science and technology 

could solve most of the environmental prool~ma an~ ~elu

tions are availanle through the modification of certain 

human activities. A resolution of national and inter

national environmental problems will require an under

standing and modification of the social, psychological, 

economic, political, moral and relegiou5 assumptions 

and practices that have influenced human activities leading 

to the basis of the environment. 

It was also emphasis that assitance must be provided 

to the policy matters and planners ~f the developing 

nations through educational programs, to ms encourage the 

most effective short and long term use of human and 

natural resources with emphasis on managed, responsible 

social growth at each stage of development. The object 

behind this was : 
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11Man 1 s unique problem solving ability must be 

encouraged if he is remain involved in his destiny, that 

of his fellow man, and of his progeny, and if he has to 

realize the fullest expanssion of his human-reason". 54 

The International conference on e~Y.~E~n~ental ed~ca~jo~, 

held in TBILISI (USSR) Oct. 1977. emphasize the impor-

tance of avoiding partial thinking. It recommended the 

establishment of Regular programme activities centres on 

Environmental education and training, in Africa for the 

experimental level, both normal and non-formal educational 

sectors. 

The UNEC governing council step forward by recommen-

ding for the zt: establishrrent of regional institutions a 

for the environmental education and training. so for many 

such institutions are in operation in Africa, Asia and 

for East, Latin America & Europe. The US has established 

a separate institution, as us centre for International 

Environmental studies, mainly to investigate the rea-

ctions of the natural environment to products of indus-

trial, urban and social growth • 

.S!-/ 
•stockholm and beyond' : Report of the secretary of 
States Advisory Committee, May 1972: (Dept. of 

state Publication : USA, confxerence series ~ 101 

18157, Washingtan D.C. P• 95. 
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'l't<AING 

supported by the £~ fund of UNEP, the traing has to 

be given in the following fields : 

i. V'£>nitor ing and Evaluation of GEMS 

ii. Information Exchange - IRS & IRPTC 

iii. Human-settlements; human & Environ-

mental health 

iv. Terretorial Ecosystem 
55 

v. Environmental management and laws. 

INFORl"lAT ION 
I 

The relevant activities in this head includes : 

i. strengthing publicing capacities which may 

include regular, monthly bimonthly quarterly 

. and annual literatures serving the infor-

matim cs objects about the human-environment. 

ii. W~der use of news-ngencies, syndicative-

services T.v. and news-films for dissamin-

ation materials. 

ii1. In co-operation with informatics agencies, 
. 56 

supporting projects to launched • 

.ss 
UNEP/GC/57 ••••• (4) 1 DeQision 47 (iv) section 1. 

page 3 • 
.56' 
~ip~ magazine is one of the important result of 

rare activities. The numerous other publications 
are still coming to us through UNEP & UN's publi
cations departments. They have been enlisted in 
bibiliography. eg. 'Envrionment• (Washington) & 

11Environmental Management (N .. Y) etc." 
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TECl-liHClU. ASs I.S'l'ENCE 

'rhe relevant activities are : 

i. Continued development of clearing house 
facilities 

ii. support for the strengthing of the regional a 

advisory team 

iii. Assistance on Administration & Legal aspects 

iv. Continued emphasis of projects on serious 

b . h d 1 . t . 57 
pro lems 1n t e eve op1ng coun r1es. 

ENVLqONMENTAL MAN'AGEME;~ &. LAW 

The priority area includes the follovling activities 

here : 

i. Development of a programme of action in re-

lation to the environmental laws to be im-

plemented at the national level. 

ii. Development of a code of international environ-

mental laws .. 

iii. Encouragement of universities and other re-

search institutes ~ to include in this cu-

rriculam and work, the study and projects 

for the promotion of environmental ethics. 

It is to be noted that the governing-

council, at its IIIrd session took mote of the G.A. 

Res. 3129(XArvii) of 13 Dec. 1973 a~d appointed a working 

group of experts to formulate the principles and guide-

1 ines which \·;ould promote the harmonious utilization 

and conservation of natural resources shared by two or 

.• 

-----~NEP/GC/57/ para 6)(:>, -t, page 609. 
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There were also some provisons in regard to legal 

guictence to the legislators and administrators in for-

mulating an environmental policy. Most generally, the x 
follo'l..ring activities worth accepting : 

a. Periodic survey and updating-of the states 

of international conventions and agreement on a contin-

uin9 basis. 

b. Systamatic evaluation ot the existing treaties 

t . . b . 59 on a con lnulng asls. 

Ca Establishment of a Registor ot international 

environmental laws. 

d. Promotion of the developrrent of a new inter-

national conventions. 

e. Development of new principles in the inter-

national lavl especially in the field of environment. 

The elaboration ot new legal principles tor 

aeal ing vvith the environmental problems is a revary part 

of the development ot the international law. The UN 

agencies has its old concerned through FAO, v-IHO, UNESCO, 

ECLA, ILC & OECD for the recognition of this •soft' 

.58 
A working group v-Ias appointee to this ettect on 1976 

to carryout the recommendations of general-assembly. 
V. Res. 3129(XAVII) 

S"'!;ee : Follm.-ring (draft) conventions were given special 
emphasis in this field : 

i. convention on the conservation of world 
heritage 

1i. convention on the protection ot monuments, 
groups of builaings ana sites. 
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field of International law. The decisions furnished by 

ICJ in curfeH channel case (1948) revels thtbs thinking. 

It should be kept in mind that customery inter-

national alw provides a limited means of social enginee-

ring and localize regime to protect the needs of human 

environment. The general international law contains no 

rules or standard related to the protection of environ-

ment as such. Nevertheless, three sets of rules have 

major relevance : 

i. The rules related to the state responsibility 

have a long lchgic and vitality as not to be in-

jure th'e interest of other states diversely. 

ii. 'The territorial sovereignity em states have 

double impact. It provides a basis for in-

dividualist use and enjoyment of resources 

without setting any high standard of environ-

mental protection.· 

(Contd) 59. 11i. conventions on the c0nservation of 
of wetlands of International import
ance. 

iv. Convention on con~ervation of certain 
Islands for science~ 

v. Convention on Export, import and 
transit of certain species of wild
animals and plants etc. 
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Nevertheless,it provides a basis for. the imposition 

a state respon~ibility on a sover4gn state, causing, 

maintaining or felling to control a series of influence-

/nuisance of other states. 

iii. The concept of freedom of seas, outer space and other 

celestical bodies contains elements of resonable user and 

non-exhastive enjoyment, which approach the standards of 

environmental protection, sharing conservation. 

iv. Principle of vicarious Liability, as in curfew 

channel case • 

Undoubtedly, it shall be concluded here that ex-

isting international law is tolerent concerning the poll-

60 
ution and conservation. 

The object of environmental managemen! or law is to 

create new ethics in the international decisions making 

principles, v1hich provides that Ciue consider at ion must be 

given to the ecological elements in planning for develop-

ment. 

There were a number of- seminars and symposiums, con-

, 61 
ventions ana codification for this effect. The function 

-------------
• 

60 
There are still some valid bm la\•ls in this field : 
eg. Article 24 of _the convention on the High seas, 
1973 provides that •every state shalll draw up regu
lations to prevent pollution of the high-seas; 
Article 25 provides the dumping of radioactive waste 
in territorial sea limits. 

For de-tail see : Arctic vJater pollution preventing Act 1970. 
6t 

• UNEP/GC/31 _ 61, Para 162-174 ~ 316-319 respectively. 

The dec is ions of UNEP /GC - 8 (II) , 29 (III), 4 7 ( !V) , 
50(IV) ~re also important here. 
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of environmental management is to include the environ-

mental dimensions into the considerations of economic, 

social,political and other issues. It also include en-

vironmen·tal statistics for rational decisions for the 

-
long term sustancial field trom the bio-sphere by proper 

management of the natural resources, especially looking to 

the Dene:tits of present and future generation. 

some important management activities have been for-

mulated here : 

i. The preparation and dissamination of materials 

on the environmental management to attract the govt•s 

application 

ii. Development ot guidelines tor the design and 

implemen~cation for the environmentally sound development 

projects. 

iii. Irritia·tion and launching at the regional and 

sub-regional levels of ENXM~ integrated environmental 

management prograrrmes for the benefit of the area con-

cerned and for demonstration, catalytic and learning pur-

poses, and 

iv. Incorporation of lesslons learned through pro-

~gramme activities into the concept and practice of the 

environmental management. 

A glossery have been also prepared to include the 

vital terms for clc:1r ifications of doubts regarding the 

ambigious a.pprocch on selected subject matters. This has 

been consicerea important achievement of UNEP. 
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(V) SUI'-1HARY OBSERVATION 

Thus, from the above sets of priority areas it 

shall be made clear that the first experiment in environ

mental protection has become a pervasive factor in our 

world, an experiment whose materials 

goals constently changes according to the need of the 

has a strong recognition on the part of UN to 

of the human environment and the demands for 

action to reduce it. It is one of the most useful step 

in the v·Jorld for concerted joint action to prevent the fur

ther deterioration af human environment. 

One thing should c~lso be made clear that the priori

ties have a three level programme approach, as the basis 

process for the development and for the management of the 

environmental issues. In brief they are : 

LEVEL ON.c; 

It seeks to identify the emerging problems requiring 

the attention of the governmentse The review in each 

priority subject areas or functional tasks identified by 

the governing council to display issues in relation to the 

activities being undertaken on planned to deal with them, 

and thus to help the government.s to identify gaps in action, 

establish or revise objectives and priorities and allocate 

responsibilities for action. 

LEVr~L TI'JO 

It is based on the objectives and priorities as establi

shed by the governments. It define a programme of action 

to meet 'these objective-. Basic tools in this regard are the 
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"programme framevJork" vihich outline the conceptual appro

c:ch follovling in programming to meet the objectives, 

and point out the principle actions to be taken on princi

pihe level. 'l'h is provides for the id.ent ificat ion and. co

llaboration v;ithin each programmes frameHork of specific 

projects. 

Consists of those actions and projects identified 

iiJithin the framewrok of programme at level two which are 

selec~ed for the support by the fund of the UtffiP. 

such supports v.Jill normally consists of only a portion 

of the parts involved and is to based ~n the degree to 

contribute in the implementation of the programme. 

These three levels h2ve in operations as a guideline 

for comprehensive action plans. The crux of all these is 

that they implies a sustainable development of all countries, 

a irned at meeting the basic hwnan needs vJithout transgressing 

the outer limits set by man's endeavour in the biosphere. 

It 2lso includes the strategies to enhance ana sateguards 

the environment tor proper ethics as well as for the bene

tit of present and tuture races of mankind. 



CHAP'l'ER VI 

UNITED NA'riONS £1\!VIRONNEt·Yl' PROGR.A.ME: THJ~ INS'I'ITUTIONAL 

H A N I S H 

'I'he a\-Jarenes~~ of human corrmunity to the global prob-

lems of environmental protection has been well introduced 

in earlier chapters; by envisa3ing the action plan and pri

ority areas for the implementation of recommendations of 

stockholm conference. :\'hat is mor·e important for all this 

concern is the analysis of institutional mechanism devised 

to fulfil the manoate of UNI'l'ED Nl;'l'IONS: The present cha-

pter makes an assessment of UNEP' S organs, its impact, 

special characterstics and various programs launched under 

its gui(~ence. It shoulj be reminded that when the planery 

approved the draft resolution on institutional and finan-
( 

cial arrangments for adoption by the co ce, the outstanding 

i.s.sues debJ.ted \'lere no more of a substandive intere{':!tthe~o the 

basic institutional strueture. They cent~red around five 

mai.n issues : 

( 1) The size of the proposed governing council, 

{2} The location of the Head-CJ:Ui'irter of Environmental 

Secret::.r iat, 

( 3} 'l'he m~thod of the contribution to the .. ·fund, 

( 4) The possibi.li ty of convenin9 a second UNCHE; ·. _ · 

( 5) 'I'he role for the UN Agencies in this respect~oa& 2 

1 .,t 'l'Vi LL~ b..! 'Yl &' tul HvJ. : 
'l'he General- AssembJ.y of UN. is empowered to cr~ate 

such functional agencies as to fulfil the international 
development co-op~;rati:::m. See. Art. 22 of UN chapter. 
A good survey of these functions .. are contained in books of 
DAVID A. Key., eg. 'The UN SYSTEH: Co-ordinating its 
eco. and social '>vorks (1978) carnbridge,~London. 

2 
UN DOC .. A/CONF .. 48/PC/14/Rev .1. PP• 61-6 3. (223) 

~- ,. .. ·-- _.. 
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The assembly adopted this resolution ( A/8783} by a 

recorded vote of 116-010. 3 

The only change in the original recommor}dation was 

made thr·ough an amennment to increase -fhe size of gover-

ning counciJ: frorn 54 to 58, and the decigien to locate 

the HO of .c;nvironmental body in Nainobi. {Kenya). 4 

Thus, by resolution 2997, the general-Assembly 

established the follavrings four bodies \vhich together 

4a constitute the epoch making structure of UNEP. 

(i) Governing council : An Inter governmental body, 

comprising of 58 members: elented by the (Jeneral Assembly 

for a term of thre(?. years on f the following geographical 

d.tstribution: African states (16), Asian stat.es (13}, 

E8 :::: tern Europe (06), Lutin America ( 10), 'ivestern Europe 

and others { 13} 

3. G'e.OA., Res. 2997 (XXVII) of 15 Dec. 1972. The 
abstinances were made by soviet bloc on the question of 
Germans-Representation. 

4. See. DOC. A/ Com. 2/ c. 1243 and ORGA Res. 3004 (X:•:VII) 
of 15 Dec. 1972. The increase of membership was made at 
the request of thr::: Asian countries for adequate representa
tion. 

4a~ The detail discussion has been made in the IInd 
ch,3 pter con taininq sJ;ti tle of: Institutional ... Implication 
of H~,:; Agenc~a ~6 •. see pp],jf(!.-i.E. =human environment) 

t-\ U'>Ylt<'\'1 - V>;l.i ''f'r.<'ii'I'T'/C-·;•,J' 
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The council is a policy making body in dealing with the 
• [O'Yice'hrn. . , 'f' t Env1ronmental - - -~-:.. " ot Internat1onal s1gn1 1cance. />.mangos 

other 'Ulings, t.he council has been entrusted the follCDwing 

responsibilities: 

(i) To promote International co-operation in the field of 

environment' and to recommend, as appropriate, policies to this 

end. 

( ii) To provide general policy guidence for the direction and C'J

ordination of environmental programmes within the_UN S/stem; 

(iii) To recive and .Keview the periodic reports of the Executive

Director on the implementations of Environmental programmes with;, 

in the UN system : 

( i v) To keep unoer Review the world. environrrental s t;-u at ions in order 

to?ensure that emerging environmental programmes of wide interna 

tional significance recieve adequate and appropriate. conside

ration by the g·:Jvernments. 

(v) To promote the contribution of the relevent international 

scientific and other professional communities to the acquirition 

arrengment and exchange of environmental knowledge ana infor

mations, and, as appropriate, to the technical aspects of 

the tormation and implementation of Environmental programmes 

within the ffi'J system. 

(vi) To maintain,unaer the contain~ng Review,the impact of National 

and environmental policies and measures on aeveloping countrie~, 

ac: well as the problems of the adoitional costs that may be 

incurrea by developing countires f>n the implementation of the 

environmental programmes and the projects shall be compatible 

with the development plans and priorities of those countries;& 

(vii) To Review & approve _annually the progra:Tine of the Utilization 

of resorses of the environmental fund. 

Thus the governing council is a primary organization 

to attain the desired goals of world comnunity for a he2thly ana 

safe 'human-environrnent.a 
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This has attrated the intelletuals, officials of govts. and 

workers t-J come in this council and deliberate the policies 

for the future actions. The importance of council and its de-cession 

has for reaching consequences. 5 
• lS:.w 

(we shall deato "lith Th11s1 later ih the same chapter, while 

analJ-sing of th•cc Functional Approach of UN.b;P.) 

Headed by the executive Director of the UNEP, is to act a~ 

focal point for the environmental- actions and co-.:rOrdination 

within the UN system. 6 

For the successful ~~nctioning of Program• the role of the 

executive Director is of immense importance. The Executive Dieector 

is to be elected. by the general A.sembly on the semination of b 

the secretary-- General of UN and hold-otfice for a period of 

Four years. He is entrusted with the following responsibilities 

(i) To provide substantive. support to the ~overning council of 

Ui\IEP; 

~ii) To co-ordinate the environrrental programs vdthin the UN 

system. to keep their implementation under review and to 

assess their efteetiveness, all this is ;:~6'.: made unu.er tte 

guiaenes of the Governing- council (6c) 

-------------
5 . h Br aJ.n Jo nson : The UN Institutional Response to the 

STOCKHOLM : A case~tudy in the international 
i -n."-L pol cies of Inu~c ange~ 

International ORGANI~ATION ~ vol. L6 (2972) 
p.255 

Orhe First Executive Virector ot UNBP was l1n. Mauniee F. 
strang; the secretury-general ot UNCHe. Mr. Mustafa. Kamal Tolba 
suceeLi.ed him in 1976 and continue his posihen even now for 
IIIra successive terms ~1977-1988). 
see: UN vOC. A/ 890 and cdhtt. 2 and 3. (1973). 



(iii) To advise as appropriate, the inter-governmental 

bodies of the UN system on the formation and 

implementation of the environmental programmes. 

(iv) To secure the effective Co-operation of, and 

contribution fran the relevant scientific and 

other .t"rofess ional ccmn:uni ties in all par:ts of 

the \vor lc:; 

(v) To provide, at the request, to the parties con

cerned, advisory service for the promotion of 

international co-operation in the environmental 

field. 

(vi} 'l'o submit to the governing council, {G.C.) on his 

~,m ini ti~ti ve or UI;Jon request., proposals embodying 

mPdiUJn rar,qe lon9 policies for UN programmes in 

the fields of environment 

(vii} To bring to the attention of the governing council 

any matter vlhich deems to require consideration 

by it; 

(viii) To ac'lministr:=.!r, Under the authority and policj 

guidance of the council and the Environment-Fund, 

(i.x} 'l'o report, ...::n Environmental matters to the council 

(x} 'l'o Ptrfor·m such o't~ber functions as many be entrus

ted to him b~r the governing council. 

'J.'he cost of +:his secretariat is to be ·borne 

by the UN's Regular Budget. But the operational programme 

cost.s ls to be borne by the Environment-Fund. 
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The prmmotion of environmental research should be for 

the development of industrial and other technologies, 

best suited to a policy of economic growth, compatible 

with adequate environmental safeguards, and such other 

programmes a.s the governing council may decide from 

time to time. 

In the implementation of the programmes, due 

Account has to be given of the special needs of the 

developing countries. 

Horeover, in order to ensure the development 

priorities of the developing countries adequate mea-

sures should be taken to provide situation of reced:pien t 

('Jeve loping countries. 

The excutive-Director was requested to see this 

problem of developing countries under constant Review in 

co-operation with other competent National Regional and 

international organizations. 7 

·---------~--

7 
For contribution, Expenditure etc of Fund. See Table 

attaChed in this ·<Chapter. 



III. THE ENVIRON}~ENI' FUND : 

By section III of the Resolution 2997 (XX'lii), 

the Assembly established a voluntary l!"und with effect 

fr~n 1st January 1973, to provide additional financing 

for environmental programmes. 

The Fund 'd.::<S to be establish in accordance with 

existing UN F'inancial procedures 3nd the Gov,:.rning-

council v1as to formulate such general procedures as nece-

~-;sry to govE·rn the operations. 

'l'he Fund was intended to support the Governing-

counci 1 in its pol.i cy guidenes and w -. s directed to the 

neec1 for the effective co-ordination in the implementa-

tion of international environmental programmes of the 

org3 niz::tions of UN system t:Jnd other Iriternational organi-

zations.of UN system 

The Environment fund. was to finance, \>Vholly or 

partly, the costs of new Env i. ronmental acti vi ties/ini ti-

ati\;es Undertaken \.Ji thin the UN system, including those 

envis'.:l .. ;Jed in the Action plan for the Human-Environment. 

Besides, the recornmondaticms of General-Assembly 

also contained certain general terms for the operation 

of funcl --

The Fund is. to i.)e used for financing su:...l1 programmes 

of general interer5t as Regional & global monitoring, 

;assessment and data collection system, the improvement of 

environrnental quality managment environmental research, 

information exchange and dis:imin.::1tion, public Education 

Training, asistance for national regional .3nd global 

environmental instiWtiOIIS· 
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• 
IV. ENVIRONNENl' CD-ORDINA'.tlON BOARD: 

To so,ve the problem of inadequate co~ordination and 

sectoral approach, the Assembly established an Environment~ 

Co-ordination Board, under the auspices and,within the 

framework of the Administrative Canmittee on co-ordination 

(ACC). 

The Board, chaired by Executive Director, is to ensure 

co-operation and co-ordination among the UN Bodies conce~ 

with the L~~ementation of the environmental policies and 

programmes .. 

It is to report annually to the G.C. The Assembly 

made a tequest to other UN Agencies and Regional Canrnissi<ms 

of ECOSOC and others I60gfN60s , to iend their full support 

and collabo~ation to the UN system, with a view to achieve 

the largest possible degree of co-operation and co-ordination. 

Not only this, but national governments were also called 

upon to ensure that aPpropriate National insti. tutions shall 

be ent~Jsted with the task of co-ordinating environmental 

actions, both at National and International level. 

Thus, the institutional structure provided by the 

conference is to undertake the implementation of the Action 

Plan adopted at Stockholm i..,;o( ference and summareised in 

DCC. AjCONF48/PC/14. Rev 1. It is to be noted that these 

recommendations were addr~ssed to the many intergovernmental 

organisations, but the overall responsibility was to be 

shared by the UNEP. 

Ivioreover, the UN organizations have been created on 
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the traditional sectoral pattern, Hhich have been developed 

and still prevails, in most national governments identical 

structures. The recommendations made by preperatory 

cornrni ttee, as well as the Reports of the Secretary General, 

made out a general criteria for adopting a suitable institution

al structure (~) Same of them may be refer here once more 

for clarity. of ideas behind formation of a UNEPs 

(1) OrganisatiOnal arrangements should be based on the 

agreement, about what needs to be done. Untill this is 

reached, no firm decision can be made on the ways and 

means to be adopted for future action. 

(ii} Any action envisaged should allOW for the preliminary 
.c.; 

state of knowledge and understanding of the nviron-

mental problems and should be flexible and evalutionery: 

(iii) Any policy centre that is expected to influence and co-

ordinate the Activities or other Agencies should 1 nt itself 

have operational functions, which in ary way competes 

vli th the organizations over which it expects to 

exercise such infiuence; 

(iv) In the establishment of any additional or new 

machinery, it is e3sential .to provide strong capability 

at the regional level, 

(v) UN shall be the principle centre of Environmental 

activities. 

(vi} The organization of the Environmental activities 

>vi thin the UN system, shoulcl. be so designed as 

to strengthen and reinforce the entire UN system, 

(vii) Environ~ental problems and situations vary greatly 
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conta~plated must necessarily bear this fact in mind. 

Thus, the entire criteria envisaged by P.C. was 

"Forum should follov1 the ~unc'cions", designed a centre for 

Policy making and switch-board mechanism for UNEP'~ 

In this \¥ay, the approach of the fC was strongly on 

better co-ordination, but it recognised not only as a 

necessary aspect of environmental management, but as its 

very essence , U/Art. 71 of the UN charter'. 

The serious draw back in the suggestio ns of P.c. 

were that it neither suggested any Norms for the establishment 

of Ne'l..; Orga:l for Environment, nor it formula ted any policy 

for the co-ordination amongst the various other l:6'p g"l%i0 s 

working in this field. It left open this for ~ deliberation 

by the members of UN General Assembly, who chooses a via-

:nedia between structures of UNCTAD and Social Council (OCOSOC}. 

The :Final Result '!.vas the outcome of UNEP. 

It is obvious that from their inception the Governing 

Council, the Secretariat, the Enviroment Fund and the 

Board fn«d an unprecedented task and a note of operational 
(l 

~Style that is unique in the UN system. The headquarter of UNEP 

is the first achievement ~the developing countries whcih 

offered.the close proxllnity to the environmental problems of 

a nurn:~er of developing countries. The inter agency co-Cirdina ted 

programmeS. is an example of joint prograiTime of its activities. 

The emphasis is to effective performance of this catalyt.ic role. 

Thus, the role of UNEP as catalyst is exercised partly 
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by selective use of the enviroTh~ent fund and Partly through 

the power of persuation based mn informations about the 

environmental hazacds and on the sounding of the al~r~ ~~~~.s 

on major dan;;ers like risks to the stratospheric ozone 

layer. 

It also keeps under its review dOOL~ents and PaPers 

from a multi tude of sources of Environmental infonnat ion. 

Another prcxnotory ,..,ork of the UNEP is its supports to the 

development of Intern~tional Agreements in Environmental 

matters, bOth Regional as well as in the international 

sphere. '.L.' 
he Blue Plan for the protection of Mediterrian 

Sea from Marine pollution is one apt example. (9) 

rrhe ~ontri but ion of UNEP in the prereservation of 

conuervation of human Environment is self evident when we 

~n~.!y_e~ the various conferences held fran time to time 

under its auspices or with its co-operation. A fevl examples 

could be cited here: 

( i} The Barelo;-,a Conference (1975) ~It the Problem of the 

Meditte~renian Region. 

(ii) Desertification conference, Km..;ait (1977) 

(iii) Conference on Conserv~on of Natural Resources (1977). 

( iv) Human settlement and Habitat Conference, 1976. 

(v) ':Jateh ~onference, 1977 

(9) The priority Action Programmes in the field of SOIL
PROI'ECTION, Fresh water Resource Managamt!n t, Marine 
Living Resources and acquacture, human settlements tourism 
and soft-Technology for energy are other able examples 
which demonstrate the theories developed in the so 
called 'Blue-Plan' of UNEP. 
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(vi) UN Conference on Science and Technology for Develbpment, 

1977 

(vii) UN Conference on Technical Co-operation amongst 

the 0 eveloping countries, 1978 

(viii) Conference on the Agranian Reforms and Rural 

Development, 1979 

(ix) Ist International Biosphere Reserve Congress (1983) & 

(X) Special serasions of UNGA on Disat.nament. 

Thus, UNSP has played a significant role in prcmoting 

new environmental ethics, conservation of Natural terrestrial 

and I1arine Eco-systems as an integral part of Natidmal 
I! 

Economic and soci8 1 dev.2lopment. It would be good for us 

to consider some General Policy Lines of UNEP which tt 

has been follmving since last one and half decade. 

General Policy Objectives of UNEPI 

At its very first session, held at Geneva in 1973, 

the Governing Council of the UNEP decided that in accadance 

with Resolution of General Assembly 2997(xxvii) and the 

Action Plan of the UNCHE, the General Policy objectives 

shall be ; (10) 

. 
(10) ORGA, (xxvii), suppl. No.25, Doc.A/I025, Annex 1 

Decision 1 {I). 
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{i) To provide, through interdeciplinary (actions) studies 

of natural and mass made ecologivel systems, impro~ed 

knoHled0e fer 2 n integrated and the National Management 

of the resources of the bio-spheres and the safeguarding 

human well-beings as well as Eco-systems; 

(ii) To encourage and support an integrated approach to 

the planning and management of development, including that 

of natural resources, so as to take account of environmental 

consequences, to achieve maximum social, Economic & 

environmental tenefits. 

(iii) To assist all countries, especially devel~ing 

countries, to deal with their environmental problems 

and to help mo~:::alize additional financial resources for 

the purpose of providing the required technical assistance, 

Education, Trading and free-flow uf inforkation and exch:'·nge 

of experiences, with a view to promoting the full participation 

of the developing countries in the national and international 

efforts fort he preservations and enhancement of the 

en\il ironment. 

Besides, the G.C. also establish certain detailed 

objectives and guidances as well as Prograwme priorities 

~nd functional tasks for action by m~EP. Since its establishment 

UNEP has been primarily engaged in developing its programmes 

arrl identifying and applying ways and means of achieving the 

o bjectives laid dovm by the governing council. 
h~c'h ~whrll"'t!!U~J Q/'-~t

The UNEP has close link with major regional ~ ii• "'i~\s'f\S· 

'I'o Dr. 'I'olba: (11} 

(11) Address of the Executive Director of UNE P; INF/83/I 

Hay '83. 
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11 Ten Years after the Stockholm Conference, 

environmental programmes have been woven into 

the politi~al fabric of all major regions and 

serve as ,:-Jn important vehicle for intergover-

mental co-operation." 

Thus, the UNEP has launched attacked against the most 

serious environmental prb~ems in Africa, Asia and Latin 

America on four major areasF Desertification, deforestation, 

soil Erosion and Water Management as \-iell as on ~'later 

Borne Diseases. (12) We have already discussed the~e 

topics in our previous chapter, however, we shall evaluate 

lheir fu!lclionlj<J in later st.ale of this chapter. 

POS'I' Ul'<lel-lE Deveto.Pment: 

For the priority in the Action Plan for implementation, 

the all 1oe recQTh~endations have been categorically assessed 

under three popular head: 

(a) Glohal environment Assessment Programme 'Earth Watch'. 

(b) Environmental Mana~~ent Activities, & 

(c) International measures to support. 

These have been sectoral priorities into functional and 

(f-4;) 

cross-sectoral heads for the better protection of Environment. 

(12) Sec. Res. 3337(xxix) on the General assembly seeking 
an international co-operational to cambate Desertification. 
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Accor.:ingly, the component of Environmental assessment 

includes: 

( i) Evaluation and Review,! To provide the basis for the 

identification of the knmlledge needed and to determine th.at 

the necessary steps be taken. (13) 

(ii) Research: To create new knowledge of the klnds 

specifically needed to provide ~.s-;.·-;,.;:;;:.:t;.;, guidance in 

the making of decisions; 

(iii) Pfo.Q_i tor ing: '.L'o gather certain data on specific 

environmental variables and to evaluate such datas in 

order to determine and predict iroprotant environmental 

conditions and trends. 

( iv} Information Exchange: 'To dissiminate knowledge 

within the sciE:'ntific and environmental canmuni ties and 

to ensure that the decision makers at all levels shall 

have the benefit of the best knowledge that ~an be made 

~ 
vailable in the form and at the time in which it can 

be useful. ( 14) 

On the other hand, the environmental managemen~ covers 

functions designed to facilitate canptehensive planning that 

t~es into account the side effects of man's activities and 

thereby to protect and enhance the human environment: ' . 

for present and future '-enerations; 

(13) UNEP/GC/14 Rev.l Section (C) Note 52 m.p. 35 • 

( 14) .l:'or detail see: Hichael Hardy: ''&e UNEP 1 • Natural 

Resource Journal, vol. 13 (1973), NV. P. 235. 
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The supEo~ting measures required the measures far 

ttte activities in the above two c atagories and comprises 

the following heEtds: 

(l} Education, Training and Public Informatiq_n: 

To supply needed specialists, multideciplinary professionals. 

technical Personal and to facilitate the use of knGTledge 

in decision making at every level. 

(ii) Organizational Arrangements: To maintain co-ordination 

within the organizations concerned with the protection of 

Environment and within the organizations now created 

and entrusted with the environmental responsibilities 

and to create new sub-regional centers to underta~e 

functions related to earth vlatch andenvironmental management. 

(iii) Functional and other forms of Assistance: 

To provide assistance to developing countries in order that 

they are equipped to take all measures needed for the 

protection of Environment. (lin 

The evaluation of UNEP was fuh~ised by the Report of 

Executive-Director (1972-1982) on the state of the Wo~d 

Environment, which focussed on the success ~nd failures that 

took p!ace in the state of World Environment in the decade 

following UNCHE. (16) • The t\'10 sections in special deals \eli th: 

(1) Natural environment including Atmosphere, oceans, 

water, Lithosphere und terrestrial biots. 

(ii) Physical ~nvironment: including population human settlement 

Human-health, J.3ioproductive systems, industry, energy, 

transport, tourism, environmental Education and Public 

(1{) In this ~ay, it was a demonstration of a clear determina
tion to adoot a cross-sectoral approach to_ the problems of 
environ~ent~l protection~ 



(1(;) 1 0ne decade of UN'EP (1972-82) Report of the 

Executive Director UNEP/GC.10/3, 1982 Jan.29f. 
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Information/awareness. 

The Report has errunence importance, so far as the 

evolution of UNEP is concerned. It emphasises that the 

requirement of Ecology can • t be isolated from the 

socio-economic and educational aspects. The protection 

of environment . must be considered as a short of philosophy 

underlying the activities of the life, both national & 

international levels. 

Ins ti tu tiona_l ~~val ua ti on: 

Some developments have been taking place in the organizational 

settlement of Ul\fEP after the UNCHEp vle shall examine 

them in brief here. 

(a) Policy 11aking Organs: r;.le have noted that the top most 

policy orga11s af UNEP is its Governing council as an inter 

governmental body. Since it is a deliberating body add 

generally convened annually at Nairobi, for a period 

of two weeks, to approve and analysis the budget, projedts 

and progru.mrnes of UNEP and discussed serious problems 

taking place in the life support system of vTOrld, it :i3 

left open to some permanent organs lbo make a contract 

bebreeb serious problems and priorities of illEP. These 

organs have been exhibited on Page C-.). t'le shall no'>v 

examine· their functioning & role. 

( i) THE EXTERNAL RELATIONS OFFICE: It is attached to the 

office of the Executive Director, and is responsible for 

planning and servicing sessions of the governing council • 
. 

It assists in the planning sessions of the ECB and submits 

documents for examinations by the Board. ~· • @.""" '1 t\<IVI·>l'U.J.Cc.l c..~ -o~G~ 1-"" 

f1,l)C<...1<-.c\· 
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It also organize 2 nd supervise relations between 

UNEP and Governments, other components of the Un system 

~nd other I60gfN60
8 

directly involved with a~tivities 

of UNEP. 

( ii) THE DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 

The office assists the Executive Director in the 

perfonnance of his duties and fulfill responslbbilities 

in his absebce. There is another POLICY PLANNING OFFICE 

headed by a Director under the supervision of the Deputy 

Executive Director. The primary responsibility of this 

office is to investigate documents and evaluate the 

alternative approached tvhich may be follONed in developing 

specific poli~ies and in Planning future course of action. 

To this end, the Policy Planning office provides 

advisory services to the Executive Director in the foll~ving 

matters: 

(i) The complex interplay and intersectoral nature of 

natural and man-made changes in the environment, 

(ii) Development of the major Enuironmental issues within 

and outside the UN sy:3tem which may affect the overall 

strategy of UNEP, 

(iii) Major developments, \'lays of thinking, break.;;;, __ ._ 

throughs new aPproaches to the environ~ental programmes 

in the scientific co.Th~unity as a whole, particularly 

in the organizations and insti tuticns of the non-sectoral 

character; 
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(iv) The development of the clearly defined objectives 

of the organizations, and 

(v) Ways and means of ensuring the various balances 

arising from the Governing councils decisions pertaining 

to the implementation ~f the Programme. 

(b) THE POLICY PLANNING OFFICE 

It is also responsible for the preparation of the 

level one reports submitted to the G.C. In this connection, 

it compiles and analysis informations on environmental 

activities conducted within the UN system and by others 

IG,O s/N60 s. 

In addition to this, a small oacific information 

ccmponent and management Informatioo units are included 

in this programme. 

(c) Bureau of the PROGRA.fl1!·'iES: The programme activities 

of the UNEP are formulated and carried out by this bureau 

under the Direction and supervisio~. of the Assistant 

Executive-Director. 

The Bureau is consists of three Programmes Divisions-

for Technical Assistance and the Division of the Technical 

Assistance and Training, each of which headed by a Director: e.-a· 
Div ision I: Division of Geophysics, Global Pollution 

and Health: 

The main objectives of the division is to develop, supervise 

and control
11
co-ordinate the implementations of the •·wrk 

peo~·z.:arnrnes and projects in the f olladng priority areas: 

( i) ·Health of the People and the Environment, 

( i i) Oceans, 

(iii) Global Environmental Honitoring system 



(iv) IRS for sources of Environ~ental informations; 

(v) Natural Disasters, and 

(vi) Outer limits. 

II. DIVISION OF ECO-C3YSTEH ~ NATURAL RESOURCES. 

The objectives is to develop, supervise and co-ordinate 

the implementation of work programmes and activities in 

the following priority areas: 

( i) ECO-SYSTEHS 

( ii) SOILS 

(iii) WATER 

(iv) ENDA:.\JGEH.ED SPB:IES & WIID-LIIDE 

(v) Pest- Hanagement systems & 

(vi) GENETIC RESOURCES. 

The subject covered by the Divisions are, by their very 

nature, broad and canprehensive one. In a number of areas, 

a great deal of work has been done within the UN system 

and close areas. As a result, the UNE~ in its role of 

co-ordination have to reviews of an going activities 

in this areas. 

III. DEVISION OF ECONO~.UC & Scx.::I AL PROGRAHI'-1ES: 

The main objective of this dev,ision is to develop, supervise 

and co-ordinate the implementation of programmes and projects 

in the following priority areas:-

(i) Human-settlement and Habitat. 

(ii) E nvironment & Developmen~ 

(iii) Technology & Transfer of Technology 

( iv} TechnolOQ""y and the Indus trial systems & 

(v} Environmental L~. 
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A distinctive feature, ccrnmon to all these areas, 

for ~~ich the devision is responsible~ is the multi

deciplinary appreach to the problems of issues in each 

of the$e priority areas. 

For example, the .l.sf. head requires an intensive 

Research & the introduction of the Pilot proJects to 

demonstrate the feasibility of methodology involved in, 

the comprehensive and integrated approach to the qualitati~e 

improvement of the slums areas, and to promote and develop 

the utilization of environmentally sound technologies 

nd designs for the hhman settlements. 
;::1 

(IV) DEVISION FOR TECHNICAL ASSI~TANCE & TRAINING. 

The supporting measures for the environmental programme 

consists of information education, training and technical 

assistance. These activities have been integrated into the 

activities under the priority areas to which they relate. 

LIASION & ReQional Representation Office 

The programme consists of the Liaision off ices 

established in New York and Geneva and the offices ofthe 

regional representatives established for each of the regional 

economic commissions. 

As the name suggests, the Liaision offices maintain 

continuing Liaisions with other departments and the offices 

of the UN and S',)ecialized D.gencies with the governments & 

various other I50/N60 s & .i.nstitut ions. 
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The role of the regional rep~esentatives is to 

communicate developments in the utreP's Programmes to the 

governments and other interested Agencies/Institutions 

in each of the regions with close collaborations of 

regional economic commissions of the ECOSOC and the 

representatives of other specialized Agencies. 

In carrying out their functions the regional representative• 

ensures that the environ:1',ental components are integrated 

to the fullest possible extent in the activities taken 

under each regions. 

They together inform the Executive Director about 

the important activities in each of the regions, which 

maY have current oh potential environmental significance. 

MANA6EMENT OF 'rHE FUND OF UNEP: 

The management and Administration of the ~·und is the 

responsibility of Assistant Exe~utive Director, Bureau 

of the Environment Fund and 11anagemcnt. 

The activity of the Fund is also shared by Programme 

l-'lanagement Devision & A fund Policies & Resource Unit. 

Hov1ever, the main responsiLility of this head are shared 

by the following organs: 

( i) OFFICE CF T:r1E ASSISTANT EXECuriVE DIRECTCR 

Includes supervision of Administration & communic0tion 

dev is ions. 

(ii} Dr..riSION OF THE PROGRAivlr-IE JY'lANAGSt-'iENT: 

The primary responsibility of this devision is the 
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rna11agement of the fund programmes through project

preperations & implementations. In co-operation with 

the Bureau of the Programme and the other components 

of the UN; specialized Agencies & other organizations, 

the division is responsible for the degelopment of the 

particular projects within the fund Programme, preparing 

projects proposals and supervising the administrative 

aspects of project implementation. 

An assessment of the 11 Proposed Programme Fund Activities" 

{16) gives an indication of the increased levels of 

responsibilities arid volume of works expected from the 

division during the current bienniUJp. It was expected 

that some of the increased -vwrkload will be met through 

greater relie.nce on co-overating Agencies and supporti:Jng 

organizations, thus enabling the division to concentrate 

more on development and co-ordination and less on continuing 

revision of individual projects • 

III FUi'ID POLICIES X:D RESORCE UNIT: The activities under 

this ccmponent consists of maintaining relations with 

governments regarding their contributions t o the Fund 

of UNEP, efforts to increase the number of contributors 

centralization of all the information regarding the 

resources of the ~und. 

Besices, the unit is also responaible for developing 

detai~d Policies and methods for the implementation of 

the procedures gov-.=J.::.;i,Jc'-' the operation of the Fund, analysing 

the Policy proposals and evaluating the functioning af 

(16) DCC. UNEP/E.C./32. 
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projects already undertaken by the UNEP. (17) 

ADHI t·JI STRATI ON: 

The administrative services of UNEP are 

consists of the Personnel and the financial services. 

They also include certain generaljcqnmon services to 

be operatin<lf in two or more divisions of UNElt. Hm..,e".fer, 

the division of the Administration, formerly called 

the Executive office cartied out the responsibilities 

of these divisions. A general outlook of these can 

be discussed here. 

(i) CCM·'lON SERVICES: 

comprises tr~el and transportation, purchasing and con-

tracti ngr· stores and investory, building management am 

maintanance and security services. In 1976-77 there 
., . 

included a division of Regis tory and Purchu.sin'J ~learRS.. 

to look out the general r espomsibilities of this section. (18) 

( ii} CONFBrtENCB...; .-SERVICES: 

The section covers a small translation unit consisting 

of a chief, ~vo translators, four each of the five official 

( 17) There are hundreds of project launched by the UNEP 
in collaboration \vi th other specialized Agencies. 
For detail, see "~eports to the Government, a bi
monthly publication of UNE P, Liaison office Newyork. 

(18) There are some co-operative Agencies to look after 
this general seryices, along with their prL~ary res
ponsibility to the parent organs; eg. ~·iorld Bank Groups 
ECE office and UN Research Institute for the social 
Development (UNRI5D). 
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Languages (English, KUSsian, Chinese French & Spanish) 

of Governing ~ounti~. They includes one Editor and 

Repcoduction & distribution services. 

Besides, there are other divisions to look after 

the functions assigned by the respective units in coll-

aboratiOi.l ~.it~1 other units. Thus, there is a functional 

overlapping on part of Administrative units, nonetheless 

the basic harmon~ are maintained through the effective 

co-ordination by the office of the Executive and 

Deputy Executive of IDE P. 

C 0- OIZD I NN£I ON: 

The important functions of intergovernmental and 

intercontinental co-ordination are ~~£i:.~.9 out by the 

t't10 Liaison offices of UN'EP, one in New York and anotle: 

in Geneva. Nevertheless, some more agencies be discussed 

here to show the interlincages of various organs. 

It is to be noted that a paper on the catalystic 

role of UNEP was submitted to the ~overning council of 

the programmes at its lOth session (19}. which lists 

the three main '.'.rays in lvhich this task can be excrci sed: 

(1} The very establishment of an UNEP may \vell have stimu-

lated environmental actions at the national, regional 

and international levels. 

(2) Intellectual per.::·uation by the UNEP can bring abo\tt 

added environmental actions; & 

( 19) UNEP/OC ( iv) /82- •• Harch 1976, Para ( 9). 
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(3) The environ~ental Fund can provide an added stimulus. (20). 

IN'1'ERSEX.:RETARIAT l"lACHINARY FOR CO-ORDINATION. 

'l'here is, now, a formal intersecretariat machinery 

-oo this pbj ective, under the auspices of which efforts 

are being made to improve co-ordination & co-operation 

in programmings~ These machinerries are consists 

of following three elements: 

( i) ·rhe envirronmental co-ordination Board, 

(ii) '.J..'he system of the Focal points &1 

(iii) The Liaison offices & regional representatives 

of UNEP. 

THE E~NIRONl··lENTAL CO-ORDINATION BOARD: 

Ttle have already noted that the section IV of the 

Resolution 2997 (XXVII) titled" to provide for the most 

efficient co-ordination machinery. In the recommendations 

of above Resolution the ECB ~arne into existanxe in 1975. 

The Board, which meets under the chainnanship of 

the Executive Director of UNEP, and in which all members 

of the ACC (Administrative committ on co-ordination) 

are represented, functions under the auspices and with 

in the frarnmvork of m-1EP and Reports annually to the 

Governing council of UN~P. 

The Board has set-up several subsidiary groups, eg. 

The '>vorking group on Ea:tth lrl3 tch', The Adhoc Task foree on 

• ( 20) Sec also: Report of the AC a.Z\a B~Q.. , 't"li th a note 
by the Executive Director, submitted to the Vth committee 
of General Assembly DOC A/31/2271

• • ..r _ L k"r--a. <Q_u.w/.-\,rY\5· 
. . _L . A . --:d I<..< ....... , A c c th.n'L·h >'-1 fo r. t-L<· ~ 

., {~ cl .,,." '" 5'1 • ,:.,.\.\ \f'i' ( C'W\'TV · 0 
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water quality and the Inter Agency Task Foree on DATA 

(IATFD). This is an adequate and sound machanism for 

the implementations of the Action Plans. 

(2} FO~AL POINT : 

The day to day working of the UNEP and the other parts 

of the UN system are carried out through a system of 

'Focal-point'. Focal points are the senior officials 

designed rry their respective Executive Heads, to act 

as the central channel of communication on the environ-

mental questio~s. 

For example, the 
u, 
~rector of the Division of 

Environmental Health in 1"'orld Health Organization (WHO) 

the Deputy AssistfuJt Director general for National 

Resources and Environmental Science in the UNE SCO etc. 

It is to be kept in mind that each focal poi!nts, 

as an Agency, ttas a counterpart in the UNE P. 

The focal points of various organizations meet 

periodically to Review the Inter-Agency co-operation 

in the environment and do pee.peratory work for the 

sessions of the ECB and has a direct communication Link, 

through agencies, to the UNEP' s Head quarter, Nairobi. 

So far the inf orma ~ions provided to the Advisory 

committee by both UNEP and the specialized Agencies, 

shmvs that the system of the focal points is v-;orking 

satisfactory. 

( 3) Liaision offices and the .. Regional Representations: 

As the Diagram indicates, there are four Liaison 

offices each for Asia and Pacific, Africa, Latin America 
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and ~'iestern Asta. (21). This Liaison with goJernments 

and the 1~0/N~O & pacific infonnatidn activities have s 

accorded a unique importance due to its constant inter-

action with recent developments·. 

The objectives of such Liaison is to secure the 

co-operation of Local authorities, institutions and the 

individuals, 11 for the furtherence of objectives, policies, 
1/ 

development and implimentations of UNEP. 

The two Liaison offices, c.re also associated with 

several projects of the environment Fund, the related 

staffs are interchangible. 

Tn 1977., the Advisory comnlittee'understands that· 

one of the prir:ciple functions of Ul\JEP Regional Repre-

s entation is to maintain Liaision with the UNDP resident 

Director and with its regional representatives and to 

review and canment on Ul\JDP' 'COUNTRY's Programme with 

UN Deve lopment Advisory Teams (UIIDP..T). 

It is to be reminded, that the Res. 2997 (X}..'VII) 

' decided that the costs of servicing the Governing council 

and prividing the small secretariat--- shall be borne 

by the regular budget of the UN, and that operational 

programme costs, programmes support and Administrative 

costs of the .,t;nvirom~;ental Fund shall be borne by the 

Fund itself. 

( 2l) 
For Europe, there is a special provision, a.s the 

chief of the Geneva Liaison office also acts as UNEP 
regional representatige for Europe. 
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For the same purpose, a small secretariat shall 

be established in the d~ to serve as a focal point for 

the environmental actions and co-ordination within the 

UN system, in such a way as to ensure a high degree of 

effective management. 

The Table attached exhibit the fund allocation 

and also the general principles for the operation of 

Environmental .Fun do 

FIGUHE ( 3) 

ENVIRONI"iENI' FUND,· UN REGULAR BUDGET AND ENVIHONM.ENTAL 

TRUST FUND ACTI'l.J: TIES (II-COME Al:ID EXPENDITURE) 

IlJCOME 

Rf:GULA~ 
l)v l)G ET 

t~· 9 

SURCE : ill~EP/GC-10/L.l, 

'I' able: 6:1 E~pend~ture $ dollar 

(Represen tir:g the Financial implication <ti:£ FUND PROGRAI"lME 

AND FUND PR OGRAMl'1E RESERVE ACTIVITIES} 

1973 - 1981 

Year Total Expenditure 
- .. -~------

1973 • • •• • • 3,264,485 

( 22) UNEP/G.CV/ Nairobi, I-25 May; item 6(b) of the 
Provisional Agenda. 
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1974 • • • • •• 4, 015,676 

1975 . . •• •• 13,146,540 

1976 • • •• • • 15,596,098 

1977 . . •• • • 21,666,410 

1978 • • • • •• 22,902,469 

1979 •• • • • • 27,036,306 

1980 • • • • •• 26,830,09 3 

1981 •• • • • • 23,206,960 

CO.tvfr1EHTS: sho,..,s the constant rise in the contribution 

up to 1979, then 0 fall in the Expenditure indicating 

the completion of priority Areas and Launching a ne"'', less 

expensive Programmes. 

TABLE : · ~ 
INSTITUTIONAL CONTRIBUTION 

1. Economic commission for Europe . . 0.2 

2. Eco.comm. for Latin America (ECLA) 0.8 

3. Food 8 nd Agri. Org. (FAO) •• 3.7 

4. Atomic .c;nergy Agency (IAEA) 2.5 

5. IIEP • • 4.7 

6. ILO •• 1.5 

7. UNCTAD . .. 8.8 
v 

s. UNDRO • • 1.1 

9. UNESCO •• 5.3 

10. Inter Parliamentary Union •• 3.2 

11. UN IDO •• 2.8 



12. UN Rt:·gular Budget •• 15.6 

13'. UN/HABITAT • • 2.8 

14. UN Research Inst. for Social Dev. o.l 

15. World Bank • • 0.6 

16. World Health Ortg. (v1HO) • • 0.5 

17. t-~e ter iol ogi cal Org. (WMO) • • 4.1 

55.7 

- 44.3 

100.00 

SUPPORTING CRGAl\TI ZATIONS 

1. ALECSCO •• • • • • 0.5 

2 .. COSPAH. • • •• • • 0.3 

3o INDIA • • •• • • 0~6 

4. IRAN •• • • • • 0.8 

5. IADIZA •• • • • • 0.2 

6. ICRP •• •• • • 0.4 

7. IIASA • • • • • • 0 .. 3 

8. IUCN • • • • • • o.s 

9. Mekong Canmi ttee •• • • • • 2.1 

10,SCOPE • • •• • • 6.1 

11.SEPA •• . . • • 0.3 

12.SIERRA CLUB • • •• • • o.s 

13. Univ. of Papua New Guinea •• 0.2 

14 .Direct contracting •• • • 31.5 

44.3 

SOURCE: UNEP/GC/40 2 April 1975o 



A FUNC'l:.!..QNAL AN!i.LISIS OF UNEP 

( '1' able S: 6) 

r ENVIRONHENTAL 

AS SI~S~)f.1EtJ(r 

.t·1ANAG'I"lEN'l' INCLUDING 

MONITORING 
F..:NVIH.ONHENTi\L LAH 

RESEARCH 

INFORt"iA'TION EXCHANGE 

EVALUATI O:N 

.,. 
EtNIRONJ:v1EN'rJu;~EDUC,\Tion INI''ORt~lA'rr u~s 

l~N IIRO!n-IEN'l'AL TRAINit:~--==~AS:TE!~~:_j 
VJe have already covcr the institutional implication 

of UNEP ~·/hat is more importent here is to cover sorne func-

t:ions (~esignerJ in lJNEP f:or the en11<JCement of the quality of 

life on this earth. Host of the elements of this part has 

already been covered in pr:evious chapters Na .. , we shall con-

centr.'ate on very specific '.:.md crucial issues only. 

Acconling to the Table S; 6 the chief cunctions can 

be .::1eath '-"'.i thin th ee subst,::1ntive parts : 

1. Environmental Assessment : It is the first steps under 

taken to evaluate the other activities of riNEP 



GeneraLLy, the Environmental- Asses:::mc:nt u the collection, 

e:.~allution and interpretc::tion of aat.::: that describt:::s and. 

evaluate the c:mdit.ions anu trenas 9!1 the environment ano. the 

efrects of man's activities on it • It may relate to the entire 

globe or to a particular country or regions; or to a particular 

tocality or product. E.~rth watch is an integral part ot this 

progr~ consisting Gems and IR~, it has its objective of the 

evaluation of the outer limits to men'::> c,.ctivities, pc.rticularily 

wheather modification, Bio- productivities ~nd social ~afer limits 

with em~;eas is on re la·t icm::::h ir, tetween outer 1 imi ts- the task 

of e3.rt.h "t·.'<-~tch c:nd the sat :s:=~ction of :)asic hu:a.:m needs~. 

rnonitoj:ins of tPnea?tblc. natural resources and a world-v1ide 

informations systems are others activities of Earth-watch: 

In collaboration with UN scientific committee on 

ef'fects of Atomic Rae!iation {UNSEA?f, world Meteriological 

organizations (Hmo), Inter-governmental oceanagr aphic comrnis s ion 

(JGC), Food and Agriculture organizations and International Union 

for the conservation of i·:atu.re and Natural resources ( 1tl~M it 

hc-s performed a cemmendable task. 

reliable techniques measure and monitor the extent and rate of 
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various types of soil degradation. 

Further, the depletion and degradation of tropic~l 

forests and ranglcnds are two other areas of primary 

concern to GEHS. 

T0_:hf:dly: Information Exchange is of primary 

importance to decision makers, if they are to c'evise 

environmentally sound development strategies. The 

International Rc~erral system (IRS/INFOTERRA) w~s a 

design of UNEP to iljlprove the access of the decision 

makers ~verywhere. 

As ae have noted, the IRS is a highly decentra

lized network v1ith simple and flexible procedure for 

its oper 2 tion, What is the fundemental aim behinn 

t .is is to encourage thee stablishmerit and development 

of national Sj stems for environmental information, 

and to link them in an interlocking national and 

International netweoks of users and sources of 

information. 

Thu.:.:;, to prcmote the network and its development, 

several Technical Tr21ining courses have been organised 

in every regi&ns ~d in all countries. The Nations of 

the ~'lorld have been given an @Pportunity to have their 

persow~al trained, strictly tours, fello\•rship and on 

the job training. 

This ~ all have been pr~~ded to help national 

focal points of the net work to discharge their functions. 



~ourthly, the IRPTC (Information Register for potential 

and Toxic chemicals} is another international source 

of information. It has its ultimate purpose to help 

reduce the health hazards associ a ted with the chemicals 

in the environment..; by supplying reletz.ant informations 

to those responsible for human health and the environ-

mental protection. 

The IRPTC provides base datas for evaluating and 

reducing the hazards associated vd th the particular 

chemicals. To achieve these objectives it released 

centrally stored data and data available elsevvhhre 

through a neb;·JOrk of co-operating data bases and 

Institutions. 

The IRP1~ consists of the following four components: 

( i) Central Unit: operating centre of IRP'IC located 

in Geneva, 

( ii) Net\vork Pat-t;,_er_n: under'- ake to receive and response 

to .the querries received through the other net\·lOrk; 

(iii} ~ontributing sources: which make their data 

a vail able to IHPTC & 

( iv) National, Regionale Sectoral correspondents: 
'-<-'o'l\.L,.f H..,:..-, ... tj ~ O"-·(f<-"•;3~l.~ 

(~BO)acts as co-ordinating centers for interaction with ---
IRPTC and activi4:y partcipate in information exchange. 

By 1979, 60 countries have appointed their nationa 1 

correspondents to famaliarize the operation of IRPTC. 

India vias also one of them. 

Environmental data Units : 

It deals with the environmental statistics ::md 

indicators. It also collects information on the envi-

ronmental activities of Nb0gii60s & other agencies acting 

in ·this field. The unit CQnprises facts and figures on 
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environmental events by means of a data-base, which c._~ 

covers not only the long terms trends, but also short 

lived events like accidental emrnissions of chemicals 

into the atmosphere and accident-'31 oil spills. 

Moreover, in the areas of 1 Basic human needs program~• 

the aim of UNE Pis to promote environ.'11entally sound pattE!rns 

of development in the specific areas of Eood, shelter, 

health a.11d poverty. ( 2 3) • 

UNEP has recognised the limits of human environment 

by these assessment progrummes, and 11 only by seeking to 

improve our understanding of the bio:;phere and to respect 

its constraints, r.ve can manage our affairs in the best 

interest of the human life and well being. 11 

Thus, in the assess•:.ent of the outer 1 imi ts the five 

speci fie subj efts areas Here designed for actions by 

UNEP, viz •• 

1. The characteristics and the causes of the climatic 

change, 

2. ·rhe nature and i:r;pac!:t on the environment of the deli-

berate whe ather moo if ication. 

3. ·rhe dimensions and signif"icance of risks to the 

stratospheric ozone layers. 

( 2 3) '1'he problem of unemployment and poverty is a circular 
problem. UNEP is closely related to the allevation of 
acute poverty, as it causes serious problems of resource 
depletion a1d the environmental degrad 0 tion. 
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4· ·rhe limits to the capacities of society to modify 

their bef)aviour in the interest of the sound environm~al 

management, and 

s. 3io-productivitt. 

It is to be noted that V/Res. 2996 of 1972 the 

Governing council has exclusive responsibility to keep 

under revie·r,.; the vmrld environmental situation assess-

ment, in order of ensure that emerging environmental 

problems of wide international signigicance receive 

appropriate and adelfliate considerations by the govern-

men ts. 

2. Environmental i'-'lanagemen t: The problems, which the 

environinental management attempts to solve arises from 
I 

the consequences of activities under~~aken to meet the 

human needs and to satisfy the human wants. It seeks 

to take into account the resources required for meeting 

s uch needs and tvants, the essentia 1 characters tics of 

the enuiron~ent, the possible gaps between the humen 

demands and the resources available, and the best 

means of bridging such gaps. 

Broadly speaking it is an attempt to define 

environmentally sound and sustainable means by which 

social and economic development can be pursuede 

The UNEP finds the solutions of the specific 

development problems of the goverenmen ts through various 

t9oilis, stimulating informations and awareness by 

which increasi.:Jg ap:,;roaches for the understanding 

of ~ead problems can be assessed and removed. 

Besides, it also helps to integrate and harmonize 

international approaches to regional and global 



problems. A number of p:bbot projects have been 

launched and various training and information workshmps 

designed to achieve this goal. 

'rhe environmental laws are an integrated part of 

env i ronm2ntal management i.vh ich inclu:-:les regula tory 

measures for prevention of pollution and other mal~practices. 

The devise se2ks to control the inevitable intrusions 

of human activities upon the natural environ~ent in 

or~~er to J<eep them with in ecologically ;J.I1d humanly 

"cceptable limits. Thus, it serves, as· FJD indispEmsilble 

tools for the sound environmental management. 

T1~e wide range of activities covered by the 

environmental manage"Tlen t. 

The wide range of activi ies covered by the 

environmental lass includes: 

1. Land use practices, 

2. Major construction p~ojects, 

3. The conservation of flora and fauna, 

4. The preseJ:Vation of aminitie~, eg. greenspace 

in the settlements, 

5. 'The control of the excessive nuisance and 

6 .. Emissions/effluents da.rna::ing to human health 

The operation of these regulations are strietly 

within local and national levels, l::ut they are rapidly 

transfering into a general norms of international law, 

recognised by all nations. It is a j_::lrimar ily task of 

the UNEP to privide infonnations and assistence that 

can help countries and regions to fonnul'3te and implement 
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" systems of enviornmental management and law suited , 

to their needs. 

The role of UNE P is that of co-ordination in 

the field of the agreements and their implementation, 

of regulatory meam res, related to the conservation 

and management of rene\va..'Jle living and non-living 

resources. Thus, it seeks to ensure that environment~! 

considerat~ons are adequatly taken into account in 

formulating and implementing agreements related to 

the conservation and management of renev1able resources. 

The agreements of international River basins are but 

one steps towards this direction. (24) 

The numbers of Agreements calling for the control 

of pollutants are increqsing rapidly in number. N~; 

marine environment has become a concentrated area of 

protection in this direction. Global and regional ag-

reements of this nature are but one example of regu-

lation. (25). 

( 24} 'I'he most sui ted example for UNEP' ll'enturee is the 
us Canada agreement on water c,uality in the Great Lakes 
system (1975). 

(25) Out of some 83 Agreements, the most recent is the 
KlJ"\'JAIT Regional convention for co-operation on the 
protection of the Harine environment fran pollution 
by oil and other Harmful substances, (1978). The 
Agreement has a protocol of Emergency. 

The conventions on the protection of Hedi terranean 
Sea Against Pollution ( with a protocol on dumping & 
Marine pollution emergencies) ·& 

~.,;onvention on the prev"·ntion of pollution frcm the 
ships ( 1972). 

See: IN "Selectee I1ul tilateral ·tre--"ties in the field of 
Environment, (Ed) Alexander Charls Kiss (UHEP) 1983, 
Nairobi, there v1ere a list of seventy eight such 
conventions, vlhich are still in operation. 

There are two more important agreements, which are 
.2nforc¢-elates to the preservc::tion of the world • s ceJ:tU1:!al 
and natural heritage ad the regulation of trade in 
endangec species af flora ~nd fauna. 



A global approach to the environmental management 

has yet to :::e workec3 out, besides the fact that a 

number of international environmental agreements 

have been conducted and are open to the accession 

by all countries of the world. 

It is an essential part of the operational 

process which complete the management and assessment 

task o·f environmental protection. Educ tion, training 

informations and Technical Assistance are its components. 

They are included in the fund progrCll.TL.'Tie aftivities of 

UNEP. 

The measure includes a'clearing house• to match 

request for the technical assistance for developing 

countrie::: in eDvironmental affairs with an ap~)ropriate 

me 2 sures of help frcm the developing countries .. 

In this respect, ~our Reaional Advist}ry Teams 

have been set up my the UNEP to serve in Asia, Africa, 

Latin Atnerica and in H~st As_a. The service of these 

advisors are available on rec~uest to the Regional Director 

concerned, who 1(eeps on file the major needs of their 

region under constant review. These advisors assists 

the gavernmen ts in cealing with their specific 

environmental problems and tender their advise to the 



regional organizations, so that they can effectively 

participate in the prog:t 3 mrnes of UNEP. (26) 

JIJG 
A brief ~· centre and a Reference Library of the 

env ironc··en tal photographs has been established at HQ 

in Nai:robi. 

In the dissimination of the environmental inform<ion, 

the publications of UNEP are indispensible, as they are 

effective in providing a means of commuc1ication among 

specialists in scientifi,_ fields, and they rna.ke essential 

informations available to t1e decision makers both .in 

public administration as well as in the private information. 

The publication division of UNEP has issued materials 

over 315 topics, so far, wj__ th a bibiliography of their 

publication. It has also focussed, sponsored and 

contributed several ot'rler publication units in- this respect. 

Their works are thought provdlking in nature especially 

in the field of general environmental education. (27) 

Recently, the tJNEP has began to publish 'Referennce .. 

I·~aterials 1 and 'The Trunsfer Jf Technology Reports 1 on 

Technical aspects. ;Jane of the exarnp4:>es of the most 

( 26) With the assistance of UNESCO, the UNEP has launched 
an Environmental Education Programme in 1975, which led up 
to the Inter-goverm.;ental CD nference on the Env ironmertal 
Education at TBILISI (~SSR) in Oct., 1977. 

(27) An apt example ;s the quarterly journal 'EAZINGIRA', 
produced in three language by Perguman Press. 

It is to te noted that Hr. -ERIC. OCKHOLH of the t&lOrld 
watch Institute has written/published two bwst selleE of 
his time. The one was 'The Lousinq GROUND' & the other was 
the 'PICTURE OF HEALTH', both of these have been successful 
in arosing much interest amongst the general public for the 
environmental depl i ti-::m and degration. 
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. ccp)J he c ,-'c;-/{R c/ hDOir:s- Q ~z-~: 

1. Handbook of the Environmental Mechanism 

2a Directory of sources: Institution~ and the individuals 

Active in the environment 2 lly sound and appropriate 

technologies, 

3. Register of t!1e International conventions for the 

environmental protection. 

Besidesp ia the supporting activities the UNEP 

has sup~)orted more thu.n 40 traini:.1g activities. The 

Oi?(. 
examples of most ii1ustratiot1s,are as : 

1. ENDh : An environ:.ent and ·Training project located 

in DA!.~J. ~a10Ul\fTED JOL7'TLY BY UNEP'f:, The African Institute 

for the International Development Authority~ 

2. 'rhe International center for the Training and 

education in the environ en tal science, (only for the 

spanish speaking countries} 

UN2P Al,;D 'rHE GCNT V ::.;PAIN 

3.. A reginal prograrmne activity centre for env irom:~ental 

education and training (PACEIT) established in Africa 

(~) on an Experirnental basis. 
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Y.li th the collaboratin of UNESCO, If:ICO.; UNIDo·. 

ILo·. ~"lHO~ FAO, The illEP has established the similer 

centres in other region of the world. 

cv ss 
Dy the above dis~on it has been made clear that 

an effective environmental ma~lagment presupposes a public 

motivation and co.nmi tnent to support the necessary measures. 

The education system of UNEP has the same airn to provide 

for all citizens, in :Joth the formal and non-formal system 

of education to provide the skills necessary to cope \vith the 

inicrtiuittte elementary solutions. 

The planners, engeners, architects, lawyers, professiowal 

communicators and the decision makers need to under stand 

environmental problems and to develop competence in those 

areas of thel!.tl- technical and professional pructies that effects 

the environ ··ent, d irect)l,y or in d. irectly. 

For disbnin~tion of Information, and to co-ordinate the 

activities of other UN organs there is a joint Uf/ Information 

canmi ttee (JUNIC). The informations are conveyed to 

governments through informal consultants and by the Executive-

Director himself who undertake a series of visits to various 

countries e~ery year. 
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The 11Renort to the Gover~pt 11 is the official 

:::.'hannels by which theExecutive Director comnuni<tdtes ~oJi th 

member states, keep them informed on UNEP's current activities 

and give them inforrnations on newly ap;_Jroved current and 

completec" projects. It is is:::ues bi-monthly i:-1 english 

french anc3 spanisi1. 

In this way, the ma$-media and its multiplies are 

the cha ·nels for general public information. The conference 

on Desertification ( 1977) prov ic.es an example of good 

collabor3tion andsupport of all inter governmental media-coverages. 

Besic'";es, a special ·build-up eL·ort is made for the world 

Environ1nent. day (:i.e. 5th June). The da~~ has 1::ecane the 

focus. for pu :lie support of Ui'JEP • s objectives, corresponding 

to major environmental i sues on a globle scale. 

While the o.nrmal report of the state of Environmental 

fonns the basis of the world-Environment day massage, 

reporting of the;activities undertaken on that date. on the 
f 

same tirne the_....Regions aDdcountries are encouraged to fe.a.tured 

o·t-her issues to crt~ate motivation for the world pu1Jlic 0~ 
• 



that date. (28-29) 

The incrc::asing a ttenti-:Jn is nmv pa~ed by UNEP for Audio-visual 

mated als for public- information. Dese rtif ica tin, the 

Hedi 2 trion Tropical forest and wide sponsored 'BIO\SPHERE' 

Progra.11mes ~:.Jere telecasted and lfiroadcasted by the T.V. and 

Radios of each coun~ries. 

Poster-competitmons its have th~i unique roles 

for the educat ·i.on of Environment to the general- public. 

The UNEP encourages and motivates national Radio- stations to 

produce their own env iron!:1ental programmes relevence to the 

needs of their audiences. It also participate in the regional 

me,=ting of broac.~casting organization, eg. UNION of National 

brodcasting and Television organizations of Africa (URTNA} to 

brief them on environmental problems and possible solutions. 

28. The International PAHALVI E£NIROI:JI'mNT PRIZE? V!Orth $ 50,000 
offered by the shah gov of Iran v-ras couple(~ with world environment 
day for the most outstanding co!iltribution in the field of human. 
Environment. The prize \.Ye re presented by the secretary General of 
the UN. This prize has been suspended since 1980, after the out 
brake of Iran-Iraq war in Nov- Dec. 1979. 

29. The First three state of Environment (SOE) Reporf;;Q> deals 
with resp ctively as under : 

1973 : Population, Food, oceans, Energy and Raw materials and 
other limits, 

1974 : Lan,-:s ancl water, climc,tli!c change, Energy, toxic- Substance 
and other chemicals Human stress &~dsocial changes. 

1975 : On Interalin between man and Environment with particular 
reference to hunger, pollution etc. 

1976 : ·,Jays to im;1rove \·JOrld climnte and the managment of the 
environment. for ~etail : See 'Decadal Report of UNEP' : 
Ten Years of the U:,TEP (1972-1982) p• T·~ 
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JOINT PROGRAf'l.l\UNG ---

itle have already noted in previous chapter, that a 

memorandarn of unc:cr.etanding was signed betseeh theUi'-I"'EP and the 

other orqans of the Uh'EP, 39. to encCJurage them to inject 

environmental consideration to the fra~iDg of the international 

development seprately 0 nd otJler development projects in 

concerned vJi th a the human env ironment.31 __ 

In thelight of such understanding hundreds of co-operative 

prograTines/projects have ~n launchiJ,v-;hich consists the expehLise 

and finance of various UN organs, eg. ILO,FAO, UFP., UlJE.SCO, 

WHO, \"11·10 1 UtJIDO, UNCTAD and other bodies like ICAO , IAEA, ICAO etc. 

8 
Of all the UN organs, UNCTAD has the largest co-operative 

programme v.ri th UNEP, especially in the general field of 

environment and development, and covers topics of international 

interest, eg. Transfer. of Technology and Their environ-

mental effects etc. It has several co-operative projects 

Hith UNEP ru:--m ing through the human-settlements to the 

information·, and education • 

• 
UllJP has also a close link with UNCTAD and UNEP. 

It is, thus, clear from this nrief survey that 

there is a need for close co-operation and co-ordination 

betv1een U'~EP and other parts of the UN system, mainl::{ to 

(29 continuation ) At the 4th session of UNEP? the g .c. dEtcided 
that the future reports would be selectie in treatment and that 
an an alit ical comprehensive reports should be is::.;ued by the every 
fifth year, begining 'rom 1982. 

30. UNEP/GC/INF. 6; An6. 1 C1.Dd ORGA - A/33/25. 

3 J>. See : U::·JEP /Gc. 7/3; Ado. 1 and corr.l. 

0 LJ N Con6c"'tu~ L"" \-.c-..e~ ~ f)e..v-e..fov.»vu."'-{ 

1 J H '}) C.u-e.-{,,yvi\L ,d P.-.-e Dyer:. "'11'11<? • 
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ensure that ov2rla::J in the responsibility does not lead 

to a duplication of efforts. Joint-programming is a 

mach an ism to achieve this end. 

The j o~ .1t programming is the identification 

by means of an en-depth exchan:;e of information and 

consultations at ti1e time of 9rogramme formaltations 

of the "~rea.~: of issues 'of material-irtiterest, therby 

. , . h ,..:) f k 32 provJ.clng a s ;;ere ..... programme o v..ror • 

It· should be )lJot~a that these il.reas of 

actions would remains the concentration of UNEP in 

coming years, but they are by no means sacrosanct. 

they are r~mained t~ be adjustable according to the c 

11changing ne~·ds of society. The joint-prcbgramming is 

meant to supnort this dema: •d of time. 

Besi('1es prosparing for co-operation co-ordination - / 

between Un organs scientist- ccmmunisties and more 

than hundr·eads of Intergovernmental Non-governmental 

organizations. and providing projects numbring 

approxirnatly· 195 in 1082, the lJNEP had submitted its 

suggestions regureling the environmental elements to 

be includec3 in the cri tar_ia for Rev ie"ttl and apprisal in 

the internal Development strategy for the IIand (and IIIrd) 

UN Development decades, chiefly related \vith the compt 

of envirnement and develo?ment. 

32. UNEP/G.C. /L.,L.,47 of 25 F'eb. 1977, in PP• I-15. 
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G2NADY N. c:;oLVB~ (As~istant Director of t.JNEP) rightly 

asses sed the tlof.e of U~~EP: 

"as a cat2lyst in the national 

manac~ment dlf resorces of the 

environment, in such a way that 

we don•t transgress the limits of 

the bio-sphere v~·ithin ..,,rhich we live", 33 • 

ill1EP has played a siprificant role in prinoting the 

conservation of Natural terestrial and marine eco-

s:stems as an integrated part of ~ational economic and 

social development. 

One milestone interms of the co-ordination of 

environmental-activities of the UN system has been the 

establishment of the system wide-medium term environment 
-----------------------------------------

prograrnmes (Sh7HTEP) which covers the period in first set 

fran 1984 to 19'~9. The progra-:-~r:1e has h::s strengtherned 

the operational bi<D-sphere Reserve net HO~"-' for the 

integration of the environmental concerns into all inte-

gration of the environment2l concerns into all levels 

of ~~e develq;roent prouss. 

THE s:·JMTEP 3'
4 ~ri/as cleveleped in to Tv1o sta3es : 

1. A convergence betv1ecn the programming -::)roce.ssof UNEP 

·---·· ·--·-~----~-----

33. In the I st. International Biosphere Reserve conferes 
(r·1insk, By elorussir1 SSR,) 27 sept. 1983. 

34. The Prograrnrne was adopted into the Xth session of 
U TEPpGC in 1982. 
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2. As complete env ironrnental programmes vii thin ~.:...:.~~~ 

the UN system dealing v1ith the· planning, Programming 

buclgetting and evalution in this fielcLto bring about 

the desired result. 

The proJrc:unrne is devid ed into (15) priority head 
. R_ttU _ 

,,Jhich inclurles the topics like ar;ns · c:·· ~ and environment, 

but each o£ tnetc i! prograrnnes are in substance similiar 

to the areas of priority and have also bvo on more sub-
nuT>~f('/ls 35 

programroes bringing the total into ( 38). 

Regional seas programmes (RSP)_: 

It is one of the most successful ventures of the 

UJJEP for the acceptance of some form of glob.of regulation 

at least. 

In the regional approach of UNEP. the essential 

norm is to identify specific problems of high priority of 

a given region and adopt o~ implement a policy that 

may be acceptable and re2dil:1 responds to the urgent 

'j}eadily responds to the urgen~·:::ds of the governments 

concerned. It euvitably cal·s for the active envo4ement 

~tJ.t'l • . - • 
of regional ~}overnments and ~nt1. t1.es · Thl.S transseato:·al 

approach to env ironrnental problems deals not only with 

----------·-----------

35. Sec : UNEP/GC/10/7. 25 march 1982, p. (13} 
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the consequences but also \vith the causes of the 

environmental degr~tation. This has been echoed ~ 

into actions in one of its priority areas, viz. 

oceans. 

The approaches of t.mEP is very clear here. 

which includes as: 

<=:t) Prcmotion of Inter.national and Regional conventions 

guidelines and actions for the c~ntrol of the marine 

pollution and cor the managment of the aquatic Resources; 

(b) Asses::>ment of the lebel of pollution and state 

of the living resorces; 

(c) co-ordination of the protection, development affld 

managment of marb:e and coastal Resources, and 

(d) SupJorting measures for the full participation of 

develo~)ing countries. etc. 

It is to be Doted that RSP irl<iS L:::unch d in 1974, 

but the id~ntity proposals I popularity came only in 

1977, ~hen a ~gional seas P~ogramme Activity centre 

was e•tablished at !J;;!/{)/{RIJ'gi, financW by the fund of 

the u:,JEP. Since tben UnEP has to perform only catalytic 

Q 
role, i.e. o·~ progr~,rnme develops, the }:'Jarticipating 

governnents have to assume fina..'1cial responsibility 

f . t . 1 t t. 36 or ~ s ~~p emen a lODe 

·------------·--- -----·--· 

36. See: Environmental conservation, Vol. of (no.4) 

WINrrER , 1981 P• 328. 
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It was noted that ~·Jhen R~.JP was launched in 1974, it 

covers only Fo¥~r Areas : 

(1) The Mediterraaean, 

(2). T~e persian African Gulf. 

(4) West. African seas. 

(5) T ·e Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. 

(6) The south-East pacific. 

(7) The south ~·lest pacific was added Later. In 1980 t1.vo 

more areas were included-viz. 

(8) The East African seas and 

(9) The south vle'St Atlantic. 

·!O) The South Asian seas v1as ar~ded in 1983~7 

The success and failure of RSP/UNEP mainly depends 

upon the sensitive consideration of regLms, both politically 

.":Jnd economically. Neverth!w·it has impressive leading 

t 1 • . • t 38 over o ner prlor:t. y ureus. 

The R.SP was succesc, fu [ in adopting in a number of 

conventions, 

For example : 

39 for curbing the pace of the pilillution in seas. 

"37. UNEP/GC.11/3 Annexl., 9june 1983, P ( 26}. 

?eter s. ·Thacher and NI.KKimeith : rtilS'Jroaches to t11e 
A progress Report on theUNEP' s ontPem;k: 

E cean year 

39. Sec:: I I~l1 Brovmlie :"A survey of Inter~.::>tionalcustomery 
Ru1es of Environmental prote.ctiop'~c 
Acatural Res01rce jw.Jt-nal. vol. 13, 1973 P). 179- 189 



The_~!l'Li~~~Lrr,:odifica~~hon convent.._iol}, 1977 recalls 

the.: Declaration adopted ;"t the UNCHE '72 and reconiges 

that the usr::~ of the environmental modificaticn techniqes 

for peacefuL purposes could improve the inter t·elation-

ships of man and nature anc'l contribute to the preserva-

tion and improvement of the environment for the benefit 

of the present end future generations, milatery or any 

othe hostile use of such technic1ues could effects in 

extremly ha.rmful r~lay to the human environment. 

The stockholm conference on the acidificution of the 

40 
environment 1982 •• •1s bu.l or;e f?.'f.Ct/'vYJ;fe· 

It is a realization of fact that all these conventions 

have be;c;n dr:::1fted on the time of Baltic sea conventions of 

1974 1 ne,7er the: le:~~ s~.-~eeping in coverage then the later 

one. 

Petc:r Hulm poi::1ted out that the programme is plauged 

by the same liind of problem as its parent body UNEP has 

faced; especLJlly in the Finance, '..;hich has blocke('l its 

ability to rdn the best: of the programmes Hi thout any 

-"'£"'' lt 41 u~ .LJ.CU y-

In south Asia it is first organization of its kind 

in the region, providE:-3S for the programmes like; 

(i.) Identification and promoting fuel effecient stoTJes. 

( ii) Recgcli;"Jg \-.rastes and improving environmental legis--

lation; 

------
40 
Bette Hileman, Acidificaticbn confer:ence 197 2: in 

environmental science and technolocJJ (Ne'lr1 York} Vol. 17 1983 p.l5 -------- ...... .-- ,.,.,..__..._..___._ __ - ~----.............._ 

41. Peter '-iulm J'Th R · 1 
,,,. ·• - - r • e egH:ma seas programme: v1h 2 t fate ~ u .• EF s ct~.:xm Jevlls,,l\l'··:tno Vol. (12 {1983) PP 2-13. A :-or 
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~~ 

,~\Fci~lJI STAN 

IRA~J 

L'1EPAL 
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In Feb 10,1983, The ministerial Represent~tive of the 

above Hine South-Asie.n countries met in colombo and a;::proved 

'TEJ:j Dmv~~ TO EA:zTH • prograinme on environmental topics 

for ~umediate implementation They has also established 

a trust. FuncJ to this effect under the guidness of 

nainobi based u::iEP U~~d Quarter. 

However, the most important activities a;)proved 

by the Sacep' s governing council includs : 

(i) ·ro strengthen & im;?rove the environmental 

legislation, 

(ii) To set-up a clearing house for the environmental 

services, 

(iii} To evaluate the six identified development 

projects of the U:'EP in the regional environ-

mental programmes 
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The UI:-nP has pledged $ 500,000 for the implementation 

of projects launched 'b.f SACEP. 'I'he pennaneht secretariat 

of SACEP is in colombo. The member states have confidence 

th:Jt SA~EP Could develop into a meangful organization to 

bring the countries of south ll/sia togather. To refer the 

statement of r:r. l"rirr.adas-as""a ( .: P.I'1 of ,irilanJ<;a} 
"'" 

• when ~:E he gd..ve his qnaugeral oddress for SACEP : 

11 The importance of the SACEP lies 

not only in its being the first step 

towards the co-operative action in 

south Asia; but it lies in the 

spjr"i t and carmi t~ent \<Ji th which 

the countries of region have · s<e:ceptad Jl.. -

their responsibili tiE']S, 1 .® 

Moreover, appealing for the urgent co-operative action 

to ::rrest the forest depletion and intensiiy re-forestutii!Jm 

scheme in south-Asian covntries, the§Overning council has 

unall/limously recommencled that year '1988 1 shall be declared 

as the "The Year of t~ for the south Asia11 

HO\vever, it is to be noted that the ethnic...frisis in 

~rilunka has frustratec the operation and implementation 

o :-c this pribgrarnme since 19F.33-84. It is novl , more or 1 ess, 

deadlock, v·laiting for its revival. 

It~· 
St. I<UlJDJAT-D.i':;l"·JN.SEPATUf<A" • 'fhe 1'1arintEnvironment of 

the South-Ec-Jst- Asia; 

(Bln3cipta, Bandung) 1983,pp. 187-88 
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FU'IUf(E TRE:::CDS IK UlJEP : 

The u-:JEP report : 1 ENVIHONHENT in 1982 ~Retrospect 

& prospect', Identified major environmental trends to be 

address by it during the 1982-1992. The basis for this 

identifica.tion has been given as follows: 

(i) Evaluation from the Reviews of 1982 Report on 

state of Environr.1ent, from the scientific li trature 

and from the projections of the globnlmodels developed 

in the last-oecade; 

( ii} The perce~)tions of the long term environmental 

problems; 

(iii) The finding of the world conference and the 

envi:-onmental components of major trends. 

( iv) The nevelopment strL'ltegies & priorities of the 

U1:J system, and 

(v) Areas of environrnc:mtal concerns, identified in the 

regional inter governmental agreements. 

Besides, tl1e priori tit=:s hCJ.d been given to the problems 

of universal si<;,;'Tlificance considering the \,.,orks being already 

taktno by the UN system. It is obvious th•t the development in 

the function & organizations of ~;EP has a future oriented 

action s~tegy for the maint~n . .,..nce of heal thy liF'e in this 

1 ·"' p an(J:et. 
v 

The growing situation of the confidence in the 

programming and operations of UNEP's has certainly accepted the 

challc:mges of financing new projects. 'l'he Regional & local 

approaches ba:ve proved ample success. The only impedements 

is the lack of eLective tiinc3ing obligations on the nCltional 
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actors to conserve and control the natur-al resotces#UNEP is 

trying to achive it in near future. 

RELEVENCE 'TO UUEP IN RESOLuriONS OF GENERAL AS.~~EI·'lBLY : 

At its 29 session, the general~ A3senJ%>ly adopted several s -

re~solutions of relevence to the UNEP' s activi ties• one of 

these Res. 3281 (xxix) adopting the 'Charte ·of Economic 

Rights & Duties of the t I 43 sta es 
I 

Togather with the- __ ~ 

Declarationc-,iU'lc: programme of Action for theNeH International 

Economic orc:er,.::bm constitute the fundamental considerations 

in the fomul.::-1tion of the objectives Sc strategies of the 

!FJ;. 
Environment progr2mme and its fund.~Y 

Ot).,e1l Resolutions calls for the action by organizatiions 

of the U~'1 sy~3tern in general.as: 

( i) Re;_;. 3345 (XXIX) : r-esearch on the Inter relationships 

between : popul:;tion Resorces environi''ent & Development. 

( ii) 3 344 (X:XIX) : On world Popul;::,tion conference : to adopt 

a ivorld population plan of Action. To promote the economoic 

c!evelopmcnt develo:l::ropment and quality of· life. 

(iii} \·lor ld food conference (XXIX) The three specific 

resolution Calls for thc~co-operation of UlJEP in area 

of Nutrins promotefi agricultural development and the condition 

of soil •••• viz, 

Res (XXVmevelopment of Fooc~ contamination moni taring progr;::1mme, 

Hes(XXvi} : Assessment of land Hhich can still be brought under 

cultivation, 

Res (XXX) Use of :_:)estici:"es ond alternative methods o:f p_est-control 

i,43.Res 3281--Cxxrxr i2th December 1974 
44. UlmP/GCM 10, 25th Ilarch 19~75 containing the resolution passed 

by the G.A. giviDg guL:3.ence and populari'b.f to UNEP. 
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!liv) Res. 3226- (x:,:IX) On effect$l.te of Atomic Radia.tion , 

seeks ::nd active co-operation of the Earth ~\latch Programmes 

of UNEP especially its globle environmental Ascc.ement (GEAS) 

system I::<S, IRPTC D. GEl-iS. 

·(v) Res 3264 ~xxix}: Probition of Act ion to influace the 

Env ironrnent & elir::ete for milatery and other purpos se,. 

incan:)atible with theHaintinance of International security, 

human well-being & health. 

some other resolutions may be cited a:-', under : 
(vi) Res. 2995 (:xxvii): Sought a co-operation betvreen 

the state in the fielc of the human environment and 

in th field of Epv iron;,ten t and dev el opm en t. 

(vii} Res 3000 (:xxvii): Devised the measures for 

protecting and enhrr.sing thehu.man environment. 

These Resolutions emphasis in fact that tl1e succes 

of NN:i:!.q~Y UNEP ~'i_re mainly gui0ed by the objectives 

and cirE!Ction of general. Assembly.The development 

in the near future may be through general Assembly 

and ecosec, 

SU1IJ1',1EEY OBSER'JATION 

The anal}sis of institutional machanism shows 

i ~ 
~ elearly that the attempt made by United nation 

has not irrlevent, fhere 2 re certain deficiences on 

the part of member states to extend their allegiences 

for environmental protction. The project.99 rlS.\~tnc1hed 

so for has their ovm ':chivements in various fields 
«./so 

\vhich has been, illustrqerl in our discussion. ~Vh 2 t 

can be said is that the UNEP has achieved a limited 

success not so mud1 ,:;_.:.: -.~as in tented •J:he report of 

secretly ieneral of UNEP alearly support this contantionJ' 
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when it evaluates the function of organization in one 

decace. U.:lEP is still a child to fight \4ith the problems 

of env ironm·ental hazards. It needs a co-operative hand to 

arrest these problems and devised a fu·ture to be more 

habitable. 'The future direction is necessary in the 

light of this optimism. The effective managment may 

boost it up in the national and I ntet·national interest 

for a sccun~ future. 



CHAPTER VII. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

From the discussion in the preceding pages it 

is evident that while nature has provided human beings 

with a healthy-environment, the increasing urbanization 

and industrial:l.zatid>n have brought in some hazards in 

human life. ~lith the advancements in science and 

technology, material affluence gained pr: imary impo:r-. 

tance and the laws of nature were violated. All this 

has ri::!sulted in severe imbal2nces throughout the 

globe. The multitudinous vehicles emitting gas, 

endless ch irnneys of faci:or ies felching smoke, thousands 

of industrial units burdening the earth with industrial 

effluents and the unceasing cacophony produced by 

countless objects, . make the urban settlements subject 

to poly-faceted pollution. Today, air is smothered 

with the toxic smoke of industries, greenery has been 

repl::cced by aspacious concrete mansions, and the once 

peaceful enviror1rnent has been shattered by the din 

of city-life. 

'l'he UN' s concern to this problem 1r1as a 

posi-tive response to the world cormnunity through the 

establishment of a full-fledged environmental progra

rntt:e ( UNEP) and pro mot ion to other IGO/NGO s 'lrlOrking in 

th i.s field - •where <:oll existing arrangements and 

bodies henceforth to be subsumed under the heading 

env ir0nmcnt-. 
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The .st.ockholm conference and the Programme 

of Action made it: clear that at this crucial juncture, 

the all inclusive claims, including the claim on 

envirorc.'11ent have to be considered against the prag-

matic reality of a \'l!Orld composed of different 

sovereign states and to determining exactly,Wbat action 

has to be taken by particular organis<?.tions, at parti-

cular time and places. It was, thus, ~ international 

agreement, the first of its type in the international 

concern of global survival. The institutional mechanis:n 

the UtJ Environment Programme has already implemented 

various recommendations of Action Plan a.nd now been 

playi.ng an e.ct ive role for the harmonization of 

various activities undertaken by the UN' s auxilary 

Agencies as \<Jell 2s by the other IGO/NGO • It has its 
s 

impact on the governmental policies, as to adopt more 

concious policies tov;ards the use of the environment. 

It i.s, of course, a recognition of the extent of 

hwnan power over: the environment and of the ability 

and need to determine how that power shall be exercised. 

It constitutes a nevJ chapter in the history of 

international org;:_;nisat ions. 

Horeover, the stockholm Conference was the 

peak effort so far'. It has not only given a high 
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priority to the economic and social developments in 

envlronment in the interest of developing countries, 

but also put forwurd several recommenc1aii:.ions, includinq 

a Declaration on Human Environment., to protect and 

preserve the natural quality of mother earth. In this 

1 respect vJor ld Charter: of Nature adopted by the General-

l\ssembly goes one s·tep fu.rther, vJhen it firmly 

convinced of the needs for appropriate meusures at 

the National intern<:rtional, individual and collective, 

private and public levels, to protect n2ture and promot:e 

internation2l co-operation in this field. 

Horeover, the principle set forth in this 

chc:.rcer has to be reflected in the lav; and practice 

of each states, as vrell as at the international level. 

It is the natural extension of Declaration on Human 

Environment. The charter made it obligatory on the 

part of e.-:.-:::h individual to act in accordance with its 

provisLons. It is an outcome of environmental ethics'~ 

first even laid do\·m by the international organisatic-m .. 2 

---·---
1noc. A/3 7/!J.4/Add.l: The Charter proclaims the 

principle of conservation by which all human conduct 
affecting nature is to be guided and judged. 

2For detail see v~orld-Charter For Nature. 
UN Doc. A/37/Lo4 Add 1.--
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In pursuance of the objectives of UNEP, the 

\'>lorld Conservation strategy takes into c:msideration, 

the hu.--;lan irnpact and the perils that may threated. 

the future of the viorld 1 s life support system. 
3 

The 

three main objectives were as : 

1. I1<3 in·tenance of ecological process and 

1 i fe support systems. 

2. Preservation of the genetic diversity 

3. to ensure the sustainable utilization of 

4 
species and economic systems. 

It emphasises the nat iqnal use of resources a$ an 

indispensable part of the development process. The 

goal behind this was the s 

11Haintenance of the human use of the biosphere 

so that it may yield the great.er sustainable benefits 

to present g~nerations while maintaining its potentials 

to meet the needs and aspirations of the future 

generations". 

3'rhe 'Han and Biosphere (HOB) pro9rammE": of UNESCO 
(1971) were the first land mark for environmental consi
der at ion. Tocrether with stockholm conference~ these two 
conferences laid the ground work for a global approach 
to conservation. 

4
Technical assistancE:: and support in developing 

n.3t ional conserva·t ion strategies have been provided by 
UNEP, IUCN, 'in/h':Eo~, UNDP, FAO, UNESCO & other NGO/IGO. It 
shoul:i be noted that the Arusha-Decleration, 1961 has 
made it explicit ·that'the.survival of our 'I.·Jild life is 
a matter of grave concern to all of us in Africa. These 
Hild creatures cmd peaces ••• C'lre not only an important 
source of wonder and ins~:-iration but an integral part 
of o~1r natural resources and of our future livelihood 
and well-be inqs ."' 

?85 
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11 In· accepting the trusteeship of our wildl i.fe, we 

solemnly declare that ·t,.Je 'Hill do everything in our 

power t:o mal<e sure that our children• s grandchildren 

will be able t:o enjoy this rich and precious inheritance."5 

Another achievement. of UNEP is the emphasis on 

in format ion, environmental training and educat ion 1 so 

crucial for t.lle successful management of any crisis. 

As "v·Je have already noted that in 1975 UNEP/UNESCO 

has jointly established the on going global 

Interna·tional Environmental Educatio~ Programne( IEEP), 

.as a major programme designed to develop an overall 

frarrevJork and direction for ·the environmental-education 

at all levels. The IEEP has its ovm importance in the 

prograrrun,-·s 1 ike Biosphere Reserve Programme (BRP) , 

The system-\.-Jide medium term environment programme 

has the effect of the re-inforcing their new corrunitment 

to the environmentally sound development process. 

It hes received a massive support on the part of the 

leading Hult:i:national development.; AgenciE~S and the 

sp0cielized agencies of UN. 

5see Hax-Nicholson, The Environmental Revoluti~Q, 
(London, 1970). 
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The Ifi.PI'C is another hallmark in the "Earth-

Wutch" PrO<Jr <:~mme.ln June 1984 an International Noti-

fication Scheme for Dangerous Chemicals vms launched 

as a significant step to\vards increasing safeguard 

of health and environment, specially in the developing 

countries. 

The purpose of this notification is to give 

the aLlthorit ies the opportunity to assess the . , 
r l.S1CS 

associated with the chemicals and to make timely and 

informed decis:i.dms on it, taking into account, local 

environment, public Health Economic and administrative 

conditions. This has been endorsed by the chemical 

industr i.:<lists and by the workers and consumer • s groups. 

11 i\fov.r the importing countries vlill be better 

in:Eor>ned of tbe hazc.rds of the chemicals in 

International 'Trade and will be able to make 

irLforrned dec is ions on the use of such 

h • 1 II 6 c em1ca s • 

'l'he IRS \·Jas 21 modest system for the exchange of 

environmental information;· to pur LlSers of information 

in touch with appropriate sources. 

6UNEP, NevJS, t-lc.y 1983. P. 3, Nairobi. 
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~f'he institutional development in the field of H1o11nan 

Environment vJas essentially flexible and evolutionory 

so as to permit: their adoption to the changing needs 

and circumstances. rrhe Council, Board and Secretariat 

·3long with their auxilr.:<ries has m.2de madirnum potential . -

use of existing machinery and resources, both within 

and outside the UN system. The highest priority were 

given to the.need for coordination and rationalisation 

of continuin9 and planned international environmental 

activities. However, given the multi-disciplinary 

nature of the envi;:onmental problems and the primary 

sector st.ructure of the UN system it would be essential 

to go beyond traditional methods of coordination. 7 

The A.C.C (Administrative Committee on Coordination 

of UNGA) has achieved it through its inter-secretarial 

cooperation, essentially on a sectoral pattern. The 

ACC not only provides facilities for the coordination 

of sector-activities, but also provides an inter-

~ect.etarial fr<:1:n·~~·cr.k for an integrated and coherrent 

approach to a LJrge number of problems. ·It has 

fulfilled the needs for an integrated approach to the 

many questions of environment. 

7 rt sh~_:>Uld be kept in mind that ·the UN system 
has focused primarily on development. In many cases 
envir.:)nmental issues are the facets of development 
and tl1e two should not be separated either in concept 
o :c in practice. 
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Thus, the process of management, including 

the setting of the goals for the planning, implemen-

tc~t ion and operations of specific projects designed 

to achieve these goals and t~e detection and solution 

of emergent problems should therefore encorporated in 

the environm(~ntal consider at ion at all levels. It 

has been merged in the supporting measures to demon-

strate the.clear determination to adopt a cross-

sectoral approach to the problems of environmental 

protection. 

It should be reminded that in pursuance to t~1e 

Report submitt.ed by the Secr.etary-General, the Confer-

ence adopted a resolution on the institutional and the 

fin;:~ncial arrangements to provide the necessary frame

work for t:he Action Plan of the Human Environment. 8 

The pertinent part of Resolution favoured for the 

est abl ishmen t oi: a voluntary environment fund to be 

used to provide additional resources for the UNEP 

Prograrmnes. To this end, the general procedure gover-

ning the oper2tion of fund was approved by the 

Governing Council. This was made in the favour of 

8 Endorsed by Res. 2927(XXVII) on 15th Dec. 1972 
by a recorded vol. of 116-0-10. 
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developing countries. The fund has served its purpose 

successfully especially in the "Public A1...:>areness 

Coampaign" in 133 countries for taking the suitable 

measures for the pro·tection of environment. HoweveJ: 

in the field of co1npensation and additionality, the 

role assigned to UNEP was hardly fulfilled. 9 

'I'he UNEP Executive Director • s report admitted 

that on IlYternationul 'l'rade and Environmental issues 1• 

\·Jhere the main concern ~Jas to ensure that environmental 

considerations were not abused to constrain international 

tr2de, only lirnited actions had taken place. The stated 

reasons \ver e as: 

(;:.3) TLc Jifficulty in making a distinction between 

purely envir:onmerrtal factors and other consideration 

such .::;s health or economic onE.'S• (b) The face that 

economic factors had been at the forfront of inter-

national re;;ulat ions. 

Thus, the debate of UNEP 1 s achievements and 

failure are .still open. It is true, however, that the 

said Report of 1982 didn•t make its evaluc-:.tion on the 

basis of the framework adopted at st.ockholm 1 72 could 

9
uNE:P/GC (Special Session} Inf./26 January 19831 

For criticism of UlffiP, See M.R.Siswas and A.K. Biswas, 
"Environment an5 su~>tained DevelopmE~nt in the Third 
~'7orld: A re".niew of the P<Jst Decade 11

• ·rhird Horld 
guar.t?rl~:, vo1.4(1982) pp~479-910. 
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be a reason enol.tCJh to cri t. icise it, but to say that 

UNEP has fai.led to evolved a comprehensive approach 1 

i::; ill founded. The reason is obvioUs from the 

statements that environmental policies and actions 

have to be vim·Jed in a broder context of inter-

.celationships between people resource environme:::1t and 

development. \\l'ithout such an understanding# it is not 

possible to have development on a long term of suitable 

basis. 

As regards financial impediments for the 

10 success of Progr~ne, the General Assembly and the 

Economic and Socia.l council 11 stressed the need for 

additional measures aealing with the serious environ-

mental problems in d.eveloping countries. 'rhey 

altogether recommended to the governments to increase 

their contribution to the tnffiP Environment Fund, and 

to the UNEP to increase its resources available for its 

projects in the aeveloping countries~ 

It h<=1s to be submitted that much of what ought 

to be cione within the UNEP's framev,rork for the 

developing countries was not done to help them in 

10see Resolution of General Assembly A/188/ 
34 ot 1979. 

llECOSOC1 Res • 49/80 • 
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their domestic environmental prograrrunes. The Third 

vlorld Countries, one could say, were unable to util:ise 

this august body, while developed countries, abstained 

from providing assistance, both in technical and 

1:.:! financial sense, to UNEP in an increasing fathom. 

Despite the shortcomings and impediments, the 

achievemen·ts ot UNEP are numerous. Briefly, they are 

(i) Attitudinal Changes: In the world Community, 

spec:La.lly in the developing w-orld, it has created 

an environmental ethics and consciousness.. The 

statistical analysis reveals that the number of projects 

and legislations atter UNCHE has increasingly tounc:t itfs 

place in the national frame"~~>Iork ot development pattern. 

(ii) Assessment: ill{EP has played a catalytic role 

ana not an operational one. The main task was assigned 

to National Governments, till the desired institutions 

are created and conventions are adopted for environmental 

managerrent.. Nontheless, the role played by 'Earth 

li'lat en • programme and it components eg. INFOTERA ( D~S) , 

IRPTC, GEFJS & IPCS (International Programmes of 

Chemical Safly) has a comnenaable lession in this field. 

12vlalter R. Rosenbaum, •'I'he Politics o:t 
Environmenta1 Conce,EE!' (New York, 1973). 
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(iii) Review of stratospheric zone : so that the 

constant protection ot human lite trom the ultraviolet 

rays of sun, oe secureu. projects have been installed 

in Antarcatic also to this effect. UNEP to addresses 

itself to most serious problems in Africa, Asia and 

Latin America13specially in four-five major areas. 

i) Action Plan to combat desertification 

ii) Action Plan to combat deforestation - & soil 

iii) To improve water supplYI sev1erage system 

and management facilities 1 

iv) To improve Human-settlement and Habitat. 

v) A conservation strategy for the regions. 

The frequent droughts in the northern Africa 

limits the agricultural practice to 44% of the land, 

a major programme of Assistance has been chalked out 

to this effect~ 

The suprort:_ing r~~~s~ have come here to assist 

the drought-.~ . .c. ._d.-:> or Africa, recehring a wide-spread 

admiration on the part of world community~ 

13UNEP/6C/11 & 83/14 of May 1983. 
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A nurriber of conventions have been adopt•ed so 

far, specially on pollution and protection of resources, 

but they are delayed in the process of ratification 

and shortcomings in the enforcement. The draw back 

of UNEP is 1 political' thereby leaving a vacuum for 

the constant pollution of marine life. Global Environ-

rnent Monitoring System is still in complete and 

International Referral System is not wisely used. 

Horeover, the supporting measures have not ah1ays come 

up to the expectations of the developing countries. A 

lot still needs to be done in the implementat.ion of 

14 both Declaration and the 100 points Action Plan. 

The development since UNCHE is manifold in the 

environmental sciences, and the new awareness of the 

interdepencience highlighted by the many UN studies, 

(e.g. on 1:J'ater, population, energy, human settlement, 

social-forestry etc). has created a ne-v1 code of. the 

environmental ethics of far reaching consequences. 

They c<:m be summed up as 

Economic grovrth and Envirr)nment : Long t.errn economic 

growth vias assessed as the essential aspirations of 

most of the cotmtrtes. Wide use of resources of the 

enl iqhtened conservation strategies are consistent 

with the gro\~h imperative. 

14Pr.of. l~P Anand, 11Development and Environment 
'I' he case of the developdlag co Lmtr ies 11

1 Indian Journ~ 
of rn·ternational Law, vol. 20(1980) p~l-19. 
--~~----------------- -
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But some scholars still feel it as a dichotmy. 

To Prof. RP Anand : 

uGovernments no longer posed the problems as 

environment v/s development, but as environ-

ment and developed, where the former is regarded 

as proceeding to the pater".17 

and to Paul Ehrlich the development process are 

inherrently opposed to environment. 

"We mu .. st realise that unless we are eHtremely 

luckly, everybody will disappear in a cloud of 
18 smoke in 20 years u. 

Thus the problems is that of survival, then of the 

aestheticism' Development is only the major core for 

the environment •19 

The compromise view was that of India' Prime 

Hinister, Indira Gandhi wkllile speaking at the stockholm 

conference: She said 

•trhe rich countries may look upon development 
as cause of the environmental destruction, but 
to us, it is one of the Primary means of impro
ving the environment of leaving, of providing 
food, shelter, water and sanitation of making20 the desert green and the mountains refitable. 

17 Ibid. o •• p;.12 

18ouoted by Richard A Folk, •The Endangered 
Planet" ( 1971) New York. 

19wu & Clemonle (ed) Environment & Development 
in Asia: Hope and Frustration· (Michigan 1972) p~ viii. 

1972~. 20The Times of India (New Delhi) 15th June, 
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But all this only due to poverty or deficiency 

of flow of capital. She realized it in later stage: 

"Environment can•t be improve in the condition 

of poverti~ nor can the poverty be eradicated 

21 without the use of science and Technologyn. 

The UNEP has fallowed this approach to some 

extent but not completely. The controver·sy has already 

been discussed, what is relevant here is to emphasise 

the fact that still there is some misconception in this 

area. The UNEP, though created consciousness but 

failed to reconcil these two approach to a satisfactory 

level. 'l'he developing v-.rorld still prefer an 11Environ-

mental colonialisrnn, i.e. to receive the inappropriate 

pollution industries in thetr regions to meet the needs 

of their people. 1.l'he Bhopal Gas Tragedy( 1984} is one 

of such example. \.Jhat is needed is obvious on record, 

that uin order to avoid the indiscriminate import of 

pollution, the developing rountries could, and should 

enforce environmental standards in the light of their 

stage of development and of their cultural and social 

b . t. u 22 o )ec J.ves • 

Besides industrial complexions, the over 

centralization of population and industries has 

21Ibid •• 

22
uNDOC. A/CONF. 48/10 • • • • 22 Dec. 1971. 
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spoiled the b~man environment by increasing carbon 

mono-oxide, dyoxiEie, water cuntarninat ion, public 

noises and nuisance etc. It has adversely affected 

on the shortage of basic human needs in capital cities. 

These caravan cities are spreBding like plague as they 

devor and polute not only the land scape but also the 

23 
souls. Thus for developing worlds it is necessary 

to take the p,recautionary measures on the experiences 

of best taking place in the tr inguJ.ar corners of world, 

not the preventive measures, as whe? the accidents has 

already taken place. 

Thus the alt.ernative lite style and pattern of 

development calls for the nev-1 approaches of development, 

inter-connection within the biosphere-practically on 

planning and implern.entation levels. 

It has been now obvious that there is an 

inseparcble relationship between people-resources, 

envi:ronn1ent and development. Therefore, Plans should 

be flexible enough to absorb unexpected change:;. 

Chang~- gJ.._R~~il~n~ : 

It is to be submitted that the development plans 
• 

must not rely unduly on the continuation of the correct 

trends in environmental systems. They must take 

--~·---~-

23 see Editorial of The Times of India - 21 April 
1986, New Delhi (also the Sunday special). 
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account of the outer limits also, so far as the 

stability of these systems are concerned. 

Thus a shift has been derived in the slogans 

of Action plans, e.g. "StoP, all Forms of Pollution," 

stop exchanging Non-renev1able resources" to a positivE~ 

approach that. 

"An attempt should be made from stopping 

environmental pollution to rjlanaging the 

environment better, so that pollution problems 

24 
are subsequently reduced. 

It is obvious, that the requirement of ecology 

can•t be isolated from the socio-economic and educatio-

nal aspects. The protection of environment must be 

considered as a philosophy underline activities of the 

life. r1oreover, if the world society has to be saved 

from the ever increasing degradation of human-environ-

ment, which have threaten our life on this earth, 

what is required is an effective body of environmental 

law, \vhich m?.y regulctle the interaction of governments 

which are creating dangers to the life on earch 

(vJhetherbe nuclear winter or execessive exploitation 

of resources from the developing countries), furnish 

24A11en L Springer: 'The !nternational Law of 
Pollution. _?rotec_ting the glooe environment in a word 
of sov~rei2n states 1 (West Point, 1983). 
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oblig~tory minimum standard for the national 

legislation ana administrative decision making 

bodies and should seek to provide imrnediate noti-

fication investigation, reporting and. analysis of 

the protection issues. It may be a guide for the for-

mulation of future polic~ es. 

Any v.:ay", it could be maintained that UNEP 

has failed in following the framework to its logical 

conclusion and in the bargain could only deal with the 

problem sectorally. A look at the state of world-

environment reported by the Executive Director 

(UNEP/6C/10 13-Jan 29/82) confirms it in toto. 
25 

There is a grave need to develop a new co-

operative, consultative coordinatory organisation to 

perform all humanitarian environmental solution under 

strict guidance of United Nations, which shows a 

concern for common problems of cornnon people. Never-

theless, it may be emphasized that the accommodations 

mentioned by the UNCHE are by no means the only one 

which could be referred to, but merely those, which 
T 

for one reason on another, constitute the most s2l!ent 

example of First Action by United Nations. It has 

25
Martin w. Hold.gate~ (Eds) 'The vJorld Environ

ment ( 1972-19..§22 1 .Report of UNEP. (Dllbl in 1982). 
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increased the capabili'ties of UN system. The 

"earth watch" constitutes one of the most original 

and potentially significant of the prOposals launched 

by the Stockholm conterence. 

The v;eakness on the part of '\-JOrld community 

is that of omission to follov-1 the guidelines laid· 

dow·n by the UNEP anct other concerned awdlaries ot 

United Nations, not of the system itself. It has 

been evoked for a be·tter \·.rorld, free from ha:zardous 

anarchy of industr ia.l Nuclear waste and. for a better 

life. Executive Direcbor rightly \varned the world. 

. .. h' l" 't t t ~ 6 ~n one ot ~s :Lamous s a emen • 

"In the year 2071 AD, t.he \'JOrld is wrecked 

with anarchy and civil-strife, (as a result 

of the failure) of the governw~nts to aeal 

ettectively with the environmental crisis 11
• 

'I'his has be€m more clear when we observe the 

sprec:Ci of environmental disease like mela.r ia, ana 

filhanzia t.hrough ill planned developments arid the 

failure of the authorities to provide ·their people 

with clean v.;ater and. decent san it at ion. The tiJncta-

mental reason is underdevelopment and mishandeled 

26 UNEP Press Release - 82/87. 
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wealth, the mismanagen~nt of resources or no 

management at all. As a result, the poor 2/3 o;2 v.;orlct ar 

'"".~... ._E. ing to reed to destroy the precious resources on 

which their survival depends. At the sometime, the 

rich minority in their pursuit of wasteful developl'OC:!nt 

are making unsustainable demands for more resources 

to their material satisfaction# ana by doing so 11are 

tunning their disadvantaged trading partners into 

pro:xy-Yictims". 

More logically, it could. be suspected that at 

a time when nations or the worlu spenu more than one 

million dollars a minute on arms race, and a time when 

the development assis·tance programmes languish in 

fractions of only one percent of GNP. We tolerate a 

world in which one reason in three has no access to 

decent medical services. A world in which 650 million 

people must drink and wash with dirty contaminated 

water and in which nearby half a million children 

dies each month from infections diseases ••• 

No doubt, the preper atory process ana the 

conf:er(mce gave us a new insight and perspective, 

as well as stirred new excitment and hope. The 

realization of that hope is possible only through 

public action and in'Gergovernmental supports. It 
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has the importance of a 'New L1beration Era•, from 

the destructive forces of industrial giants. 

It has nmv become clear that like peace and 

seCLlr ity environmental issues are intr is incally 1 inked 

with all other facto1~s in contemporary world politics. 

This problem is inter 1 inked v-Jith rich and poor1 mass 

with man and nations into nations, provided a. c12ar 

cut implicit legality expressed in favour of our 

single, beautiful but vulnerable planet - mother 

earth. 

Thus, the follo~.oJing broad conclusion can be 

dra•·m from the disct.lSsion of this t;...ro.rk: 

(i) It is not the environment that is managed 

but rather people and machine. 

(ii) Public responsibilities for the state of human

environment is becoming implicit in popul~r movements 

for the environmental quality and in the actions 

of the governments and industries. 

(iii) Environment manage men even as man manage 

the environment~ 

(iV) A politics bet·ter informed by science and. 

a science applied in the service of well 

considered values would provide a firmer and 

broader ba.s is for public environmental 
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decisions. A coherrent political philosophy 

on vv'hich the scientific evidence in relations 

to human needs and scientific evidence in 

relations to human needs and capabilities, would 

greatly strengthen the conceptical base upon 

which sound envi.ronmental policy can be built. 

(v) The widening gap between developed and developing 

countries have to be reconciliated in t.he light 

of healthy formula for •protective development• 

devised to respect environmental ethics and 

needs of humanity. In this respect ideological 

differences etc., has to be harmonise to give a 

way for survival of humanity: for the future 

can't be sacrified for the gratification of 

present. Man must learn that he is a part 

of nature and know to go on living on the thin 

skin and on the thin film of atmosphere on this 

27 small vulnerable planet. 

(vi) It is agreed that •action• will be necessary 

for the world can no longer let things go 

along as they always have. Change is required 

in the organisations of the world and its poli-

tical and economic system, to protect the 

27Aldovr L. Huxley: Literature and sc~~ 
(New YorR, 1962), p~109. 
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~-:;gradation of human environment. 'l'he U1~ 

is the only competent organisation to meet 

this challanqe t~hrough a more effective more 

coordinating and replatory UNEP. It is not 

difficult for tm, as rrore or less each specia

lized agencies, commissions and programme:;) 

culminate on this horizon of environ~ent. 

Development is to regarded as synonymous with 

environment and peace. 

(vii) UNEP is not a failure, though it needs many 

functions - viz~ regulation, allocation~ 

inspection, enforcement, adjudication and 

operation - to be per formed in the wide var ie

ties of subjects in International arena. 

(viii) The Declaration on Human environment has 

established norms in the decision making bodies 

of "~.'!Orl.d. It shall have a binding effect and 

violation of it should be treated as the 

viol at ion of V.lell established, recognised and 

furnj.shed principles of international lav.r. 

(ix} •stockholm• was a landmark conference both 

because it legitimised the globle environmental 

movements and because it:. resulted in the 
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formation of a UNEP. The Plan of Action:, 

intended to rekindle the spirit of stockholm~. 

has achieved a 1 Lnited success, nevertheless., 

it is an appreciating attempt. It was the first 

comprehensive international attack on the pro

blems of human environment; whereby the world

comrn.unity reacted to a new principle of 

international behaviou.r and respons ib i.l ity. 

such manifestation was seen in a blue print 

of action plan. The significant of Stockholm 

also lies in this :Eact that it provides the 

basis (and focal point) for ·this political process. 

The priority areas has the action oriented nature, 

which received a qualified success in restricted 

areas;' especially in the management and education 

field. 

(x) The shortcoming ot UNEP is that of the members 

of vJorld-community to upheld and implement 

the norms and actions formulated by it. The 

organisational implication demands for a 

commitment to this system. The United Nat ions, 

atlast remains the sole hope for authorizing 

any action, pl<m, projects etc. by it. But 

it has also the some drawbacks~ What is neE!ded 

is the unconclitional sur renaer of power of 
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Reservations on the part of developed world 

and to- cooperate and coordinate the activities 

of UNEP. 

On the whole it could be assessed that this 

new venture in the UN family has a mixed fortune -· tor 

a.eveloping countries, it is a grim hope for eradication 

of these problems as the dominant developed world 

remains in 'ideological conflict•-, On the other hano., 

the developed \"-"Orld considered it as a useless 

activity - so long as they remained under the protec-

tive umbrella of Science and Technology. Nevertheless, 

the past one and half deaade is a successful scene of 

UNEP <:J.ctivities in each sphere of life. It need a tnore 

coopera.t ive hand and more finance to solve the intan-

gible problem of hwnan envtronment. 1.'he future depends 

on the policies and programmes of UNEP for a better 

interdependent world, free from pol i·tical dichotomy and 

resting in a strong United Nat ions. 

The crux of all the discussions 1 ies in the 

lessions that men must cooperate t,rith, and not ab1~se 

on defy, the nature. If we are to ensure an adequate 

quality of life for ma.nkind, we must not llllder estimate 

the physical principles 'i.\1hich determine our life! on 

earth but we must be prepared to abide by them in our 

use of environment 28or to follow the advise of 

28.Quotea in Foreiqn .r.~ffairs Recor£§, 
New Delhi, !\!ov. 1969. p.246. -
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Fair Ftelc. o·sborn, : 

'•There is only one solution, man must 

recognised the necessity to cooperating v.rith nature. 

He must tempet his demands and use and conserve the 

natural living resources of this earth in a mannger 

that alone could provide for the continuation of 

this civilization. 



A N N E X T U R E 'A' 

DFl:LARA'fiON ON HUHAN ENVI.FON!-'1ENT 



APPENDIX 'A' 

STOCKHOLM DECLARATION Oj) THE IIDMAN ENVIROID1ENT (117:() 

rrhe United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment, having met at Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 

1972, and having considered the need for a common outlook 

and for common principles to .inspire and guide the peoples 

of the world in the preservation and enhancement of the 

human environment, proclaims that: 

1. Man is both creator and moulder of his environment, 

which gives ·him physical sustenance and affords him the 

opportunity for intellectual, moral, social and spiritual 

growth. In the long and torr~ous evolution of the humcm 

race on this planet a stage has been reached when, through 

the rapid acceleration of science and technology, man b.as 

acquired the pOi·rer to transform his environment in countless 

ways and on an unprecedented scale. Both aspects of man's 

environment, the natural and the man made, are essential to 

his well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human rights -

even the right to life itself. 

2. The protection and improvement of the human 

environtnent is a major issue which affects the well-being 

of peoples and economic development throughout the world.; 

it is the urgent desire of the peoples of the whold worl.d 

and the duty of all Governments. 
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3. Man has constantly to sum up experience and go on 

discovering, inventing, creating and advancing. In our time, 

man's capability to transform his surroundings, if used wisely, 

can bring to all peoples the benefits of development and the 

opportunity to enhance the quality of life. Wrongly or 

heedlessly applied, the same po-v1er can do incalculable harm to 

human beings and the human environment. We see around u::: 

grow·ing evidence of man-made harm in many regions of the earth: 

dangerous levels of pollution in w·at er, air, earth and liYing 

beings; major and undesirable disturbances to the ecologieal 

balance of the biosphere; destruction and depletion of 

irreplaceable resources; and gross deficiencies harmful to the 

physical, mental and social health of man, in the man-made 

environment, particularly in the living and working environment. 

4. In the developing countries most of the environmental 

problems are caused by under-development. Millions continue to 

live far below the minimum levels required for a decent human 

existence, deprived of adequate food and clothing, shelter and 

education, health and sanitation. Therefore, the developing 

countries must direct their efforts to development, bearing .in 

mind their priorities and the need to safeguard and improve the 

environment. For the same purpose, the industrialized countries 

should make efforts to reduce the gap between themselves and the 

developing countries. In the industrialized countries, environmental 

problems are generally related to industrialized and technological 

development. 
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5. The naturs.l growth of population continuously 

presents problems for the preservation of the environment, 

and adequate policies and measures should be adopted, as appro

priate, to face these problems. Of all things in the world, 

people are the most precious. It is the people that propel 

socictl progress, create social wealth, develop science and 

technology and, through their hard ·work, continuously 

transform the human environment. Along with·social progress 

and the advance of production, science and technology, the 

capability of man to improve the environment increases with 

each passing day. 

6. A point has been reached in history when we must shape 

our actions throughout the world with a more prudent care for 

their environmental consequences. Through ignorance or 

indifference 1ve can do massive and irreversible harm to the 

earthly environment on which our life and well-being depend. 

Conversely, through fuller knowledge and wiser action, we cru1 

achieve for ourselves and our posterity a better life in an 

environment more in keeping with human needs and hopes. Thert~ 

are broad vistas for the enhancement of environmental quality 

and the creation of a good life. What is needed is an 

enthusiastic but calm state of mind and intense but orderly work. 

For the purpose of attaining freedom in the world of nature, 

man must use knowledge to build, in collaboration with nature, 
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a better environment. To defend and improve the human enviro

nment for present and future generations has become an 

imperative goal for mankind - a goal to be pursued together 

with, and in harmony with, the established and fundamental goals 

of peace and of world-wide economic and social development. 

1. To achieve this environmental goal will demand the 

acceptance of responsibility by citizens and communities and 

by enterprises and institutions at every level, all sharing 

equitably in common efforts. Individuals in all vmlks of life 

as i'rell as organizations in meny fields, by their values and the 

sum of their actions, ·will shape the world environment of the 

future. ~ocal $ld national governments will bear the greatest 

burden for large-scale environmental policy and action within 

their jurisdictions. International co-operation is also needed 

in order to raise resources to support the developing countries 

in carrying out their responsibilities in this field. A growing 

class of environmental problems, because they are regional or 

global in extent or because they affect the common international 

realm, vlill require extensive co-operation among natj.ons and 

action by international organizations in the common interest. 

The Conference calls upon Governments and peoples to exert common 

efforts for the preservation and improvement of the huEan 

environment for the benefit of all the people and for their 

pDsterity. 
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PRINCIPLES 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 
states the common conviction that: 

Principle 1 : I•fan has the fundamental right to freedom, 

equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment 

of a quality that permits a life of dignity and w·ell-being 

and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve 

the environment for present and future generations. In this 

respect, policies promoting or perpetuating apartheid, racial 

segregation, discrimination, colonial and other forms of 

oppression and foreign domination stand condemned and must be 

eliminated. 

Principle 2: The natural resources of the earth, including 

the air, water, land, flora and fauna and especially 

representative samples of natural ecosystems, must be safeguarded 

for the benefit of present and future generations through careful 

planning or management, as appropriate. 

Principle 3a The capacity of the earth to produce vital 

renevrable resources must be maintained and, wherever practicable, 

restored. 

Principle 4: Man has special responsibility to safeguard and 

"tdsely manage the heritage of vTildlife and its habitat which are 

now gravely imperilled by a combination of ~dverse factors. 
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Nature conservation, including wildlife, must therefore 

receive importance in planning for economic development. 

Principle 5: '.the non-renewable resources of th.e earth must 

be employed iu such a way as to guard against the danger of 

their future exhaustion and lio ensure that benefits from such 

employment are shared by all mankind. 

Principle 6: The discharge of toxic substances or of other 

substances and the release of heat, in such quantities or 

concentrations as to exceed the capacity of the environment to 

render them harmless, must be halted in order to ensure that 

serious or irreversible damage is not inflicted upon ecosystems. 

The just struggle of the peoples of all countries against 

pollution should be supported. 

Principle 7: States shall take all possible steps to prevent 

pollution of the seas by substances that are liable to create 

hazards to human health, to harm living resources and marine 

life; to damage amenities or to interfere vlith other legitimate 

uses of the sea. 

Principle 8: ~conomic and social development is essential for 

ensuring a favourable living and working environment for man 

and for creating conditions on earth that are necessary for the 

improvement of the quality of life. 
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Principle 9 : Environmental deficiencies generated by the 

conditions of under-development and natural disasters pose 

grave problems and can best be remedied by accelerated 

development through the transfer of substantial quantities of 

financial and technological assistance as a supplement to the 

domestic effort of the developing countries and such timely 

assistance as may be required. 

Principle 10: For the developing countries, stability of 

prices and adequate earnings for primary commodities and raw 

materials are essen-c1a.L -co environmental management since 

economic factors as well as ecological processes must be taken 

into account. 

· Principle 11 : '.i.'he environmental policies of all States should 

enhance and not adversely affect·the present or future development 

potential of developing countries, nor should they hamper the 

attainment of better living conditions for all, and appropriate 

steps should De taken by States and international organizations 

with a view to reaching agreement on meeting the possible national 

and international economic consequences resulting from the 

application of environmental measures. 

Principle 12: Resources should be made available to preserve 

and improve the environment, taking into account the circumstances 
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and particular requirements of developing countries and costs 

which may emanate from their incorporating environmental 

safeguards into their development planning and the need for 

making available to them, upon their request, additional 

international technical and financial assistance for this 

purpose. 

Principle 13 In order to achieve a more rational management 

of resources and thus to improve the environment, States should 

adopt an integrated and co-ordinated approach to their 

development is compatible with the need to protect and improve 

the human environment for the benefit of their population. 

Principle 14 : Hational planning constitutes an essential tool 

for reconciling any conflict between the needs of development and 

the need to protect and improve the environment. 

Principle 15 : Planning must be applied to human settlements 

and urbanization with a vieVT to avoiding adverse effects on the 

environmeLt and obtaining maximum social, economic and environmental 

benefits for all. In this rospect, projects which are designe·d 

for colonialist and racist domination must be abandoned. 

Principle 16 Demographic policies which are without 

prejudice to basic human rights and which are deemed appropriate 

by Governments concerned should be applied in those regions \<There 
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the rate of population growth or excessive population 

concentrations are likely to have adverse effects on the 

environment or development, or where low population density 

may prevent improvement of the human environment ru1d impede 

development. 

Principle 17: Appropri.ate national institutions must be 

entrusted with the task of planning, managing or controlling 

the environmental resources of States with the view of 

enhancing environmental quality. 

Principle 18: Science and technology, as part of their 

contribution to economic and social development, must be 

applied to the identification, avoidance and control of 

environmental risks and the solution of environmental problems 

and for the common good of mankind. 

Principle 19 : Education in environmental matters, for the 

younger generation as well as adults, giving due consideration 

to the underprivileged, is essential in order to broaden the 

basis for an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by 

individuals, enterprises and communities in protecting and 

improving environment :i,n its full human dimensions. It is also 

essential that mass media of communication avoid contributing to 

the deterioration of the environment, but, on the contrary, 

disseminate information of an educational natare, on the need 
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to protect and improve the environment in order to enable 

man to develop in every respect. 

Principle 20: Scientific research and development in 

the context of er.vironmental problems, both national and 

multinational, must be promoted in all countries, especially the 

developing countries. In this connexioD, the free flow of up

to-date scientific information and transfer of experience must 

be supported and assisted, to facilitate the solution of 

environmental problems; environmental technologies should be 

made available to -developing countries on terms which would 

encourage their wide dissemination without constituting an 

economic burden on the developing countries. 

Principle 21; States have, in accordance with the Charter of 

the United Nations and the principles of international law, the 

sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their 

own environmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that 

activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause 

damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond the 

limits of national jurisdiction. 

Principle 22 : States shall co-operate to develop further the 

international law regarding liability and compensation for the 

victims of pollution and other environmental damage caused by 

activities within the jurisdiction or control of such States to 

areas beyond their jurisdiction. 
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Principle 23: Without prejudice to such criteria as may 

be agreed upon by the international community, or to standards 

which will have to be determined nationally, it will be 

essential in all cases to consider the systems of values 

prevailing in each country, and the extent of the applicability 

of standards which are valid for the most advanced countries but 

which may be inappropriate and of unwarranted social cost for the 

developing countries. 

Principle 24 : International matters concerning the protection 

and improvement of the environment should be handled in a 

co-opel:a·~ive spirit by all countries, big or small, on an equal 

footing. Co-operation through multilateral or bilateral 

arrangements or other appropriate means is essential to effectively 

control, prevent, reduce and eliminate adverse environmental 

~ffects resulting from activities conducted in all spheres, in 

such. a way that due account is taken of the sovereignty and 

interests of all States. 

Principle 25: States shall ensure that international organlzations 

play a co-ordinated, efficient and dynamic role for the protection 

and improvement of the environment. 

P~~nciE~e 2~ : Man and his environment must be spared the effects 

of nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction. States 

must strive to reach prompt agreement, in the relevant international 

organs, on the elimination and complete destruction of such weapons. 
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